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Abstract 

Chinese classical literature is marked by aesthetic features that have often no direct 

equivalent in Anglophone literature. Delivering the beauty of a Chinese text to 

English readers is therefore challenging. This thesis uses the Chinese classical fiction 

Hong Lou Meng and its two translations – The Story of the Stone translated by David 

Hawkes, and A Dream of Red Mansions translated by Yang Xianyi – to discuss 

aesthetics in Chinese and Anglophone literature. It asks how we can overcome 

aesthetic differences in translation between these two languages and cultural systems, 

and to what extent rewriting might be a feasible strategy when translating Chinese 

classical literature such as Hong Lou Meng into English. Aesthetic as well as 

significant cultural differences between Chinese and Anglophone literature impact 

upon the translation of Chinese classical literature: while Chinese culture seeks 

harmony, and implicated language and images are used to express emotions, English 

focuses, in the main, on reason, truthfulness, and logic. To translate Hong Lou Meng, 

the translator must address these differences. This thesis will show that the two 

translators of Hong Lou Meng under discussion here use different translation 

strategies to solve this problem. Where Yang’s translation is mainly literal, Hawkes 

rewrites. By analysing the two translations, we find that, compared to literal 

translation, rewriting makes the target text more readable and comprehensive. I 

suggest that translation through rewriting allows the translator to manipulate words 

and concepts so to adapt them to the target text culture. By rewriting, translation thus 
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breaks free from differences on the linguistic level but turns to the levels of meaning 

and emotions instead. As a consequence, Chinese classical literature may become 

easier to understand and more acceptable when read in English translation, so that it 

can begin to find acceptance in the Anglophone literary and cultural system.  
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Introduction  

There has been a long-standing awareness, particularly in China, that Chinese 

literature, especially classical literature, is little accepted by foreign readers and, thus, 

not widely disseminated. For example, as one of the perceived masterpieces of 

Chinese classical literature, Hong Lou Meng is well-received in China, but in the 

English-speaking world, it is still not readily available. This has a general and serious 

implication, in that it suggests, at worst, a break-down of cultural transmission and, 

at best, a realization that what we might think of as “World Literature” is not only 

wholly dependent on what translation makes available, but also on what is deemed 

commercially viable. While almost every Chinese student knows Shakespeare, Hong 

Lou Meng is still largely unfamiliar in the western world.  

Translation is central to this. If a work of literature is to be accepted by a 

general readership, what it has to say must inextricably be woven into the way in 

which it says it. In other words, the province of the thematic and the mode of the 

expressive are inseparable. It is this inseparability that constitutes the prime difficulty 

of literary translation, in particular from a language like Chinese with its highly 

imagistic aesthetic. The work must make a claim on readers’ attention, stimulate their 

interest, at the same time as asserting its own set of aesthetic values. However, the 

chasm between Chinese and English culture sets unavoidable obstacles in terms of 

striking a balance between the thematic and the aesthetic. In consequence, it is 

possible to assert that English and Chinese culture have different standards and tastes 

in regard to beauty, a difference which hinders TT readers to understand the beauty 

which the ST culture contains. Of course, this is a truism of literary translation in 

general, but in the case of Chinese literature, where the expressive realm is so 
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condensed and relies so intensely on the generation of word images, the problem 

faced by Chinese literature in translation is more akin to the issues facing the 

translator of poetry. But it remains true that if a novel cannot immerse readers in the 

experience of its aesthetic, then the reading experience itself is seriously diluted. 

What is at stake is not just literary experience, but beyond that a range of perceptions 

as to the accessibility to, and indeed the translatability of, wider Chinese classical 

culture.  

Accordingly, this thesis is centrally concerned with Hong Lou Meng, and 

its two English-language translations. The issues sketched out above serve as the 

setting of the problematic, and its wider consequences. But first we need to provide 

some contextual information to understand why it has been chosen as the central case 

study of this thesis. Hong Lou Meng is one of the six most important Chinese 

classical novels1 and was written in the mid-18th century, and is generally considered 

to have a high aesthetic value in terms of its writing style; it is, in many ways, indeed, 

a concentrated compendium of Chinese aesthetics. Hong Lou Meng presents a 

reflection of feudal society in ancient China and is deeply embedded in its moment, 

in the way of life and cultural assumptions of its time, so that it is also an 

encyclopaedia of feudal society in ancient China. But, of course, it does not provide a 

complete picture of that age. One of the recognized functions of culture and its 

artefacts is “to provide a highly selective screen between human beings and the 

outside world, so that in its many forms culture designates what we pay attention to 

and what we ignore” (Hall 1989: 85). Hong Lou Meng, like any work of art in this 

regard, selects and channels; in this case offering a reflection of life of the upper 

 
1 The six famous Chinese classical novels include The Story of the Stone (�YBA�, Hong Lou Meng), Water 
Margin (�FI��, Shui Hu Zhuan), Journey to the West (�dKg�, Xi You Ji), Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms (��!L��, San Guo Yan Yi), The Scholars (��>$��, Ru Lin Wai Shi) and Chi P’ing Mei 
(�{R?�, Jin Ping Mei). 
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class. Gibson’s account of an all-embracing sense of culture captures the way in 

which culture is present and presented in the novel:  

Culture is man’s medium; there is not one aspect of human life 
that is not touched and altered by culture. This means personality, 
how people express themselves (including shows of emotion), 
the way they think, how they move, how problems are solved, 
how their cities are planned and laid out, how transportation 
systems function and reorganized, as well as how economic and 
government systems are put together and function (2000: 16). 

To put it succinctly, Hong Lou Meng not only makes visible the daily life and social 

environment of ancient China, but also offers a clear and cogent expression of 

Chinese philosophy and aesthetics. Its readers are offered, in that way, a deeper 

understanding of core aspects of Chinese culture, such as social organisation and 

family structures, as well as the presence in daily life of cosmology and honour codes. 

As a consequence, this book can be seen as a miniature of Chinese society in Qing 

Dynasty (1644 – 1911); what is more, it is influenced by and reflects Chinese 

classical aesthetics strongly. Its cultural and aesthetic values have, for the reason, 

attracted significant Chinese academic engagement with the book, starting from Qing 

dynasty and continuing to this day – a brand of research so wide-ranging and 

important that it has received its own name –  (redology).  

Hong Lou Meng is what we might call a tragedy. It describes, at its core, 

the love story between two characters, Daiyu and Baoyu, which ends with Baoyu 

being forced to marry another girl, and Daiyu dying in sadness. In general terms, it 

focuses on the decline of four wealthy and influential families – the Jia, Wang, Shi, 

and Xue – although the greater part of the narrative relates to the Jia family. The 

destiny of this family is in fact the greatest tragedy in this story, in itself a metaphor 

for the development of feudal society in the Qing dynasty – Cao Xueqin wrote Hong 

Lou Meng in an era of final decadence, when the era of Qing dynasty was coming to 
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an end, a decadence evoked by the slow decay of the Jia family history. 

Hong Lou Meng is, in every sense, a poetic novel. It contains numerous 

forms of verses (poems, Ci, Qu, riddles, etc.) which help to evoke physical settings, 

build up vivid characters and deliver emotions. Accordingly, the language of Hong 

Lou Meng is strikingly rhythmical and offers complex plays of rhyme so that it is 

beautiful in sound. Furthermore, Cao Xueqin uses metaphors, allusions and extended 

symbolizations to create images which are intended to invoke more profound 

meanings in the imagination of the reader.2 It is precisely this high literary value that 

challenges translators; and it is the central intention of this thesis to examine this 

cultural gap in terms of the perception and realisation of literary aesthetics in Chinese 

and English cultures. The significance of this cultural gap in the particular care of 

Hong Lou Meng should not be under-estimated: 

No European has as yet had the courage to attempt a translation 
of the Hong Lou Meng... The length to which the romance 
extends, and the difficulty of interesting Europeans in individuals 
bearing what appear such uncouth names are formidable 
obstacles for a translator to overcome (Mayers 1867: 168 – 169).  
 

This comment is an exaggeration, but it clearly suggests that translating the novel is a 

true challenge, one that we will scrutinise in the discussion that follows. We should 

note by way of context that a first attempt to translate the book into English was 

made by John Francis Davis in 1830, but he was only able to translate two of the 

poems the novel contains. In 1846, Robert Thom translated 27 pages of the novel, 

 
2 Additionally, Hong Lou Meng shows a strong sense of tragedy which gives it a higher aesthetic value than 
stories with a happy ending. In fact, until 1904, when Wang Guowei used it in his essay “Comments on Hong Lou 
Meng”, Chinese did not have the word 5� (bēi jù, tragedy). With this essay, the discussion on whether tragedies 
exist in Chinese classical literature began. Some scholars, such as Zhu Gunagqian and Qian Zhongshu, insist 
there are no tragedies. In his essay “Tragedy in Old Chinese Drama”, Qian discusses that “the highest dramatic 
art is of course tragedy and it is precisely in tragedy that our old playwrights have to a man failed. Apart from 
comedies and farces, the rank and file of our serious drama belong to what is properly called the romantic drama. 
The play does not present a single master-passion, but a series of passions loosely strung together. Poetic justice 
is always rendered, and pathetic and humorous scenes alternate as regularly as the layers of red and white in a 
side of streaky bacon, to borrow a homely smile from Oliver Twist” (2004: 5). However, the focus of this thesis is 
limited to the aesthetics of language which is why this aspect will not be discussed here.  
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and Edward Charles Bowra completed the first eight chapters in 1868. The first 

systematic and complete translation of Hong Lou Meng did not appear until 1892, 

translated by H. Bencraft Joly. But, similar to the other translations that existed at the 

time, it might still be considered a partial translation in that, like the others, it was 

undertaken primarily for the purpose of language study rather than to introduce the 

novel to foreign readers. In order to serve as guidebooks or references, the translator 

used word-to-word translation and did not consider how to best recreate the 

compelling aesthetic dimension offered by the original. It is for that reason that 

studies of the translation history of Hong Lou Meng rarely take these four 

translations into account. More notable is the work of Wang Chi-chen, and the sisters 

Florence and Isabel McHugh, who translated Hong Lou Meng in 1929 and 1958 

respectively. Although these two translations were also incomplete in terms of 

coverage, their central concern with the storyline at least made the translations more 

readable although the interest in the novel that they sparked was effectively limited 

to specialists. Accordingly, it was not until 1973 that David Hawkes published what 

we might consider the first attempt at a full translation, one which balances concern 

for both formal and thematic equivalence, quickly followed by Yang Xianyi’s 

translation in 1978.  

This thesis will use Hawkes’ and Yang’s translations as case studies. We 

will see that Hawkes’ translation (The Story of the Stone) offers significant rewritings 

primarily to ensure that the target text is fluent and understandable. His translation,  

first and foremost, is written in vivid language, reinforced, 
secondly, by a domestication strategy to ensure clarity of 
reception on the part of English readers. Thirdly, his translation 
resorts to an extensive vocabulary, where a very wide range of 
language items is used to convey the complexity of Chinese 
cultural norms. Finally, the formal and oral languages of the 
original are clearly delineated in Hawkes’ translation (Feng 2008: 
6 – 35; my translation) 
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so as to bring greater texture to the novel’s expressive world.  

On the other hand, Yang (A Dream of Red Mansions) produces a literal 

translation in which he maintains many Chinese cultural connotations at face value. 

As a result, his translation is potentially harder to understand, although it might 

arguably be seen as more valuable in terms of cultural studies and cross-cultural 

understanding. Hawkes, on the one hand, domesticates and makes changes in his 

translation to ensure readability; Yang, on the other, maintains elements of Chinese 

culture that might disrupt the English reader who is unfamiliar with Chinese culture 

and aesthetics. It is these different approaches, necessarily summarised here very 

briefly and only in outline form, that make these two translations valuable sources 

for the comparison of translation strategies. 

The translators, in all likelihood, opted for different translation strategies 

for specific reasons – certainly these strategies create different effects, have differing 

impacts on the reader. Clearly, to put it in succinct terms, Hawkes is concerned to 

produce a reader-oriented translation, while Yang is more interested in creating some 

sort of dialogue between clearly balanced source and target versions. Purpose clearly 

influences translation strategy and product, and purpose itself varies hugely from 

translator to translator: 

[t]he important point here is that the Skopos rule does not 
actually say how a text should be translated. It simply tells the 
translator where to look for indications about the way to translate. 
In each case, you have to find out or construct what the intended 
purpose is (Pym 2014: 45).  

Significantly, Hawkes himself writes in the preface to his translation, “I cannot 

pretend always to have done so successfully, but if I can convey to the reader even a 

fraction of the pleasure this Chinese novel has given me, I shall not have lived in 

vain” (1973: 46). We can thus see that he translates the novel because he wants to 
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introduce this masterpiece to English readers, to let them enjoy the same pleasure he 

enjoyed as a reader. When he undertook to translate this work, he gave up his job and 

signed a contract with the publishing house Penguin, and his concerns as a translator 

were firstly, how to deliver the ST in a way that most completely embodied the 

pleasure of his own reading experience, and secondly, as a means to this end, to meet 

reader expectation and requirements and interests in order to make the translation 

more readable. This is the essence of his creative struggle, and explains the 

commercial and critical success of his work: 

Hawkes brought to bear such a wide range of rhetorical skills, 
such penetrating insight into character, such finely honed 
dialogue, such superbly crafted versification; but more than 
anything, such a profound sense of humanity, such fun and 
exhilaration, such melancholy and wisdom. In it he succeeds in 
grasping to the full, and yet at the same time transcending, the 
sheer Chineseness of the work, making it into a real novel for 
reading, revealing it as a true masterpiece of world literature 
(cited in Shei and Gao 2018: 386). 

On the other hand, Yang translated Hong Lou Meng as part of a larger cultural project; 

the purpose of his translation is to introduce China to his readers, not only the story 

itself. Yang and his wife began to translate Hong Lou Meng because they were 

commissioned to translate it. At the time, they worked in the Foreign Language Press 

which belonged to the Chinese government. In the 1970s, there was a driving need in 

China to connect with the international world, which was, essentially, the reason why 

the Foreign Language Press was set up. In other words, Yang and his wife translated 

in order to disseminate Chinese culture – so their translation, as we have noted, 

responds to a moment of political and cultural change. It is important to note, in this 

regard that Yang Xianyi’s translation was written at a time when translation purpose 

nationally was subject to pressing imperatives, both to open Chinese culture up to the 

outside, and to control very carefully that act of opening. For that reason, as we shall 
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see in the subsequent analysis, Hawkes employs more domesticating techniques than 

Yang to ensure the readability of his translation, while at the same time giving back 

something of his love for the original context. Purpose is the rudder of translation; 

without it, translation will lose direction. But blind adherence to purpose will also 

impoverish the ST. If the translator is excessively focused on what readers need or 

what clients want, s/he will inevitably work with a ruthlessly assimilative strategy.  

Research into translations of Hong Lou Meng is currently a burning topic 

in a contemporary China that is anxious to re-open portals into its cultural past after 

the period of rupture occasioned by the Cultural Revolution, but such research is 

normally carried out from perspectives that tend to gloss over issues of the 

translation of style or form, or that compare both translations irrespective of the 

concept of equivalence that they demonstrated towards the original text. According 

to the statistics from three core translation journals and one specialist journal 

dedicated to Hong Lou Meng studies, all published in China between 1980 and 2016, 

124 research articles about translations of Hong Lou Meng have been published. 

Between 1980 and 2009, each year saw the appearance of several articles, but in 

2010 the number of publications directly concerned with translations of the novel 

surged to 10 and reached a peak of 17 in 2011. In contrast, there has been something 

of a downward trend since then, with 13 articles in 2012, 9 in 2013, and 10 in each 

2014 and 2015. But this level of interest remains a fascinating indicator in its own 

right. The table below shows the main research directions in regard to the translation 

of Hong Lou Meng during these years: 
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Table 1: Translation Studies about Hong Lou Meng from 1980 – 2016 

 Research Directions Numbers of Publications 

1 Translation history of Hong Lou Mong 19 

2 Translation theories 22 

3 Comparative study 8 

4 Translation strategies 35 

5 Cultural specificity (translation of name, 

poetry, metaphors, etc.) 

34 

 

According to these statistics, we can see that it is primarily cultural issues that draw 

the attention of Chinese scholars working in the field of Translation Studies. Cultural 

differences, of course, pose unavoidable problems in translation because translation 

as a writing form must deal with inequivalence, what we will consider in this thesis 

to be the gaps between the ST culture and the TT culture. “There are effectively two 

basic structures of indeterminacy in the text – blanks and negation” (Iser 1976: 182).  

The understanding of Chinese classical literature not totally relies on the 

literal meanings of texts. In other words, the literal meaning not equal to what text 

wants to deliver to readers. Chinese may omit words, at times sentences, so as to 

enable readers to supply meanings within the implicit – this is central to Chinese 

artistic conceptions, a key element of what is recognized as beauty. Parts of the 

meanings of a sentence are activated by people’s imagination, through a resonance 

which derives from the beauty of voice, form and meanings of words and sentences. 

In the reading process, when the schemata of the text are related to one another, it is 

then that the imaginary object of meaning can begin to be found, and it is precisely 

the blanks that provide the heuristic force to get this connecting operation under way. 
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Consequently, “when the schemata and perspectives have been linked together, the 

blanks ‘disappear’” (ibid.: 183). In short, the aesthetic dimension in the translations 

of Hong Lou Meng is essential, but so far it appears that the aesthetic dimension has 

been largely ignored. It is for that reason that this thesis is centrally concerned to 

assess aesthetic loss and recreation in these two rare instances of completed 

translations of Hong Lou Meng. The discussion by definition must develop from a 

comparative methodology, but always offset against the original and filtered through 

the perceived concept of equivalence from which each translation has developed. The 

following core research questions arise from this:  

1) In what ways might we consider the aesthetics of Chinese and 

Anglophone literature to be comparable? Where they diverge, how 

might the translator still ensure the transmission of a sense of beauty to 

a new readership? 

2) Comparing the two translations of Hong Lou Meng, in what ways do 

the translators work to ensure the readability of the novel in English? 

To what extent do their different approaches to the aesthetics of the 

novel inform any discernible commitment to readability? How might 

we characterize the different approaches of the two translators in this 

key regard? 

3) How might rewriting as a multilayered activity allow the translator to 

deal in a more holistic way with the frequently competing demands 

sound, form and meaning? 

In that regard, this thesis is significant not only for Hong Lou Meng, but it also seeks 

to develop a framework to explain the same central difficulties that occur in the 

translations of most Chinese classical literature. In that way, the two translations of 
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Hong Lou Meng, in relationship to each other and to the original text, will be used as 

both evidence and case studies.  

In line with the purpose outlined above, Chapter One of this thesis will 

begin with an introduction to background and all necessary contextualizing 

information. In the first instance, it is important to set our discussion within the 

relation between culture and translation. Culture, its specificities, its perceived areas 

of commensurability and untranslatability, has long been considered an integral 

element of translation practice and assessment alike. If we assume that translation is 

centrally concerned with the cross-cultural rewriting of text, cultural difference and 

specificity raise significant difficulties in terms of the securing of thematic and 

formal equivalence. In particular, in the case of two cultures frequently held to be 

largely incommensurable – the Chinese and the Anglophone – there is frequently a 

flattening of formal concepts of equivalence on the part of the translator, who is more 

concerned with ensuring thematic equivalence. This is, of course, exactly what 

happens in many translations of poetry. It is for that reason precisely that culture – 

and cross-cultural analysis – provides such an important context for the 

understanding of aesthetic loss and recreation in translation. Led in turn by a 

consideration of the expressive and thematic content of Hong Lou Meng, the second 

part of this chapter will then discuss how Chinese and western aesthetics differ; this 

section will introduce the three concepts that underpin Chinese aesthetics (which we 

might consider, in that regard, to be more formulaic that any western counterpart): 

harmony, the beauty of artistic conception and the importance of type. This will 

allow us to fully understand what the differences between Chinese and western 

aesthetics are, and why translation of Chinese classics into English is fraught with 

difficulty. The final part of this chapter will conceptualise rewriting and assess to 
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what extent it can be used to rebuild the aesthetics of the ST in the target culture. Due 

to the cultural differences between Chinese and English aesthetics, rewriting might 

allow the translator to recreate beauty in the terms and conceptions familiar to the 

target reader. This discussion will be underpinned by an analysis of examples from 

Hong Lou Meng, and by a continuous engagement with the Chinese 

conceptualisation of beauty and its counterpart in the Anglophone culture. For the 

translator from Chinese to English this means that they must, so to speak, fill in the 

gaps, insert those missing elements and reorganize the structure to ensure the fluency 

of the translation. To every blank, translators bring their own resources of 

understanding, explaining them through their own knowledge and experiences – 

whether these experiences came from Chinese or English or not, they all serve to fill 

the blank with meaning. It is precisely this translational negotiation that renders the 

TT more readable and easier to understand.  

Chapter Two will focus on the beauty of sound. This chapter will first 

explain the importance of sound in Chinese classical literary creation, and then 

introduce the two essential elements in building up the beauty of harmony in sound: 

the four-tone system and rhyme. The discussion will assess their function in Chinese 

poetry, and compare them with meter and rhyme in English rhymed poetry. Drawing 

on the analysis of the two translations of poetry in Hong Lou Meng, the analysis will 

illustrate that by using meter and rhyme in English verse, the translator has the 

opportunity to rebuild the beauty of sound; finally, the chapter will argue that when 

the translator focuses solely on the delivery of meaning, the reproduction of sound 

aspects will be influenced. 

Chapter Three will illustrate the harmony between form and meaning in 

Chinese literature. The analysis, in the first instance, centres around the theory of 
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form and meaning in Chinese aesthetics, examining how this theory influences 

classical literature. Following on from that, we will discuss the beauty of form by 

considering three crucial aspects – firstly, this section introduces the form of Chinese 

characters and illustrates their beauty; secondly, we will discuss four-character 

structures in Chinese culture, always with the awareness that the form and meaning 

of four-character structures are supremely difficult to maintain in any act of 

translations. Finally, this chapter will concentrate on parallelism in Chinese and 

compare it to parallelism in English. We will see that, irrespective of whatever 

strategy the translator follows when translating parallelism in Hong Lou Meng, the 

beauty of parallelism is only, at best, partly reproduced in the English translations. 

Chapter Four will concentrate on two aspects. On one hand, this chapter 

will emphasise the beauty of implication in Chinese classical literature; drawing on 

theories of high- and low-context culture, the discussion will assess the extent to 

which Chinese literary language is more implicit than its English counterpart. By 

discussing the translations of Hong Lou Meng with particular regard to allusion, 

sexual description and humour, the discussion will attempt to show that if translators 

wish to ensure the delivery of meanings and emotion, they need to decode hidden 

information in translation to make them explicit. On the other hand, it will also 

explain a unique concept that is key to Chinese literary aesthetics: artistic conception, 

which uses images to deliver emotion so that image and emotion are in harmony. We 

will discuss artistic conception in the context of Chinese classical literature and 

compare it with the concept of poetic imagery in Anglophone literature. By analyzing 

images in Hong Lou Meng and how the two translators try to reproduce them, the 

discussion will inquire as to what extent a translator can deliver the beauty of artistic 

conception through rewriting. 
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To sum up, this thesis argues that rewriting is an effective way to translate 

across cultural differences and between the aesthetic systems of the source and target 

languages. By rewriting, the translator no longer limits himself/herself to language 

only but concentrates, very broadly speaking, on how to make the TT more readable 

and comprehensive in the target culture. Although rewriting does not always bring 

about an ideal result – for example, sometimes only some aspects of sound, form, 

and meaning can be maintained – it decreases the sort of dissonance that may arise 

from cultural differences, and allows the translator to negotiate between two remote 

cultures, such as, in this case, Chinese and Anglophone culture. Especially for those 

readers who know little about Chinese and Chinese culture, but who wish to initiate a 

new familiarity by reading Chinese classical novels, rewriting as a translation 

method might prove to work well in terms of providing understandable and readable 

access. Moreover, if rewriting is indeed more able to recreate the functional effects of 

ST beauty, such as rhyme and parallelism, then the translation will work more 

completely in terms of giving such readers the opportunity to discover something of 

the central position of aesthetics in Chinese classical literature. On the other hand, for 

those readers who seek to improve both their Chinese and their knowledge of the 

specific elements of the times, places and practices represented in the novel, through 

using translations as parallel texts, then translations that are more closely wedded to 

the original, at the expense of fluency, will provide a more reliable source. The 

discussion argues that rewriting presents a translation strategy that allows Chinese 

classical literature to survive in the Anglophone west, recognising that one of the 

reasons why translations of Chinese literature, especially of classical Chinese 

literature, have had little echo among readers is because such translations impoverish 

and diminish the imagistic texture of the originals. That is why this thesis has chosen 
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a magnum opus of classical Chinese literature – Hong Lou Meng – as its source text, 

in order to ask why Chinese literature has failed to make its mark for such a long 

time, and how to improve that situation of isolation. 
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Chapter One 

Cultural Differences in Translation 

1.1. Translation and culture 

Translation, as a process concerned primarily with interpretation and representation, 

aims not only to deliver a form (or concept) of equivalence in terms of language, but 

also in formal terms – in other words, conveying a sense of the aesthetic dimension 

embodied by the ST to the new readership; in the case of the translation of Chinese 

classical literary texts 3 , where the aesthetics is inseparable from the meanings 

generated, this becomes a very specific challenge of translation. 

Literature, as a carrier of culture, offers a holistic reflection of its cultural 

background, so that culture itself as a source context is an unavoidable concern in 

any translation-based study – as many critics have observed “literary texts are 

constituted not primarily of language but in fact of culture, language being in effect a 

vehicle of the culture” (St-Pierre and Kar 2009: 253). This leads to the so-called 

Cultural Turn in Translation Studies, marking a consolidation of the centrality of this 

source context to the translation process, so that “translation is no longer a 

phenomenon whose nature and borders are given once and for all, but an activity 

dependent on the relations within a certain cultural system” (Venuti 2012: 167). The 

central idea that language is embedded in a shaping culture leads translators to 

consider that one of the principal impediments to the direct functioning of 

equivalence is the fact that the ST and TT are responsive to two different cultural 

systems. Effectively, therefore, “the object of study has been redefined, what is 

 
3 Chinese classical literature refers to literature from the pre-Qin dynasty (before 221B.C.) to the end of Qing 
dynasty (1912 A.D.). The ST of this thesis, Hong Lou Meng (�YBA�), was created in 1791, in the Qing 
dynasty. 
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studied is the text, embedded within its network of both source and target cultural 

signs and in this way Translation Studies has been able to utilize the linguistic 

approach and move out beyond it” (Bassnett and Lefevere 1998: 123). The well-

known iceberg model (Figure One) helps to explain the components of culture:  

 

Figure 1: Iceberg Model (Baker 2011: 71) 

In this model, culture consists of three levels – the technical, the formal, and the 

informal. The technical level’s “very explicitness and the fact that it can be written 

down and recorded and even taught at a distance differentiates it from the other two 

types of integration” (Hall 1990: 72). It is formed of explicit and self-conscious 

behaviours and manifestations, such as science, language, art etc. The formal level 

consists of attitudes and manifestations that “are more likely to be influenced by the 

past than they are by the present or future. Formal awareness is awareness of what 

Apley would call ‘what’s right, what ought to be there’” (cited in Hall 1990: 71). In 

that sense, ethnic traditions, and their relative conceptions of the world, function 
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within such formal awareness, and crucially, formed as they are across history and 

sustained by generations of social practice, exhibit strong national features – indeed, 

this is one of the factors that allows us to talk meaningfully about a constituted 

national literature. If the technical is an expression of culture, formal awareness is the 

core of culture, very often deciding what and how the technical expresses. The 

informal level “is made up of activities or mannerisms which we once learned but 

which are so much a part of our everyday life that they are done automatically” (ibid.: 

71), so that environment, space, and time all influence this level, passing almost 

imperceptibly into literature creation (which, of course, is the technical form that 

concerns us in this discussion) but, in the process, bestowing a flavour of authenticity 

on characters, actions etc. It is this flavour of authenticity, this engineering of the real, 

that allows the reader to experience the truthfulness of any character or situation. 

Without that experience, the literary text is stillborn.  

We must be careful not to be too cut and dried about the relationships 

between language, culture and identity. But for the purposes of this thesis, we will 

work from the generally-accepted premise that language, which belongs to the 

technical level, is an external manifestation of culture – it is for that reason that 

translators find a sentence resists rendering through apparent equivalences, a 

resistance rooted in cultural differences, whether across time or space, or the 

interrelatedness of both. Compared to the informal level, this technical level is more 

stable and obvious, more on the surface so that, at this level, ensuring correctness of 

information becomes one of the translator’s primary tasks – principally because, in 

Baker’s terms, “at this ‘Technical’ level, language signs have a clear WYSIWYC 

(What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get) referential function […] The task of the translator 

at this level is to transfer the terms and concepts in the source text abroad with 
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minimum loss” (Baker 2011: 70).  

However, it is when the formal and the informal levels come together that 

translation assumes its greatest complexity and presents its most (even at times 

insurmountable) difficulties. Because, although the translation might be solvable in 

terms of what may be considered an equivalent on the technical level, it does not 

mean that the other levels are open to being represented appropriately. Let us take an 

example from our core text: in Hong Lou Meng, reference to a lady’s accessory is 

made repeatedly: “ (hé bāo, see Figure Two)”. Hawkes translates in sharply 

domesticated fashion as “purse”; and indeed He Bao may be a pouch for money, but 

it is far from a purse. As a storage bag, it may contain money and other small items, 

but at the same time, it is a decoration that can be attached to clothing – men and 

women attach it in different ways – and furniture; and often it is used as a symbol of 

safety and love. The range of referential meanings is thus more complex than purse: 

if the ST, for instance, describes a girl presenting a He Bao to a boy, this He Bao is a 

representation of her love rather than a gift of money. From this simple example we 

can see that the technical level appears direct and simple in terms of its referent; 

however, the cultural information behind the technical level makes a seemingly 

simple translation situation potentially harder to manage and constantly contingent 

on the context in which it is used. In other words, translators need to find a way to 

make manifest what is essentially hidden information: a variety of possible 

thickening techniques suggest themselves – a footnote or a gloss, such as “a purse 

which stands for love”; or, if translators wish to stress the affective dimension 

underpinning the referential dimension, they can choose, depending on the context, 

to rewrite the He Bao as something in the TT culture that has a similar function, such 

as, for example. love tokens.  
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Figure 2: He Bao 

Translation, therefore, negotiates between two cultural systems, with the result that 

such gaps open up continuously; the task of the translator in such situations is to 

convey the items in the ST not through a single referential item, but via a series of 

choices dependent on context. Translation is, in this way, “a bicultural practice 

requiring ‘mind shifting’ from one linguacultural model of the world to another, and 

mediating [or compensating] skills to deal with the inevitable refraction between one 

reality and another” (Baker 2011: 72). Translation is, in its broadest conception in 

this way, a bridge that links two sides, a balance between two systems. Of course, it 

cannot dispense with the ST; but if it moves too much towards it, it distances itself 

unsustainably (in terms of reader experience) from the TT reality. In other words, 

“translations not only project an image of the work that is translated and, through it, 

of the world that work belongs to; they also protect their own world against worlds 

that are too radically different, either by adapting them or by screening them out” 

(Lefevere 1992: 125). In this sense, translation is a point of connection. It not only 

delivers the ST in some way, but also, at its best, seeks to offer a work influenced by 

ST and TT cultures alike, hopefully coupling harmony with tension, the familiar and 

the unfamiliar, in a way that we can think of characterising the sort of hybridity that 

lies at the heart of the creative act:  
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A translated work is a composite, hybrid configuration. It is not a 
monolithic work but an interpermeation, a conglomerate of two 
structures. On the one hand there is the semantic content and the 
formal characteristics of the source; on the other hand there is the 
entire system of features specific to the target language, 
contributed by the translator (Levy, trans. Corness 2011: 67).  

In this process, translators function as intermediaries, shifting from one language and 

context to the other, bringing two cultures into contact. A translation in that way 

becomes an instance of encounter whereby “translators decode the message 

contained in the text of the original author and reformulate [encode] it into their own 

language. The message contained in the translated text is then decoded by the reader 

of the translation. A binomial chain of communication is established” (ibid.: 23). 

Translation becomes not a simple source of information about, but an invitation 

towards communication with, an invitation to engage through the agency of the 

translator in a process that is actually an exchange, encounter and negotiation 

between the world views and values of the source and target culture. 

Literary translation, in this way, both demands and instigates cultural 

communication, which, at heart, requires the delivery of an aesthetic component; in 

other words, “a [literary] translation should be perceived as a work of art” (ibid.: 3). 

This is, to a great extent, decided by the feature of literature itself. Aesthetics is, 

unarguably, a vital component of literature, and it is precisely the aesthetic harmony 

between form and content that is one of the defining elements of literary creation: 

“there is little doubt that a literary text can produce a particular aesthetic or poetic 

effect on its readers. This could be referred to as the specific effect or function of the 

literary text. It gives literary text a specific value of its own, affecting the interaction 

between writer and reader” (Nord 2014: 82). Therefore, in this way, translations 

ideally also communicate the aesthetic function(s) of the source text – literary 

translation “fulfils affective/aesthetics rather than transactional or informational 
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function, aiming to provoke emotions and/or entertain rather than influence or inform; 

they have no real-world truth-value” (Baker 2011: 152). To put it succinctly, whereas 

the delivery of information is important, the re-building of the beauty of the ST is 

essential. In short, to open the aesthetic experience offered by the ST to the target 

readership becomes one of the primary goals of literary translation. That, at least, is 

the central contention of this thesis. 

1.2. Cultural differences between Chinese and the West 

It follows from this that cultural difference is an unavoidable consideration in the 

English translation of Chinese classical literature – because, as the foregoing 

discussion is concerned to show, what lies behind linguistic variation is intercultural 

difference. Much of Sapir-Whorf remains relevant today, including the well-known 

dictum to the effect that “No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be 

considered as representing the same social reality. The worlds in which different 

language communities live are distinct worlds, not merely the same world with 

different labels attached” (Sapir 1929: 69). Language, in this understanding, exists 

only within a cultural context, and “different languages express different views of 

world” (Pym 2014: 9). In other words, culture shapes language – “in their different 

grammatical and lexical structures, individual languages embody and therefore 

impose different conceptualizations of the world” (Baker 2011: 301). In order to 

illustrate this working hypothesis, let us take the word “  (kē tóu)” as it appears 

in Hong Lou Meng as an example, where it is translated by both translators as 

kowtow. This English word was borrowed, in turn, from the Cantonese (Kau Tau) 

since it is a form of behaviour that English culture maintains as foreign. Kowtow 

requires people to kneel down and touch or knock on the ground, expressing a related 
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range of meanings of reverence and apology. Moreover, it is the most important and 

commonly used daily ritualistic act (gradually abandoned after the May Fourth 

Movement in 1919, with the consequence that if one were asked to kowtow today, it 

would be seen as the imposition of an extremely rude and humiliating gesture). 

Because of this cultural gap, it is impossible for translators to find a strictly 

appropriate (in the translational sense) word in English, so they use this calque.  

To elucidate from this, cultural difference is one of the clear reasons why 

equivalence is a rare prize in the context of the English translation of Chinese 

classical literature. A translation is, as we have argued, a piece of created relation 

because “translation is always implicated in questions of relation – between one text 

and language and another, but also between individuals, nations, and belief systems” 

(Hulme 2018: 6). If translators want to find a way from one system to another, to 

communicate and negotiate, they must bear in mind that the problem is how to 

decrease the influence of differences. Therefore, before we continue to talk about 

how translators might be able to deliver the aesthetic experiences offered in the ST to 

TT readers, it is important to make clear what beauty in Chinese culture/literature is 

and how it differs from beauty in western culture/literature. 

In the context of Chinese classical philosophy, harmony, in particular the 

harmony between the natural and the cultural is an essential concept – “the 

philosophy basis of Chinese classical aesthetics is the harmony between nature and 

people” (Chen 1986: 2; my translation). As Nakamura notes, the three leading 

schools of Chinese philosophy all focus on this key relationship between nature and 

people: 

Taoism: Thus, with your body and energy harmonized, you can 
become one with heaven. Heaven and Earth are the father and 
mother of all life. Together they create a form, apart they create a 
beginning. If body and energy are without fault, this is known as 
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being able to adapt. Strengthened and again strengthened, you 
come back again to assist Heaven (Chung, trans. Palmer 2006: 
156). 

Confucianism: The Master said, “Great indeed was Yao4 as a 
ruler! How lofty! It is Heaven that is great and it was Yao who 
modelled himself upon it. He was so boundless that the common 
people were not able to put a name to his virtues” (Confucius, 
trans. Lau 1979: 94). 

Buddhism: Where there is nature, there are the body and mind. 
Where no nature exists, there is neither body nor mind. Buddha 
is created by self-nature; therefore, one must not look for the 
Buddha by the body. If Self-nature is an illusion, then the 
Buddha is namely a sentient being. If self-nature is 
enlightenment, then the sentient being is namely the Buddha 
(Nakamura 1960: 282). 

Harmony in Chinese culture, written and visual, relates in this way to the unity of 

people and nature because “Chinese philosophy leans to existentialism rather than 

epistemology, it requires people to be part of nature so that people can find the 

meaning of life” (Zhu 2006: 273; my translation). In similar fashion to literary forms, 

Chinese fine art seeks to express the emotions of relatedness – in short, the inner 

worlds of spirit and affect. The manifestation of the beauty of harmony becomes in 

this way the unity of the binary (nature/human, spirit/affect etc), embodied in the 

broader unity of Yin ( ) and Yang ( ) which becomes a statement of balance, 

resolution, and harmony of potential opposites. In consequence, “Chinese people 

advocate harmony from ancient times. Chinese philosophers think the developing of 

things are based on the unity of opposites” (Liu 2005: 7; my translation). How does 

this work? Chinese philosophy’s conception of the world in terms of dualism is 

reflected in Yin and Yang as the unitary symbol of a basic binary understanding of 

the opposites that, in their combination, form the cosmos. It is found regularly in 

Chinese art, and, of course, has been imported into western consciousness as an 
 

4 Yao (traditionally c. 2356 – 2255 BC) was a legendary Chinese ruler, one of the Three Sovereigns and Five 
Emperors. 
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unmediated statement of eastern mysticism. In this dynamic equilibrium between 

opposites, Yin and Yang is the intersection and conformation of contrary forces or 

elements. In their cosmic settings, with the sun rising, Yang becomes stronger and 

stronger. But when it gets to its strongest point, it weakens gradually, and is replaced, 

at first almost imperceptibly, by Yin. This, then, is the relative balance which sustains 

both the universe and harmony in nature. The Book of Changes states that this 

successive movement between the inactive (Yin) and active (Yang) constitutes what 

is called the course of things ( ), so that the interpenetration of Yin 

and Yang accounts for the origin of life. Therefore, the interaction of Yin and Yang is 

not an increasing of quantity, but rather the creation of a new quality. Ultimately, “the 

aesthetics of art come from the circle of Yin and Yang […] the basic rule of creations, 

its presentations are various and interchangeable” (Chen 1998: 182; my translation). 

As a consequence, Yin and Yang bring harmony and unity, known as Tai Ji (Figure 

Three): 

 

Figure 3: Tai Ji 

This, then, represents the inner rules of things, a harmony and “reciprocity between 

people and yin-yang correlations that guides Chinese patterns of culture” (McCraw 

2006: 71). Classical literary creation in China both derives from and contributes to 

this long-standing philosophy, accordingly seeking ways to deliver such harmony in 
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written form – for example, harmonies of sound (for instance, the matching of  – 

level – and  – oblique, see Chapter Two) – in order to create an indissoluble unity 

of form and meaning, which is conceived of as the essence of beauty. It is for that 

reason that commonly used contrasting structure words reflect this form – e.g.: “  

(east and west)”, “  (cold and warm)”, “  (when people say yes but 

actually think no)”. In other words, Chinese language and culture, as reflections of a 

wider structures, are run through and through with statements of unity. 

In comparison to this pursuit of harmony in Chinese aesthetics, western 

aesthetics – broadly speaking – centres more on the search for truth and reason; the 

Pythagoreans, for instance, sustained that “the sober, contemplative kind of pleasure 

evoked by a certain state of formal relations [is] the only pleasure characteristic of an 

experience of beauty” (Gaut and Lopes 2005: 227), they “believed that the world is 

beautiful because there is a certain measure, proportion, order and harmony between 

its elements. They believed that the harmonies of music reveal the same harmonies 

that underlie nature. These harmonies, according to the Pythagoreans, can be reduced 

to number” (ibid.: 227 – 228). Western aesthetics, of course, refers to the harmonious 

as a measurement of the beautiful; however, even here harmony is a quantifiable 

relationship among other constituent elements. Accordingly, whereas in Chinese 

aesthetics, harmony (as a version of the oneness of everything) is the ultimate goal of 

the spirit, “in time, this conception of beauty [Pythagoreans’ harmony theory] was 

modified to accommodate the idea of moral beauty and the beauty of intellectual 

constructs. Eventually, within this tradition, beauty came to be understood as a 

relational property” (ibid.: 228). These different conceptions lead, naturally enough, 

to different developments of the dominant aesthetic. Whereas Chinese aesthetics 

concentrates on sensibility, feeling, because “every people can have their own inner 
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worlds which influence how they think about the meaning and value of life” (Zhu 

2006: 274; my translation), the western judgment of beauty concentrates on form in 

that it “does not merely express a personal preference. The object of beauty is the 

imagination’s presentation of the form of the object” (Gaut and Lopes 2005: 228 – 

229). In short, beauty in Chinese culture tends to be a deeply personal experience 

while the artefact or object is primarily valued in western aesthetics, from beginning 

to end; these different gazes, necessarily summarised here very briefly, generate in 

turn different modes of creation and conceptions of beauty in Chinese and western 

cultures. 

As Zhu puts it succinctly, “Chinese aesthetics requires the harmony of 

people’s spirits, rather than imitate objects” (Zhu 2006: 280; my translation). Chinese 

fine arts express or describe what is deemed to be the authentic world, in that it offers 

a union of the given and the hidden, of the physical and the states of being that are 

evoked by and indelibly associated with that physicality. So the description of the 

natural world, in all of its manifestations, offers people a space for realising their 

own emotions, and through that their purposes. On the other hand, mimesis has been 

a key method in the way in which the western fine arts have chosen to represent the 

world – once again, the movement is from Chinese oneness to the western operation 

of the gaze (consolidated, of course, in the west’s discovery and subsequent 

implementation of perspective in painting and drawing). For Plato, imitation is 

“making something that is not a real thing, but merely an image of a thing. Both 

poets and visual artists are practitioners of mimesis in this sense” (Gaut and Lopes 

2005: 5); additionally, “Aristotle regarded the visual and dramatic arts as naturally 

mimetic, in some manner representing something, whether in words, marble, or 

paint” (ibid.: 204). Imitation in the western tradition instantiates the importance of 
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form and object, while, on the contrary, Chinese art creations breaks free from the 

limitation of form but seeks instead to achieve a communion of spirits. This 

difference is most clearly observable if we briefly compare conceptions of the real in 

Chinese classical water colour painting and western oil painting. In Chinese water 

colour paintings, freehand brush work has been used since ancient times, requiring 

painters not to be faithful to form, but to focus solely on communicating their 

emotions and purposes in relation to the object of depiction (the images below show 

the differences between a realistic oil painting and freehand brush painting). 

                                        

Left: Figure 4: The Laundress, Jean-Baptiste Greuze, 1761 
Right: Figure 5: Immortal, Liang Kai, Song dynasty (960 – 1279) 

 
The different aesthetic traditions of Chinese and western art are also, of course, no 

less evident in language and literary creation. In the first place, the grammar structure 

of Chinese is “implicit and flexible” (Pan 1997: 115; my translation), while English 

grammar is more “explicit and rigid” in comparison (ibid.: 115). In other words, in 

the Chinese language, the connections among language components are more 

adroitly communicated through implicature, the implied, rather than by form nor 

morphology. In that regard, we may conclude that “Chinese is a semantic language 

while English is a morphological language” (ibid.: 116). This is evident in the way in 

which tense as employed in English grammar disappears in the Chinese system, word 
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affixes (to instigate directionality of meaning) are not necessarily used, and the 

eliding of subjective elements in a sentence does not impact on understanding. 

Therefore, in Chinese to English translation, translators frequently have to complete 

the grammar structures through their own interpretive processes so that the sentences 

can deliver meaning. If we draw on Chinese poetry as an example, Chinese classical 

poems contain five or seven characters per lines, and one poem has four or eight 

lines. This compact form eliminates conjunctions like “and”, “but”, “as”, etc, and, 

additionally, the first-person pronoun is frequently absent in Chinese poems; 

effectively, there is no confessional element in Chinese classical poems. Therefore, in 

Chinese to English translation, there is no choice but to add those missing 

components to make the grammar structure complete. Here is a poem (and its two 

translations) from Hong Lou Meng that may serve to show both the different 

grammar structures in Chinese and English, and how translators deal with these 

differences: 

 
 (Cao 1981: 57 – 58)  

 
Root and lotus are all fragrant, life and encounters are really 
sadness. 
Since two places born single trees, leading to fragrant soul return 
to home (my literal translation). 
 
Your stem grew from a noble lotus root, 
Yet your life passed, poor flower, in low repute. 
The day two earths shall bear a single tree, 
Your soul must fly home to its own country (Hawkes 1973: 133). 
 
Sweet is she as the lotus in flower, 
Yet none so sorely oppressed; 
After the growth of a lonely tree in two soils 
Her sweet soul will be dispatched to its final rest (Yang 2015: 94). 
 

The examples show that the two translators interpret the poem from the perspective 

of different personal pronouns; they are both constrained into adding pronouns into 
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their translations in order to make the grammar structure work – so as to give a clear 

indication as to who does what. On the other hand, there are no personal pronouns in 

the ST, although in terms of readership this does not diminish ST readers’ 

understanding of the meaning of the poem. In terms of tense, Yang uses the future 

tense “will be” in his last sentence in order to make the time sequencing clear, 

whereas Hawkes omits tense in this sentence, but his translation – “the day two 

earths shall bear a single tree” and “your soul must fly home to its own country” – 

suggests a concurrence of events so that there is no need to show time differences. 

However, in the ST, even without a tense, it is clear that what is described in the last 

sentence will happen after the event alluded to in the third sentence. It is a small 

example, but through it we see the workings of the different aesthetic traditions of 

Chinese and western writing, one highly elliptical, the other more fixed in terms of 

its search for meaning – whereas in English, in its emphasis on form and morphology, 

grammar structure is the basic requirement, Chinese relies much less on strict 

grammar structures than English to generate meaning. 

By way of provisional conclusion at this stage, we might affirm that 

Chinese aesthetics seek the beauty of harmony. “Harmony is the steppingstone of 

Chinese aesthetics. Harmony is the harmony between people and nature; it is the 

unity of rationality and sensibility” (Chen 1998: 25; my translation). Harmony is, 

therefore, the guiding star of Chinese aesthetic theory and literary creation. Based on 

this theory, Chinese literature has developed a system of writing which requires unity 

of sound, form and meaning, using implicit language and images to express emotion, 

with much less emphasis on form, truth and reasoning that are more prominent in 

western literature. 
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1.3. Hong Lou Meng  

As we have noted therefore, harmony has an important position in Chinese fine arts 

creation so that, as one of the most important classical literary works in China, Hong 

Lou Meng can be seen as a concentrated reflection of the beauty of harmony. The 

cultural value of Hong Lou Meng in Chinese literary history is, in this regard, hugely 

significant; this novel, in the words of one leading critic, “is the work that shows the 

greatest sense of tragedy and is the most important realistic work [of ancient China]” 

(Xia 1988: 278; my translation). In other words, what this critic is emphasising is the 

vitality of affect, the life of the spirit and of the emotions that the novel seeks to 

convey, so that, at the same time, there is no contradiction with his later expressed 

view that “it is the most important imaginary work” (ibid.: 288) in Chinese literary 

history.  

When talking about the beauty of Hong Lou Meng, first and foremost, 

readers will notice that it is a “poetic novel” (Zhou 1998: 12; my translation). Hong 

Lou Meng is “a poem and a fable [though] its language is more colloquial and finer” 

(Xia 1988: 278; my translation). This poetic core is one of the most prominent 

features of Hong Lou Meng, “the reason why Hong Lou Meng is beautiful not only 

depends on its narrative techniques but also mostly because of its poetic beauty […] 

reading Hong Lou Meng is reading a poem. If readers do not have poetic taste, they 

can hardly understand this novel” (Zhou 1995: 87; my translation). Indeed, there are 

numerous poems in Hong Lou Meng, and, in that regard, it is one of the first novels 

to use poetry as an integral part. In the narrative, poetry promotes the development of 

the story and the shaping of characters, bringing them into harmony in one literary 

work. Before Hong Lou Meng, poetry was also used in Chinese classical literature – 

for example, at the beginning of The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. However, 
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poetry in novels before the publication of Hong Lou Meng was used to offer a 

commentary on the narrative itself, so that if readers do not read these poems, there is 

no impact on their understanding; in other words, poetry and novel are not brought 

together into one harmonious unit. Hong Lou Meng, however, is the first instance to 

“breakthrough the adage that poetry is only an appendix of novels; but creates a 

perfect form where prose, and poetry are harmony combined” (Lu and Gao 1985: 

227; my translation). In the spirit of such harmony, the narrative language of Hong 

Lou Meng displays an obvious poetic feature – what we have referred to already as 

the harmony of sound, form and meaning. Cao employs frequent parallelism so that 

action and setting, scenery and scene, are closely orchestrated together, so that Hong 

Lou Meng offers a high degree of beauty of “organized form and harmony sound” 

(ibid.: 219). Such parallelisms are organised and rhymed, and set within these 

codified sequences are freer sentences that are more flexible and natural. Once again, 

there is a principle of harmony here in the way that Cao is able to balance these two 

sentence structures, which makes his writing “full of change” (ibid.: 223), in the 

sense of negotiated movement between opposite forces (Yin and Yang) rather than 

the sort of abrupt transitions and code-switches that are traditionally a feature of 

much of English-language writing. When reading this novel, therefore, ST readers 

are encouraged to feel the beauty of harmony expressed through the way in which 

sound and form combine in a range of meanings rooted in the life of the spirit. 

Another key feature of Hong Lou Meng, compared to other classical 

literature before, is that it “shows an excellent ability in building up characters. Even 

a small character in this novel is described vividly” (Xia 1988: 290; my translation). 

Irrespective of their registers, characters’ actions and behaviours strictly conform to 

their personalities, once again contributing to the overall sense of pattern and shape. 
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For example, the poems written by Lin Daiyu (one of the heroines of Hong Lou 

Meng) are always sad because she is a sensitive girl, while Xue Baochai’s poems are 

usually upbeat to reflect her innate optimism. A device that allows readers access to 

the spirit world of these characters, which is, one assumes, what Xia, in the quotation 

above, means by referring to the novel’s characterisations as vivid. This, however, 

does not imply static characterisation; the inner spirit evolves in response to external 

changes as people’s personalities change with time and across situations – so that, for 

example, the poems written by Baoyu (the novel’s protagonist) at the outset show his 

carefree nature, while the later poems become more serious and pessimistic as a 

result of what happens to him and those around him. Thus, beyond harmony in 

language only, we can see that the characters and their behaviours, as well as the 

development of the plot are all combined in harmony. 

In that regard, again by way of provisional conclusion, we may note that 

Hong Lou Meng is a novel in which material reality and the imaginary co-exist, in a 

way that prefigures the holistic world of twentieth-century magical realism. The 

parallelism is intricate: the fabricated Jia family in this story is a mirror image of the 

feudal society in ancient China. In this novel, all the people and locations are 

fabricated. However, they are based on the author Cao’s personal experiences. As 

previous studies have illustrated, “Hong Lou Meng is the first Chinese novel which 

broadly uses the author's personal experiences” (ibid.: 278). The author was born in a 

wealthy family. From Cao’s great grandfather, “the four generations of Cao family all 

took the position of Jiang Ning Zhi Zao [ ]” (Yuan 2003: 388; my 

translation). Jiang Ning Zhi Zao was the royal merchant who sold silk to the royal 

family. During this period, Cao family “hold a concurrent post as Commissioner of 

the Salt Inspectorate for two times” (ibid.: 388). The Cao family was a noble family 
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at that time; they had a very close relationship with the royal family. “The Kangxi 

emperor [1654 – 1722] visited south China for six times; there were four times lived 

Cao family” (ibid.: 388). The author Cao was born in the heyday of the Cao family 

and enjoyed a wealthy life for about fourteen years. With the changing of the regime, 

the Cao family declined. In Hong Lou Meng, the Jia family shares a similar 

experience with the Cao family. The story of Hong Lou Meng begins at the 

prosperous period of the Jia family, but with the development of the plot, the Jia 

family goes to the end. Accordingly, by drawing up the Jia family, Cao tells his own 

story.  

The novel does not stop at being an autobiography only. “Cao Xueqin is 

not satisfied with creating an autobiographical story, but seeks to reflect Chinese 

culture and thought [so that] his work becomes more complex and implied, a 

necessary [pre-]condition for Hong Lou Meng to become a masterpiece in China” 

(Xia 1988.: 293; my translation).The novel itself opens with the myth that a stone 

becomes a human; the story then narrates what the stone experiences. By recording a 

love story between young people in the Jia family, the novel captures the impact of 

social change in the late Qing dynasty. All the characters in the story have their 

symbolic meanings. The two main characters Baoyu and Daiyu are the rebels of 

feudal society. They “despise the vulgarity and hypocritical of feudal literati, being 

uncompromised to the feudal force [the older generations of Jia family and some 

peers] and seeking for the freedom of love” (You et al. 2002: 282; my translation). 

The story begins with an imaginary myth – Baoyu and Daiyu are all immortals at the 

beginning. Baoyu turns from the stone and Daiyu is the Crimson Pearl Flower (

). By giving them the identities as god and goddess, the author bestows divinity 

on them and finds a proper excuse to explain their rebellion against the world of 
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reality. At the same time, another heroine Baochai, a peer of Baoyu and Daiyu, is “a 

noble lady with a strong sense of feudalism” (ibid.: 283). She strictly abides by 

feudal ethics, so she “hides her real emotions, obeys the elders and values reputation” 

(ibid.: 283). Finally, she follows the arrangement of elder generation – she marries 

Baoyu, which becomes the direct cause of the tragic love between Baoyu and Daiyu. 

Daiyu died and Baoyu becomes a monk. Behind the love triangle, the author reflects 

the real world, shows his rebellion against the darkness of the society implicitly.   

All critical thoughts in Hong Lou Meng are delivered implicitly. Cao hid 

his critical thoughts behind his descriptions of the feudal aristocratic family. By 

illustrating their extravagant and dissolute daily life, Cao shows his disdain for the 

feudal ruling class. Cao builds two worlds in his novel. One is the mythical world 

and Da Guan Yuan ( , this is the place where Baoyu lives with girls, and he 

has an extremely happy time in here) – this is his utopia. The other is the world of 

reality, which is the Jia family. "The difference between these two worlds is indicated 

by a variety of opposing symbols, such as ‘purity’ and ‘impurity’, ‘love’ and ‘lust’, 

‘falsity’ and ‘truth’” (Yu 2002: 223). Cao never criticizes the feudal society directly, 

but the men in the world of reality are all obscene, venal and greedy. On the contrary, 

the Da Guan Yuan is innocent where the residents are only girls – the symbol of 

purity. When the Jia family is punished by the emperor, Da Guan Yuan is closed, the 

utopian world collapses. The dark reality finally erodes the pure utopian world, and 

itself is damaged as well. The story of Hong Lou Meng is thought of as “written in 

the years of Qianlong emperor [1711 – 1799]” (Hu 2015: 13; my translation). This 

period was a particular time because, on the surface, it was “the golden days of Qing 

dynasty. In that time, the country’s prosperity achieved a new height. However, 

various social contradictions intensify developed, the Qing dynasty reached the 
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turning point from prosperous to decadency” (You et al. 2002: 277; my translation). 

Cao describes the rise and fall of the Jia family in detail, illustrating the darkness in 

the late feudal society; he “reveals the insurmountable internal contradictions and 

criticizes the decaying feudal ruling class” (ibid.: 278). By creating mirror images, 

Cao expresses his attitude: the dark feudal era will end. 

What the novel does in its entirety is to draw the diversity of all things into 

a narrative and aesthetic oneness. In Hong Lou Meng, readers find, for example, 

alternative insights and thoughts from Taoism, Confucianism and Buddhism, and in 

order “to deliver these thoughts in harmony, Cao uses numerous symbolism and 

metaphors by way of illustration” (ibid.: 294). These rhetorical devices – mainly 

about using metaphors, allusions, and images – serve to create and sustain the beauty 

of the novel’s artistic conception with the result that its language displays strong 

features of implication and euphemism (see Chapter Four). The co-existence of 

material reality and the imaginary bring about the high aesthetic value of Hong Lou 

Meng. They make the novel become a great realistic work, at the same time, show a 

strong sense of romanticism.  

We have seen, therefore, that the conception of beauty and the way in 

which it is concretised varies significantly between Chinese and Anglophone cultures; 

it is for that – admittedly at this stage still broad – reason that many of the figurative 

senses in Chinese require at the very least skilful negotiation into English in order to 

find even some sort of flattened equivalence, with the inevitable result that there is 

less resonance in the TT and more difficulties for TT readers in terms of experiencing 

or indeed understanding the emotional scope of the ST. Translators inevitably 

negotiate in order to ensure that their readers may read with more ease and that the 

TT is more comprehensible. One of our chosen translators of Hong Lou Meng, 
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Hawkes, notes accordingly in his preface that:  

Many such subtleties will, I fear, have vanished in 
translation...One bit of imagery which Stone-enthusiasts will 
miss in my translation is the pervading redness of the Chinese 
novel. One of its Chinese titles is red, to begin with, and red as a 
symbol – sometimes of spring, sometimes of youth, sometimes 
of good fortune or prosperity – recurs again and again throughout 
it. Unfortunately – apart from the rosy cheeks and vermeil lip of 
youth – redness has no such connotations in English and I have 
found that the Chinese reds have tended to turn into English 
golds or greens. I am aware that there is some sort of loss here, 
but lacked the ingenuity to avert it (1973: 45).  

This sort of browbeating on the part of the translator is rooted in the tension between 

the thematic and formal demands of the original in translation, in the translator’s 

awareness that the acknowledgement of linguistic and stylistic differences may well 

lead to making any straightforward thematic concept of equivalence simply 

unworkable. Language may be considered an external form of culture in literature, a 

mask that accurately fits the complex contours of the face below. In other words, in 

practice language is itself the translation of a world vision, the reflection of a 

community’s thoughts, preferences and value. To put it in terms of the most basic 

dilemma faced by the translator: where there is such a gap between the SL and TL, 

translators must begin by restructuring sentences to ensure the fluency of their 

translation. One way to achieve this might be rewriting.  

1.4. Translation as rewriting 

As we have highlighted so far, Chinese and Anglophone culture and language show 

significant differences in linguistic aspects as well as in terms of general aesthetic 

traditions. Therefore, when translating Chinese classical literature into English, as we 

have noted, in order to ensure the readability of the TT, change is sometimes 

necessary, perhaps even inevitable. “Translation is, of course, a rewriting of an 

original text” (Lefevere 2017: vii). Through rewriting, translation presents a way to 
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overcome cultural differences so that a ST can survive in the TT culture. “Translation 

is the most obviously recognizable type of rewriting, and since it is potentially the 

most influential because it is able to project the image of an author/or a [series of] 

work[s] in another culture, lifting that author and/or those works beyond the 

boundaries of their culture of origin” (ibid.: 7). Translation as a type of rewriting, or 

refraction (this term is used in Lefevere’s earlier work), offers TT readers a text that 

is familiar to them. Rewriting is an autotelic adaptation to the TT culture. “Rewriting 

is manipulation, undertaken in the service of power” (Lefevere 1992: xi). ST and TT 

are reflections of two literary systems, or cultural systems; what works in one system 

might not work in another. An example of this is the west wind in Shelley’s poem 

Ode to the West Wind (1820) that embodies the revolutionary storm whereas west 

wind in Chinese culture usually relates to desolation and sadness. Therefore, under 

the dominant cultural system, a translator would be better to rewrite the ST so that 

TT readers will have a better understanding. “All rewritings, whatever their intention, 

reflect a certain ideology and poetics and as such manipulate literature to function in 

a given society in a given way” (Lefevere 2017: vii). If the translator changes it into 

east wind in the Chinese translation, for example, a similar meaning would be 

conveyed since the east wind in Chinese culture is a sign of spring; it stands for hope 

and power. In that way, translation is a negotiation between two cultures, “a 

refraction which tries to carry a work of literature over from one system into another, 

represents a compromise between two systems and is, as such the perfect indicator of 

the dominant constraints in both systems” (Venuti 2012: 2017). Although west wind 

and east wind literally mean two different things, they have a similar emotional 

connection in Anglophone and Chinese culture respectively. In this case, through 

intentional rewriting, translation creates a more readable and understandable text for 
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TT readers. 

Rewriting naturalizes the foreign culture; it allows a literature to survive in 

a new culture. Because culture is both “a shared system of attitudes, beliefs, values 

and behaviour” (Gibson 2000: 16) and “a shared system of perceptions” (Soley and 

Pandya 2003: 206); therefore, readers under different dominant cultural systems will 

have different understanding and expectations of the same text. Another example 

would be the word dragon. A dragon in Chinese culture is bound with imperial power; 

in Anglophone culture, on the contrary, a dragon is very often a symbol of evil. 

Writers, or translators, could have opposite responses when they tell Chinese and 

English readers that a man is like a dragon. Chinese readers will think that the man is 

wealthy, powerful and smart; while English readers may think that the man is a devil. 

Thus, rewriting the ST to make it find a proper position in TT culture is essential, it 

will decrease the distance between the ST and TT cultures. “Since different 

languages reflect different cultures, translations will nearly always contain attempts 

to ‘naturalize’ the different culture, to make it conform more to what the reader of the 

translation is used to” (Venuti 2012: 207). This means that translators, if they wish to 

produce a text that is both reflective of the original and viable in the target culture, 

need to make changes to ensure that the TT adapts to the TT culture. In other words, 

it is unwise to keep the forms of cultural conceptions from the ST (usually the 

linguistic aspect, e.g. grammars, literal meanings) blindly. The function of a specific 

ST cultural conception must be rebuilt in the TT culture; if the translator “fettered to 

mere words, the translator loses the spirit of the original author” (ibid.: 152). That is 

to say, if a translation wants to live in a new cultural system, it needs to be shaped to 

fit the form of the TT culture. “Any text produced on the basis of another has the 

intention of adapting that other text to a certain ideology or to a certain poetics, and 
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usually to both” (cited in Hermans 1999: 127). In Chinese classical literature 

translation, the question how to translate cultural conceptions is one of the most 

challenging. Because cultural conceptions are deeply rooted in the cultural 

background, when those conceptions leave their original cultural system, they may 

make no sense. However, if a translator makes no changes but delivers their literal 

meanings only, it will influence the readability of the TT. By way of illustration, we 

can consider the unique Chinese cultural concept Qi ( , qì). The difficulty of 

translating Qi is, since this concept is absent in western culture, if translators convey 

its literal meaning, ‘breath’, then the concept will make no sense to TT readers. 

Therefore, if translators want their readers to understand what Qi is and how this 

concept works in a context, they need to naturalize it with TT culture. Below are the 

two translations of Qi in Hong Lou Meng; these two translations show that with 

rewriting, the translator might be able to reproduce the cultural connection between 

the foreign concept and TT readers. 

?

’ 。

?

?

 (Cao 1981: 20)  
 
The left good air, overflowing and having no place to go, so 
becomes sweet dew, be gentle wind, moisten and irrigate four 
seas; the other cruel and eccentric bad air, (they) cannot 
wandering in sunlight, so (they) stay in deep trench and big 
valley, suddenly because the wind pass, or motivated by clouds, 
having some tendency of moving, a trace, mistakenly leak out, 
accidentally meet the good air, the good does not accept bad, the 
bad envy the good, (they) equally matched, like the wind water 
thunder, (they) meet each other neither eliminating, nor making 
way, must fight then disappear. So the airs must give to people, 
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venting then disappear. The men and women who born with 
these airs, for the best they cannot be kind gentlemen, for the 
worst they cannot be extreme fierce evil. In ten thousand people, 
their smart and handsome good air, better than ten thousand 
people; their eccentric attitudes, are worse than ten thousand 
people (my literal translation). 
 
The over-abundance of this good essence, having nowhere to go, 
is transformed into sweet dew and gentle breezes and scattered 
throughout the Four Seas. But because there is no place under the 
clear sky and bright sun for the essence of cruelty and perversity, 
it congeals in deep caverns and in the bowels of the earth. If 
wafted by winds or pressed upon by clouds, it is thrown into 
agitation and traces of it may escape. And should these meet the 
pure essence, good refuses to yield to evil while evil envies good 
- neither can prevail over the other. This is like wind, rain, 
lightning and thunder which cannot vanish into thin air or give 
way but must battle until they are spent. So in order to find some 
outlet these essences permeate human beings, who come into the 
world embodying both. Such people fall short of sages or perfect 
men, but neither are they out-and-out villains. The pure 
intelligence with which they are endowed sets them above their 
myriad fellow creatures, but their perversity and unnatural 
behaviour sink them lower than other men too (Yang 2015: 35). 
 
Now, should these incrassate humours chance to be stirred or 
provoked by wind or weather into a somewhat more volatile and 
active condition, it sometimes happens that a stray wisp or errant 
flocculus may escape form the fissure or concavity in which they 
are contained; and if some of the pure, quintessential humour 
should chance to be passing overhead at that same moment, the 
two will become locked in irreconcilable conflict, the good 
refusing to yield to the evil, the evil persisting in its hatred of the 
good. And just as wind, water, thunder and lightning meeting 
together over the earth can neither dissipate nor yield one to 
another but produce an explosive shock resulting in the 
downward emission of rain, so does this clash of humours result 
in the forcible downward expulsion of the evil humour, which, 
being thus forced downwards, will find its way into some human 
creature. Such human recipient, whether they be male or female, 
since they are already amply endowed with the benign humour 
before the evil humour is injected, are incapable of becoming 
either greatly good or greatly bad; but place them in the company 
of ten thousand others and you will find will find that they are 
superior to all the rest in sharpness and intelligence and inferior 
to all the rest in perversity, wrongheadedness and eccentricity 
(Hawkes 1973: 78). 
 

Qi is undoubtedly one of the key foundation qualities of Chinese philosophy and 
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cosmology. According to Taoism, “the way [Dao] begets one; one begets two; two 

begets three; three begets the myriad creatures. The myriad creatures carry on their 

backs the yin and embrace in their arms the yang and are the blending of the 

generative forces of the two” (Lao, Trans. Lau 1963: 49). Here, the “generative 

forces of the two” is Qi; or we can say Qi is the origin of myriad creatures – because 

the movement of Qi is the life force of all things. This is an example to introduce 

how the ancient Chinese understood this world: Qi is the origin of people, and 

different qualities of Qi decide people’s qualities (there is a parallel with the humours, 

in this regard, as we shall see immediately below). The person born with pure Qi is 

kind, while the one born with evil Qi is cruel. For this reason, Baoyu is a strange 

person because he has both the pure and the evil Qi. This makes him intelligent but 

difficult to be understood by others. 

In this example, therefore, Yang translates Qi into “essence” since the 

concept of Qi does not exist in western culture. The use of the word “essence” avoids 

the need for further explanation of Qi to TT readers, as Yang uses a more general 

word to translate Qi. However, it is not clear what essence means in the example: 

does it mean the essence of the human, which in turn raise the question as to what 

this essence may be? A human’s spirit or body? Or good qualities? It is difficult to 

tell what the essence of a person is, but if TT readers understand essence as a 

human’s spirit or soul, it may make sense. However, if readers think of the essence of 

the human’s body, then the meaning of this example will move far away from the 

original meaning. Hawkes, on the other hand, translates Qi into humour. His 
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translation traces back to the concept of cardinal humour5 in ancient Greece: the 

ancient Greeks believed that there were four kinds of liquid in the human body which 

determined the inherent qualities of the individual. This theory is, of course, 

disproved wrong by modern science (although many today might still refer to the 

essence of the self), but we can see that Hawkes tries to rebuild the function of Qi in 

Chinese culture by rewriting it into the ancient Greek conception of humour. There 

are, indeed, some similarities between Qi in Chinese culture and humour in ancient 

Greek culture: firstly, these two concepts are both used to describe human qualities; 

with different types of Qi, or humours, people will show different qualities. 

Additionally, the original author uses the concept Qi to explain why Baoyu’s 

behaviour differs from other people so that he creates a sense of mystery in the ST. 

Similarly, the idea of four liquids that influence behaviour, based on ancient 

European medical philosophy, somehow rebuilds this sense of mystery. Hawkes 

rewrites the ST, uses the concept of humour instead of Qi in ST, so that there is no 

need to force TT readers to accept a new concept which is difficult to explain and 

understand. In other words, through this change, Hawkes domesticates the TT – with 

the result that the TT integrates itself more easily into the target culture. Translation 

“inevitably domesticates foreign texts, inscribing them with linguistic and cultural 

values that are intelligible to specific domestic constituencies” (Venuti 1998: 67). To 
 

5
 Humour (from Latin “liquid,” or “fluid”), in early Western physiological theory, is one of the four 

fluids of the body that were thought to determine a person’s temperament and features. In the ancient 

physiological theory of the European Middle Ages and later, the four cardinal humours 

were blood, phlegm, choler (yellow bile), and melancholy (black bile); the variant mixtures of these 

humours in different persons determined their “complexions,” or “temperaments,” their physical and 

mental qualities, and their dispositions. The ideal person had the ideally proportioned mixture of the 

four; a predominance of one produced a person who was sanguine 

(Latin sanguis, “blood”), phlegmatic, choleric, or melancholic. Each complexion had specific 

characteristics, and the words carried much weight that they have since lost: e.g., the choleric man was 

not only quick to anger but also yellow-faced, lean, hairy, proud, ambitious, revengeful, and shrewd. 

By extension, “humour” in the 16th century came to denote an unbalanced mental condition, a mood 

or unreasonable caprice, or a fixed folly or vice. (Encyclopaedia Britannica) 
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naturalize the different culture, translation, in this way, “like other form of rewriting, 

plays an analyzable part in the manipulation of words and concepts which, among 

other things, constitute power in a culture” (Hermans 2014: 241). In this regard, the 

translator domesticates some words and concepts to bring the text closer to the target 

culture. This is in an attempt to ensure that the target culture will not reject the 

foreign culture, and so that the TT will be more comprehensible to its readers. 

Rewriting seeks adaption to the target culture because it seeks for a similar 

cultural response, or resonance, in the target culture. “The target receivers should 

understand the text world of the translation in the same way as the source receivers 

understood the text world of the original” (Nord 2014: 90). Rewriting is a negotiation 

between options determined by both ST culture and TT culture, options located 

within the spaces between TT reader expectation and ST function – as we have 

argued from the outset of this discussion, “translation is not merely a linguistic 

transfer but a cultural process” (Lefevere 2017: ix). In that regard, the movement 

from the ST to the TT is a collision and a fusion of two cultural system so that where 

there are differences, one system needs to make changes. “Translation practice 

usually involves some compromise between the source text/culture and the target 

text/culture” (Snell-Hornby 2006: 73), if translators want the TT to be acceptable in 

the target culture, the source culture has to make way for the target culture so that the 

TT will be more readable for its readers. “Comprehension is achieved by 

coordinating the information verbalized in the text with some form or manifestation 

of the particular model of reality stored in the receiver’s mind, making the two 

coherent with each other” (ibid.: 86). More to the point, readers understand contexts 

through their pre-existing model of reality – that is, readers’ cultural background 

connect and resonate with any context, known or otherwise. ST readers understand 
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the ST within the ST culture; similarly, TT readers inflect the TT towards their own 

culture too, irrespective of the surface content of the text. The different translations 

of the word “  (ē mí tuó fó)”, for example, in Hong Lou Meng show us how 

rewriting makes the text correspond with the TT culture. This word is the Chinese 

name of Amitābha in Buddhism. In some branches of Chinese Buddhism (after 

Buddhism came into China from India, it influenced Chinese culture gradually and 

developed various branches, all with different traditions), monks will say “

” to each other when they meet. Because Buddhism is one of the main religions in 

China, it influences Chinese culture profoundly, with the result that “ ” 

becomes a commonly used oral expression. In different contexts it may express 

various emotions like surprise, luck, etc. However, in the Anglophone world, the 

word “ ” taken as a straightforward greeting does not have such a function, 

which means that if translators deliver this word literally, TT readers may well find it 

difficult to understand the emotion of this expression. Rewriting may help to solve 

this difficulty. According to the Chinese-English corpus of Hong Lou Meng 

(compiled by Shaoxing University), Yang’s and Hawkes’ translations of “ ” 

(from the first eighty chapters) show significant variation. The table below lists all 

their translations of the term, with frequency: 

Table 2: Translations of “ ” 

Translations of “ ” Yang’s frequency of 

use 

Hawkes’ frequency of 

use 

1 Buddha be praised 5 0 

2 Gracious Buddha 7 0 
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3 Amida Buddha 14 1 

4 Merciful Buddha 1 1 

5 Holy name 3 15 

6 Thank the Lord 0 1 

7 Bless you 0 1 

8 God bless you 0 1 

9 Bless his holy name 0 1 

10 Bless my soul 0 1 

11 Now praised be 0 1 

12 It serves you right 0 1 

13 Blessed name of the 

lord 

0 1 

14 Bless us and save us 0 1 

 

Table Two makes clear that Yang’s translations tend much more to the literal, keeping 

the word “Buddha” to remind TT readers that the word in the ST must come from or 

has a close relationship to Buddhism. We can see that the most common phrase Yang 

uses to translate “ ” is “Amida Buddha”, which appears fourteen times. 

Amida Buddha is itself a literal translation of another written form of Amitābha. For 

readers who are not familiar with this expression in China, they may be curious why 

the text suddenly uses the name of a Buddha. On the other hand, Hawkes rewrites the 

expression – the table shows that most of his translations resort to “holy name”, 

which is used fifteen times. Holy name is a commonly used expression in English 

culture and has the same function as “ ” in the Chinese text, showing that 

rewriting serves to eliminate the foreign concepts that can hinder the understanding 
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of TT readers. This is, once again, a clearly domesticating strategy, which runs 

counter to the foreignizing strategies and purposes famously set out by Venuti, for 

whom translation should concentrate more on cultural connotations and the aesthetic 

function of the ST, to be “directed primarily toward equivalence of response rather 

than equivalence of form” (Venuti 2012: 151) and “the closest natural equivalent to 

the source-language message” (ibid.: 151). Translators, in this view, should not 

restrict themselves to the sourcing of possible equivalences, but instead incorporate 

the cultural connection between the ST and its readers and reproduce it for TT 

readers, to build up “the dynamic relationship, that the relationship between receptor 

and message should be substantially the same as that which existed between the 

original receptors and the message” (Venuti 2012: 144).  

In conclusion, translation as rewriting is a way that might offer TT readers 

a better understanding about a foreign text, because rewriting, in terms of its 

domesticating functions. tries to find a way to explain the ST within the familiar 

contexts and discourses of the target culture. 

It is important to spurn the letter and follow the spirit, to translate 
not words or sentences, but to take in thoughts and feelings and 
to express them. The dress must become new; what is in it must 
be kept. All good translation is travesty. To put it in more cutting 
terms: the soul remains but it changes bodies – true translation is 
metempsychosis (Lefevere 1992: 169).  

At the heart of such rewriting are “attempts to make texts accessible and to 

manipulate them in the service of a certain poetics and/or ideology” (Lefevere 1992: 

10). Through rewriting, translation turns the focus from language to culture. 

Translation in this overrides the limitations of form, and reviews the cultural function 

of the ST before rendering it into the TT culture. “Rewriting draws on systemic/ 

descriptive approaches and treats translation as a discursive activity embedded within 

a system of literary conventions and a network of institutions and social agents that 
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condition textual production” (Baker 2011: 241). Rather than grammars, literal 

meanings, words and sentences; rewritings put the culture on the stage of translation, 

using one system (the TT culture) to describe another (ST culture), “seen in this way 

translation can be studied as one of the strategies cultures develop to deal with what 

lies outside their boundaries and to maintain their own character while doing so – the 

kind of strategy that ultimately belongs in the realm of change and survival, not in 

dictionaries and grammars” (Lefevere 1992: 10). In this way, therefore, translation 

can bring a better reading experience to TT readers, offering them a better 

understanding of the text.  

In Chinese to English literature translation, with its very significant 

familiarity gap, we cannot expect that most of readers have any prior knowledge of 

Chinese culture (indeed, with the workings of orientalism, the reverse may be true in 

that readers often supply hugely exoticised understandings of the Chinese other). We 

have to assume that English-language readers of our novel are driven by a desire to 

to get to know at least something about China through the medium of translated 

works, which as Venuti argues supplant the original in their imagination: “translation 

is not in fact a translation, but the ‘original’” (Venuti 2008: 1). In other words, it is 

only through some measure of domestication that readers’ growing understanding of 

Chinese culture and history may be meaningfully grounded. That is not to say that 

what readers take away from translations is somehow authentic, but at least some 

degree of encounter as been initiated. Chinese culture, like other cultures, has its own 

system and features. Some cultural connotations may have equivalent points in the 

target culture; some may not. For the vast majority of readers, who have little 

knowledge of Chinese culture, rewriting helps them to understand this context better 

in that “the aim of this kind of translation would be to make literature produced in 
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other systems available for description and analysis” (Hermans 2014: 239). Since the 

TT is the information source for TT readers, it is only the representation of the ST 

within the TT that decides how far a foreign literature can go in a cultural system. 

The more comprehensive a TT is, the more readable on one hand and understandable 

or truthful on the other, the greater possibility that the foreign literature has to 

survive and prosper in this cultural system. Accordingly, the following chapters will 

use the two translations of Hong Lou Meng as a case study to suggest that such 

rewriting is a viable way to overcome the cultural differences between Chinese and 

Anglophone aesthetics and culture. 
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Chapter Two 

 Beauty of Sound 

2.1. Sound in Chinese classical literature 

Sound is an essential element in Chinese literature, because it is a fundamental 

dimension that helps to build up musical language through its four-tone system6 

(Chinese characters have four tones, ā, á, ǎ, à) and rhymes. In Chinese, the tones 

decide the meanings of characters, create rhythm, and express emotions; they make 

language harmonious and musical. Together, we can state that the harmony of tones 

and rhymes make Chinese a musical language. The beauty of harmony sound is in 

fact an indivisible feature in Chinese literature; therefore, it is also a vital point to 

consider in Chinese to English translation.  

The creation of musical sound is, perhaps not surprisingly, therefore, the 

ultimate pursuit of the Chinese language. “The origin of music was found in the 

human voice, inherent in which was the scale of kung and shang7. Musical quality of 

the human voice is inherent in man’s very blood and physical vitality” (Liu, trans. 

Shih 2015: 240). The importance of musical sound can be traced back to the poems 

of the first poetry collection in China – The Book of Songs ( , the oldest 

extant poetry collection in China, which contains three hundred and five poems 

written between 11 and 7 BC) – originally, these poems in The Book of Songs were 

folk songs, again another indication of the musicality that characterises them. It is 

indeed a shame that some of these poems’ music scores have been lost, but readers 
 

6 There is a neutral tone, this tone cannot exist independent but a modified tone of the other four tones. Usually in 
some words the tone of last character will change form a normal tone into a short and soft tone (neutral tone), for 
example, the character “�” pronounces as “bō”; however, in the words “_�(carrot)” it will read as “luó bo”. 
7 Kung ((), shang ( ), jue (e), zhi (2) and yu ([) are the traditional Chinese names of pentatonic scales. 
Kung is Do, shang is Re, jue is Mi, Zhi is Soi and yu is La. 
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can still find that “a fixed dipodic prosody was used in The Book of Songs” (Chan 

2016: 664). The book is an early indication that Chinese literature – especially, but 

not only, poetry – exploits rhythm and rhymes to create harmony of sound, to make 

the writing musical. This beauty of harmony is the key to musical sound in Chinese. 

“Both speech and music are auditory signals that are sequential in nature and that 

unfold in time, according to the rules of syntax and harmony” (Liu, trans. Shih 2015: 

349). In Chinese, the harmony of sound relies on a tight correspondence between 

tones and rhyme – if they are in disorder (as Chinese would put it), then the rhythm 

will disappear, and the sound will be in disarray, impacting in turn on the beauty of 

the literary work. Only when all these elements are in harmony will the sound be like 

a tuned instrument, and each pitch will be in a perfect position, akin to a beautiful 

piece of music. It is not easy, of course, to achieve sound harmony in literature. 

Based on this system, if the sound is to be harmonious, then “all these elements must 

be interwoven to produce a tightly knit harmonious whole” (ibid.: 241). Therefore, to 

achieve the beauty of sound, most classical Chinese literary forms, such as poetry, 

have strict requirements in regard to tones and rhythm so that they will be 

harmonious. This key point will be developed further in the sections that follow. 

 It is not surprising, therefore, that the harmony of sound is an 

indispensable component of the beauty of Hong Lou Meng – to put it succinctly, 

“Hong Lou Meng exerts the beauty of harmonious musical sound” (Lu and Gao 1985: 

219; my translation), its numerous poems and verses reinforcing at key moments the 

beauty of sound that characterises the whole novel. Moreover, the parallel structures, 

to which we have already referred, bring the beauty of harmony to the sound in Hong 

Lou Meng with the result that “the parallelism can balance the level and oblique 

tones [see section 2.2.1] and strengthen the musical sound” (ibid.: 218). Musical 
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sound thus contributes enormously to the beauty of Hong Lou Meng. In translation, 

therefore, the translator will certainly wish to reproduce the beauty of sound for the 

TT readers, but because Chinese and English are based on radically different 

phonological systems, the recreation of the beauty of sound in the TT is complex 

while ensuring that meaning is conveyed too. This chapter, therefore, centres on that 

challenge. It begins by introducing the two basic elements, four tones and rhyme, of 

Chinese poetry, before proceeding to compare these to metre and rhyme schemes in 

English verse in order to show their differences and to underline the complexities 

faced by the translator when translating Chinese classics into English. The analysis 

of the two translations of Hong Lou Meng will help to illustrate the extent to which 

the translators reproduce the beauty of sound in their translations, centrally focussing 

again on the way in which rewriting might be seen as a strategy that allows the 

translator to maintain or recreate the beauty of sound within the context and the 

possibilities offered by the language of the TT. 

2.2. Sound in Chinese and Anglophone literature 

Hong Lou Meng is, in short, an acknowledged masterpiece in terms of musical 

language. 8  Influenced by poetry (see immediately below), Cao uses numerous 

parallel structures in his work, which makes his writing both rhythmic and melodious. 

“The organisation of sounds in a musical pattern should be smooth and round […] A 

well-trained talent with a deep understanding is usually fastidious about the choice of 

words and tones; but a less experienced person perfunctorily takes the sounds as they 

come along” (Liu, trans. Shih 2015: 243). The impact of poetry in terms of 

 
8 Hong Lou Meng is a novel, but in this novel, we find twenty other genres, all of which have strict tone and 
rhythm restrictions, which increase the beauty of sound. Those genres include: poetry (k, in total 81poems in 
seven forms ), Ci (i, 18), Qu (:, 18), Fu (t, 1), Song (C, 3), Buddhist Verse (�, 4), Ballad (p, 1), Yan (n,1), 
Zan (u7, 1), Lei (j7, 1), Riddle (ol, including 11 poem riddles, 13 lantern riddles and 1 song riddle)  (Liu 
1986: 3 – 4; my translation). 
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heightening the search for musicality that characterises Chinese classical literature is 

significant. If we want to know how the language of Hong Lou Meng delivers the 

beauty of sound – in an effort to understand how we might re-compose this beauty in 

translation – it is necessary to know how the Chinese language creates harmonious 

sound in regulated poetry9, and how the Chinese phonological system differs from 

the English phonological system. 

2.2.1. Tones and metre 

The beauty of sound in Chinese literature, especially in regulated poetry, involves 

two important aspects, as we have noted: tones and rhyme. Tones bestow rhythm on 

poems and help to deliver emotion; rhyme creates a flow throughout a poem. The 

harmony of tone and rhyme combine to create the beauty of sound. Therefore, if 

translators want to convey the beauty of sound in any meaningfully equivalent way, 

they need to address these two aspects.  

In terms of tones, Chinese characters have four tones: ā, á, ǎ, à. However, 

this romanization system for standard Chinese has only been used since the 1950s, 

whereas the tonal distinctions of Chinese have existed for much longer.10 “The term 

sheng ” in the meaning ‘tone’ has been in use since the 5th century CE. The Nan Shi 

 – the official history of the Southern Dynasties – credits Shen Yue  [441-

513] and Zhou Yong with the theory that Chinese had four tones” (Sagart 1999: 93). 

The evolution of the Chinese four-tone system itself developed over time. At the 

outset, the four tones included  (píng, level), which is a long tune;  (shàng, 

 
9 Chinese poetry contains different styles. One type is classical poetry which does not have strict requirements 
about rhythm, rhyme and line length. Another type is regulated poetry, which has strict regulations on sound and 
form. After Tang dynasty (618 – 907), regulated poetry became the mainstream. 
10 The pronunciation and intonation of Chinese experience four stages: The Archaic Chinese (from Zhou dynasty 
to Han dynasty, 770 BC-220), Ancient Chinese (from Northern and Southern dynasties to Tang dynasty, 420-907), 
Early Mandarin (from Song dynasty to Qing Dynasty, 960-1912) and Modern Mandarin. 
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rising), which is a rising tune;  (qù, departing), which is a falling tune; and (rù, 

entering), which is a short tune. Over time, gradually, the entering tone combined 

with the other three tones, and by the Yuan dynasty (1271 – 1368), the four tones 

developed into  (yin level tone),  (Yang level tone),  (rising),  

(departing). In the modern Chinese pinyin system ( , which uses the Roman 

alphabet to show the pronunciation of Chinese characters) the first tone “ā” is a yang 

level tone, “á” is a yin level tone, “ǎ” is a rising tone, and “à” is an entering tone (as 

set out in the discussion above). “The musicality of four tones relies on different 

features of four tones. The level tone is a long tune which should be neither rising or 

falling; rising tone is like a shout which sounds strong and powerful; departing tone 

is falling and express sadness; and the entering tone is short and rapid” (Liu 2005: 

169; my translation). When a poet creates poetry, those four tones separate into two 

kinds: (píng) and  (zè). Among them, ā and á belong to level tones ( , literally 

level); ǎ and à are oblique tones ( , literally abrupt). To achieve harmony of sound, 

the level tones should match the oblique tones.  

Level and oblique tones are two key elements in tonal harmony, especially 

in poetry. “A sinking tone [oblique tones], when enunciated alone, sounds abrupt, as 

if cut short; and a flying tone [level tones] alone has a tendency to fly away, never to 

return. All these elements must be interwoven to produce a tightly knit harmonious 

whole” (Liu, trans. Shih 2015:241). Regulated poetry has strict limitations in regard 

to the use of different tones; to achieve tonal harmony and express emotions 

appropriately, the poet must arrange tones according to rules. If the tone of a poem is 

disordered (again echoing the Chinese usage), then the sound will be rigid and 

awkward. For example, some Chinese characters had different pronunciations in the 

distant past as compared to today – one such character is “  (ride)”. The 
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pronunciation of “ ” in modern Chinese is “qí”, which belongs to the level tones; 

whilst its ancient pronunciation is “jì”, which is an oblique tone (when it is 

pronounced as “jì”, it is a noun which means a person riding an animal, usually a 

horse). If the pronunciation of “ ” changes, the oblique and level tones will change 

which can interrupt the harmony of sound (the symbol “L” stands for a level tone, 

and “O” is an oblique tone): 

Right: (jì) , 11 (O O L L L O 
O,L L O O O L L)  
 
Wrong: (qí) ,  (O L L L L O 
O,L L O O O L L)  
 
One ride red dust concubine smile, no one knows litchi comes 
(my literal translation). 
 

From the example, we can see that if the character “ ” is pronounced as “jì”, then it 

is an oblique tone, which will match with the level tone of “  (rén)” in the second 

line. However, when “ ” is pronounced as “qí”, two level tones appear in the same 

positions of two lines, which interrupts the harmony between the level and oblique 

tone.  

As discussed above, the matching of level and oblique tones requires the 

observance of specific rules in Chinese regulated poetry. Regulated poetry, in that 

sense, is, in turn, characterised by its five-character line style ( / ), such as:  

, 
Bed front bright moon light, 

 
Doubting it is frost on floor. 

, 
Up head look bright moon, 
 

 
11 The steed which raised red dust won the fair mistress’ smiles. 
    How many steeds which brought her fruit died on the run (Xu 2006: 309)! 
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12 
Down head miss hometown (my literal translation). 
 

The use of level and oblique tones again obeys specific rules here. As for five-

character line poetry, there are four kinds of line styles: 

A.  (O O L L O) 
B.  (L L O O L) 
C.  (O L L O O) 
D.  (L O O L L)  

This is accompanied by a seven-character line style ( / ), such as: 

 ,  
Two yellow orioles sing green willow, 

 
One-line white egrets up to blue sky. 

， ,  
Window contains west mountain thousand autumn’s snow, 

13 
(In front of) door stops East Wu’s ten thousand mils boat (my 
literal translation). 
 

The seven-character line style also has four forms: 

A.  (L L O O L L O) 
B.  (O O L L O O L) 
C.  (L O O L L O O) 
D.  (O L L O O L L) 

In one line, each of the two tones can be seen as a foot. The first tone is the 

beginning tone and the second one is the ending tone; the ending tone decides 

whether the foot is a level foot or an oblique foot. In one foot, the beginning tone 

 
12 A Tranquil Night  

Libai, Tang dynasty 
Abed, I see a silver light,  
I wonder if it’s frost aground.  
Looking up, I find the moon bright;  
Bowing, in homesickness I’m drowned (Xu 2006:140). 

13 A Quatrain  
Dufu, Tang dynasty 
Two golden orioles sing amid the willows green; 
A flock of white egrets flies into the blue sky. 
My window frames the snow-crowned western mountain scene; 
My door oft says to eastward-going ships “Goodbye” (Xu 2006: 26)! 
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may be flexible, but the ending tone cannot be changed. When writing a poem, the 

level foot and oblique foot must be used alternatively, that is, one level foot follows 

one oblique foot, and vice versa. It is this alternation of level and oblique tones that 

creates tonal harmony, which is, in turn, the main condition of sound beauty; it is 

primarily responsible for imparting rhythm. In a single poem of different lines (Lvshi 

is usually eight lines, and Jueju is four lines), the rule is that line style A must match 

style B, while style C must match with D – known as the ‘stick’ couplet ( , nián 

dùi). If this rule is broken, lines will lose stick ( , shī nián) which cannot be 

allowed to happen. Two lines count as a couplet – AB or CD is a couplet – and two 

adjacent couplets must use different styles, which means AB must be followed by 

CD. In general, the line structures are ABCDABCD or CDABCDAB – see the 

examples below, in which the underlined characters change the original tones: 

ABCD Style:  
14 

Spring Night Happy Rain 
A:   (O O L L O),  

Good rain knows time, 
B:   (L L O O L).  

In spring it happens. 
C:   (L L L O O),  

Following wind comes at night, 
D:  ” (O O O L L).  

Wetting everything lightly and silently. 
A:   (O O L L O),  

Wild road and cloud all dark, 
B:   (L L O O L).  

River boat’s light bright alone. 
C:  … (L L L O O),  

 
14  Happy Rain on a Spring Night  

Good rain knows its time right; 
It will fall when comes spring. 
With wind it steals in night; 
Mute, it moistens each thing. 
O’er wild lanes dark cloud spreads; 
In boat a lantern looms. 
Dawn sees saturated reds; 
The town’s heavy with blooms (Xu 2006: 24). 
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Morning sees red wet place, 
D:   (O O O L L).  

Flower heavy Jin Guan City (my literal translation). 
 
CDAB Style: 

15 
Hearing Soldiers Recover River South River North 
C:   (O O O L L O O),  

Outside Jian (Jian Men frontier) suddenly spreads (the news 
of) recovering Ji north, 
D:   (L L L O O L L).  

First heard snivel tears all clothes. 
A:   (O L L O L L O),  

Looking if wife worries anymore, 
B:   (O O L L O O L).  

Rolling up poetry book happy like mad. 
C:  》  (O O O L L O O),  

Day time singing need drink wine, 
D:   (L L L O O L L).  

Green spring company easy back home. 
A:   (O L L O L L O),  

Immediately from Ba Gorge through Wu Gorge, 
B:   (O O L L O O L).  

Then down Xiang Yang to Luo Yang (my literal translation). 
 

However, there is another possibility. If the final character of the first line is also a 

rhyme, then the A structure must change into D, and C turns to B (because generally 

regulated verses only contain a level tone rhyme, but rarely an oblique tone rhyme). 

Only a small number of poems use the oblique tone to rhyme – this may a reflection 

of the fact that poems, as we have noted, were originally written to be sung. But 

compared with a level tone, an oblique tone is short and hard to pronounce, so that it 

is abandoned by poets and, in consequence, the structure becomes DBCDABCD or 

BDABCDAB.  

 
15  Recapture of the Regions North and South of the Yellow River  

Tis said the Northern Gate is recaptured of late; 
When the new reach my ears, my gown is wet with tears. 
Staring at my wife’s face, of grief I find no trace; 
Rolling up my verse books, my joy like madness looks. 
Though I am white-haired, still I’d sing a drink my fill. 
With verdure spring’s aglow, “it’s time we homeward go. 
We shall sail all the way through Three Gorges in a day. 
Going down to Xiangyang, we’ll come up to Luoyang (Xu et al. 1997: 166). 
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Having outlined some of the fundamentals of Chinese regulated poetry, in 

terms of both their defining qualities of complexity and rigidity. and the way in 

which poets give aesthetic value to their poems, we can see that the use of tones in 

Chinese regulated poetry is heavily systematised. The tones must match in each line 

and across the entire poem, and they must work according to the traditional 

regulations described here. Even a small mistake or change will affect the harmony 

of level and oblique sound, and thus affect the beauty of sound.  

Without the four-tone system, English uses stress to create rhythm. “The 

way to build up rhythm in English poetry is combining the stressed and unstressed 

syllables, usually one stressed with one unstressed syllable is a foot; or one stressed 

syllable with two unstressed syllables can be a foot as well” (Liu 2005: 93; my 

translation). According to this regulation, there are six main types of meters (using 

“/” to stand for stressed syllables and “X” for unstressed syllables, the underlined 

parts in each example are stressed syllables): 

1) Iambic: one unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable (X /), e.g.:  

The curfew tolls the knell of parting day (Elegy Written in the Country 
Churchyard, Thomas Gray, 1751). 

2) Trochaic: a stressed syllable followed by an unstressed syllable (/ X), e.g.:  

Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright (The Tyger, William Blake, 1794). 

3) Anapaestic: two unstressed syllables followed by a stressed syllable (X X 

/), e.g.:  

And today the Great Yertle, that marvellous he, Is King of the Mud 
(Yertle and Turtle, Dr Seuss, 1958). 

4) Dactylic: two stressed syllables follow an unstressed syllable (/ X X):  
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Just for a handful of silver he left us (The Lost Leader, Robert Browning, 
1845). 

5) Spondee: two continuous stressed syllables (/ /). 

6) Pyrrhic: two continuous unstressed syllables (X X). 

In a poem, each line can have one foot to eight feet, all of which are recognized by 

different names – a line of one foot is a monometer; two feet is a dimeter; three feet 

is a trimester; four feet is a tetrameter; five feet is a pentameter, six is a hexameter; 

seven feet is a heptameter, and eight feet is a octameter. It is, broadly speaking, by 

alternating stressed and unstressed syllables, that poets writing in English create 

rhythm. Similar to the matching of level and oblique tones in Chinese, the balance of 

stressed and unstressed syllables achieves a musical sound in the English 

phonological system – there are, however, striking differences between these two 

systems. Firstly, the feet in Chinese system can only be two tones, the level tone and 

oblique tone can only match one-to-one, i.e. one level tone in the first line matches 

with an oblique tone in the second line, whereas English metre has the anapestic and 

dactylic, which are three syllables as a foot. Additionally, in English, the feet in the 

first lines do not need to be the opposite to the feet in the second line. Although the 

match of stressed and unstressed syllables reflects something of the binary thinking 

that we find in the Chinese tradition, we do not have the same emphasis on the unity 

of opposites in Anglophone literature. Finally, as tones in Chinese regulated poetry 

must obey the four metrical patterns described above, English poetry seems to have 

more freedom to change the metrical patterns in a poem (with the possible exception 

of the more strictly controlled sonnet form). As a consequence, English poetry uses 

stress to create rhythm, while Chinese regulated poetry relies on tones. But in their 

different ways both tones and stress impart rhythm to lines, giving them the 
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organised quality of metre. Accordingly, we might suggest that if translators aim to 

recreate musical sound in the English TT, they will probably resort to metre to do so 

– because in Chinese to English translation, since there is no four-tone system in 

English, if translators seek to recreate rhythm in their TT, one of the methods is thus 

to change the tones from the ST to metre. “Because the differences between Chinese 

and English phonologies, it is impossible to keep the metrical patterns of the ST – so 

what translators can do is to create the rhythm of TT” (Liu 2005: 94; my translation). 

With familiar metrical patterns, of course, TT readers will be able to discern and 

respond more readily to the rhythms of the new text. The following example, taken 

from the two translations of Hong Lou Meng, gives an indication of the sort of 

resources available to translators in terms of rewriting, in this particular instance, a 

Chinese regulated poem as an English metrical poem: 

,  
(wú cái kě qù bǔ cāng tiān, L L O O O L L) 
No talents can go repair blue sky, 

 
(wǎng rù hóng chén ruò xǔ nián, O O L L O O L) 
Wasting in red dust so many years. 

,  
(cǐ xì shēn qián shēn hòu shì, O O L L L O O) 
This is body front body back things. 

 
(qiàn shuí jì qù zuò qí chuán, O L O O O L L) (Cao 1981: 2) 
By who records to be miracle legend (my literal translation)? 

 
Found unfit to repair the azure sky  
Long years a foolish mortal man was I.  
My life in both worlds on this stone is write:  
Pray who will copy out and publish it (Hawkes 1973: 49)? 
 
Unfit to mend the azure sky, 
I passed some years on earth to no avail; 
My life in both worlds is recorded here; 
Whom can I ask to pass on this romantic tale (Yang 2015: 4)? 
 

The tonal structure of the original poem is DBCD style – a normative regulated verse, 

or regulated Jueju. At the same time, the meaning of this poem appears 
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straightforward – most Chinese poems, because of the precise requirements of form, 

can only deliver meaning through metaphor and allusion, frequently meaning that if 

translators wish to make explicit the meaning of the poetry, they will need to add 

supplements to explain, further complicating the formal and thematic tension that 

confronts the literary translator, when formal precision and quality of sound are 

sacrificed for meaning. However, when meaning is brief and simple, such as in this 

example, it leaves much more space in which these qualities might be successfully 

recreated. This poem, conversational in style, contains no metaphor or allusion, 

thereby decreasing the translational difficulty. Hawkes’ translation uses iambic 

pentameter to create rhythm (the underlined parts are stressed syllables). Additionally, 

through the aabb rhyme scheme he uses, Hawkes’ translation is a strict rhymed 

iambic pentameter poem, which not only presents rhythm but also rhyme and 

conveys a strong musical sound to the reader. Yang’s translation, on the contrary, 

only delivers meaning, doing little to convey the beauty of sound. In his translation, 

the metre is loose and irregular, and except for the second line, the metres of the 

other lines do not fit any metrical patterns. At the same time, Yang’s translation only 

rhymes the words “avail” and “tale”. In short, by rewriting, Hawkes is able to offer a 

text which conveys both, meaning as well as musical sound. Yang’s translation, on 

the other hand, lacks musicality; especially in the first two lines, sounds are scattered. 

This example indicates that rewriting the tones contained in the ST into metrical 

patterns in English poetry does help to recreate musical sound in the TT. Additionally, 

rewriting allows TT readers to feel the beauty of sound through the phonological 

system with which they are familiar. 

In addition to using English metre to recreate rhythm in his translation, 

Hawkes uses another method to rewrite the ST to achieve rhythm in the TT: he 
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makes changes to the form of the metrical sentences. Through this, the visual effects 

and the sound effects are mutually strengthened. The following example shows how 

Hawkes delivers the sense of rhythm by rewriting the form of the sentences: 

( ) ( ) 
(Cao 1981: 2) 

Prosperity bright grand magnificent place, poetry propriety pin 
necklace family, flower willow flourishing place, tender soft 
wealth place (my literal translation). 

In this example, Cao uses two groups of parallel sentences offering the same stresses 

and pauses. Moreover, Cao continues to match level and oblique tones in his 

sentences, especially the tones of the final two sentences; Therefore, even if these 

parts may not be considered as poetry in their own right, the language still sounds 

and looks harmonious and poetic: 

 (O O O L O O) 
 (L O L L L L) 

 (L O L L O) 
 (L L O O L) 

 
The sound of this group of sentences is comparable to a 2/4 rhythm voicing from 

strong to weak, and where level and oblique tones mostly match each other. As for 

the translation, because these sentences do not appear in a poem, it is perhaps 

unfeasible to translate them into English rhymed poetry. Hence, Hawkes changes the 

form of the ST sentences into a group of parallel words to create the rhythm that is 

also striking in its visual expression: 

After that I shall take you to a certain 
brilliant 
successful 
poetical 
cultivated 
aristocratic 
elegant 
delectable 
luxurious 
opulent 
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locality on a little trip (1973: 48). 
 

The arrangement of these single adjectives in successive lines, one below the other, 

is an interesting device in that it produces the effect of concrete poetry, enabling the 

visual organisation of the material to increase the sense of rhythm. Unlike Hawkes, 

Yang imitates the original form: 

(Then we can take you) to some civilized and prosperous realm, 
to a cultured family of official status, a place where flowers and 
willows flourish, the home of pleasure and luxury (where you 
can settle down in comfort) (2015: 3). 

He splits the original four-character adjective structure into a parallel structure of two 

adjectives. Moreover, because the first two sentences and the last two sentences in 

the ST are two groups, he restores this by using two groups of clauses. In this way, 

Yang tries to create the rhythm of the sentences through parallelism of the series of 

clauses. This example shows that by rewriting the form of sentences both translators 

are able to recreate rhythm as well. However, this rhythm no longer relates to sound 

effects, but benefits from the visual effect and the grammar structure. The translators 

reproduce a visual or structural rhythm for TT readers, which in itself translates the 

harmony of sound into the harmony of form. 

In summary, tones are essential elements which make a determining 

contribution to the beauty of sound in Chinese literature in that they bestow rhythm 

on language. Therefore, if translators seek to recreate the beauty of sound for the TT 

readership, on the one hand, they might elect to rewrite the tones contained in the ST 

using metres available in English, so that TT readers can experience a cognate beauty 

of sound through their own familiar phonological system, or, on the other hand, they 

may recreate the rhythm by rewriting the form of the ST, using visual effects and 

combining parallel grammatical structures to suggest the sense of stylistic 

organisation. Unfortunately, however, there are other difficulties in the recreation of 
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musical sound in the English translation of Chinese classical literature – challenges 

that, once again, arise more frequently, generally speaking, in the translation of 

poetry than of prose. Rhyme is another key element in building up harmony sound in 

Chinese. For that reason, this next section will discuss rhymes in Chinese and 

English poetry, focusing on how to recreate the beauty of rhyme in the TT. 

2.2.2. Rhyme schemes in Chinese and English literature  

The second element which contributes to the beauty of sound is rhyme. “Rhyming is 

a vital element which contributes to the beauty of sound. Rhyming with the beat and 

rhythm can achieve musical aesthetic satisfaction” (Liu 2005: 106; my translation). 

In Chinese poetry, tones and rhyme are inseparable. Together they build the beauty of 

sound. “In the Chinese language, the harmony of sound requires the cooperating of 

rhyme and rhythm” (ibid.: 106). Chinese is monosyllabic, but most syllables contain 

two parts: an initial one and a final one (some syllables only have finals, like : ào; 

: ér; etc.). Final syllables come in two categories: single compound vowels (there 

are six single compound vowels: a, o, e, i, u, ü) and composite compound vowels. As 

for composite compound vowels, there are three types: 

1) Medial + Main vowel; 

2) Main vowel + Coda; 

3) Medial + Main vowel + Coda (Chan 2016: 491). 

For example, in the character “  (good)” which is pronounced as “liáng”, the “l” is 

an initial, “ián” is a composite compound vowel, in the “ián”, the “i” is the medial, 

“á” is the main vowel (the symbol of tones must be written on top of main vowels), 

and the “n” is the coda. When writing poetry, if the main vowels and codas of two 

characters are the same, they are considered to constitute a full rhyme, so that rhyme 
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is achieved whatever the medial may be as long as the main vowels and codas of 

characters are the same – for example, the characters”  (jiāng)”, “  (chuāng)” and 

“  (bāng)” rhyme even though they have different initials and medials. Ancient 

Chinese used rhyming books (what might be thought as dictionaries of rhyme) to 

record the pronunciations and meanings of rhyming characters – as we have already 

noted, in the past, different characters are categorized by level/oblique tones and 

rhymes.16 If we take the rhyming book (Ping Shui Rhyming Book) as an 

example (this is the one which is used in Hong Lou Meng), this book divides all 

characters into four parts according to their tones: level tone part, raising tone part, 

departing tone part, and entering tone part; each part is further categorized by 

different rhymes. Different branches of rhyme are named by the first characters in 

this branch. Using the level tone part as an example, this part includes fifteen rhymes:  

 (first, rhyme of  dōng), 
 (second, rhyme of  dōng),  
 (third, rhyme of  jiāng),  
 (fourth, rhyme of  zhī),  
 (fifth, rhyme of  wēi),  
 (sixth, rhyme of  yú),  
 (seventh, rhyme of  yú),  
 (eighth, rhyme of  qí),  
 (ninth, rhyme of  jiā),  
 (tenth, rhyme of  huī),  

 (eleventh, rhyme of  zhēn),  
 (twelfth, rhyme of  wén),  
 (thirteenth, rhyme of  yuán),  
 (fourteenth, rhyme of  hán), 
 (fifteenth, rhyme of  shān) 

 
Each branch of rhyme lists characters with the same rhyme and tones, which means, 

for example, that characters within the rhyme group of  (dōng) all end in “ong” 

 
16 In different periods of Chinese history there were different rhyming books, ���� (qiē yùn) is the main one 
in the Tang dynasty, the Song dynasty uses �0�� (guǎng yùn). After that time, �/F��(píng shuǐ yùn) 
becomes the principal rhyming book. However, those books are, in the main, for poetry creation; when writing Ci, 
the author uses�i>D��(cí lín zhèng yùn) while Qu generally use�	����(zhōng yuan yīn yùn). 
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with its level tone. In most strictly regulated poems, the poet can only use characters 

from one branch of rhyme – in other words, they cannot change rhyme in the span of 

a single poem.17 In short, the rhyme schemes of regulated poetry can be summed up 

as follows: all ending characters of even numbered lines must rhyme; as for the odd 

lines, only the first line can rhyme, but, as mentioned before, the tonal structure of 

the line should change. However, this scheme does not suit all verses in Chinese. In 

another important form of verse, Ci (this form can have one to four stanzas, 

interlacing short and long lines rather than deploying all lines of the same line length, 

although the tonal structures of this form work in the same way as discussed above), 

there are four rhyme schemes: 

1) Single rhyme, the whole verse only uses one rhyme; 

2) Alternative rhymes, there is a main rhyme and vice-rhyme which is 

used alternatively; 

3) Double rhymes, two paragraphs will use two rhymes; 

4) Multiple rhymes, a verse contains two or more than two rhymes (Liu 

2005: 103 – 104; my translation). 

Therefore, in translation, the rhyme schemes of poetry can potentially be recreated in 

the TT in that they depend on the core devices of rhythm and rhyme – although the 

rhyme schemes of Ci are more complex and flexible and so pose an additional 

challenge for the translator in terms of adaptation to theme. It is, of course, 

excessively simplistic to note, as Liu does, that “when translating Ci, it is impossible 

 
17 The number of characters in each rhyme branch are different. Some rhyme branches have more characters than 
others, these rhyme branches are broad rhymes that offer more options for writing and will make writing easier. 
As for those rhyme branches with fewer characters are narrow rhymes, the characters writers can use in narrow 
rhymes are less than broad rhymes. Furthermore, there are rhymes which have very limited characters; these are 
constraint rhymes. For those constraint rhymes the writer has little choice about which character to use. Normally, 
poets prefer to use broad and narrow rhymes. However, some people use constraint rhymes to show talent. Such 
as the famous poet\x (Su shi, 1037 – 1101, one of the eight masters of the tang and song dynasties) used two 
edge rhymes S and � to write two poems, which were imitated all around and formed a new style of poetry: *
�� (style of Jiān and chā). 
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to deliver the same rhyme schemes from Chinese to English. Because English is 

unable to achieve one-to-one correspondence to Chinese” (Liu 2005: 104; my 

translation), because that holds true of most linguistic forms and text types. However, 

what this discussion is concerned to argue is that the translator, through the technique 

of rewriting, must remain alive to the complexity of the original in order to allow his 

or her new reader to grasp some sense of that complexity in the TT. Therefore, if 

translators want to recreate the metrical sound in the TT, it is important to know what 

English rhyme schemes are and how they influence the beauty of sound. 

English rhymed poetry similarly conjures up musical enjoyment; rhyming, 

in both English and Chinese poetry, has an important function – “Poetry written for 

music tends strongly to end-stopping, with enjambment absent or weak, the rhyme 

words lingering in the ear to punctuate both the line-end pause and the end of 

musical phrase” (Adams 1945: 71 – 72). Similar to rhyme in the Chinese language 

system, rhyme in English is also regulated; usually there are three rhyme schemes: 

“aba, abb or abc” (Liu 2005: 101; my translation) (a and b stand for the vowels of the 

ending stressed syllables in two continuous lines). It must be noted here that there are 

various rhyme schemes in English poetry but for the purpose of the discussion I will 

solely focus on some basic rules of rhyming. If we consider the first line of a poem to 

be a, the second line is b if it does not rhyme with the first one. The third line can 

then be rhymed with the first line, which results in the scheme aba. Or the third line 

rhymes with the second line, so that the scheme becomes abb. Of course, if the third 

line does not rhyme with a or b, then the pattern is abc. The rhyme scheme repeats in 

different stanzas, so that it “has a powerful capacity for structuring the dynamic 

movement of the stanza” (Adams 1945: 72). One crucial difference arises here; 

whereas Chinese poets use regulated rhyme patterns to create the harmony and 
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stability of sound, the beauty of English rhyme seems more to instigate movement 

and flow – “the first rhyme word sets up an anticipation and thus forward momentum; 

the second creates satisfaction and thus the possibility of closure, any further rhymes 

create a sense of insistence, saturation, or excess. In consort with metre, this process 

is intimately linked to the dynamic movement within stanzas and forms” (ibid.: 72). 

The rhyme schemes in Chinese and English, in themselves, display some common 

features – the abab rhyme scheme, for example, is close to the rhyme scheme in 

Chinese. However, if translators concentrate on delivering the same rhyme schemes 

from the ST to the TT, there will be a virtually insurmountable challenge in terms 

both of meaningfully maintaining the full rhyme scheme, especially when taking into 

account the range meanings offered by the ST that also require to be reflected in the 

TT. One potential solution is to use a variety of English rhyme schemes to recreate 

the beauty of sound in the TT, so that the translator enjoys additional flexibility in 

terms of responding to the formal-semantic complexities of the ST. The example 

below illustrates how Hawkes uses the couplet rhyme scheme (aabb style) to 

reproduce the musical sound in the translation of Hong Lou Meng: 

  
Separating Bone and Meet 

, 
One sail wind rain road three thousand, 

 
Let the bone meet family all throw. 

, 
Afraid of crying in the left years. 

,  
Tell farther mother, do not miss child. 

, 
From ancient time, poor and wealth all decided, 

?  
How can separating and reunion do not have fate? 

, 
From today (we) separate two places, 
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Individually keep safe. 
,  (Cao 1981: 62)   

I leave, do not worry (my literal translation). 
 
From Dear Ones Parted 
Sail, boat, a thousand miles through rain and wind, (a) 
Leaving my home and dear ones far behind. (a) 
I fear that my remaining years (b) 
Will waste away in homesick tears. (b) 
Father dear and mother mild, (c) 
Be not troubled for your child! (c) 
From of old our rising, falling (d) 
Was ordained; so now this parting. (d) 
Each in another land must be; (e) 
Each for himself must fend as best he may; (f) 
Now I am gone, oh do not weep for me (e) (Hawkes 1973: 141)! 
 
Separation From Dear Ones 
Three thousand li she must sail through wind and rain, 
Giving up her home and her own flesh and blood; 
But afraid to distress their declining years with tears 
She tells her parent: “Don’t grieve for your child. 
From of old, good luck and bad have been predestined, 
Parting and reunions are decreed by fate; 
Although from now on we shall dwell far apart, 
Let us still live at peace; 
Don’t worry over your unworthy daughter” (Yang 2015: 102 – 
105). 
 

In this example, Hawkes uses rhyming couplets – aabbccdd style – every two lines, 

and so that rhymes vary from the beginning to the end of the piece. By pairing 

rhymed lines, with each couplet rhyming differently, Hawkes’ text creates both a 

characteristic English movement and a sense of Chinese rhythm of sound. On the 

other hand, Yang’s translation does not try to rhyme (none of the final words in 

Yang’s version are rhymed), so when reading his text, the lines tend to function in a 

much looser combination than in Hawkes’ version. In other words, it is difficult to 

recognise the emphases of Yang’s translation since the sound in his translation lacks 

connection. Accordingly, we see that it is important for the translator to recreate the 

rhyming of sound by rewriting the ST with rhyme schemes in English if the aim is to 

convey something of the tightness of the aesthetic arrangement and patterning of the 
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original. “Rhyming not only increases the musical beauty of poetry but also make 

readers expect, resonate and satisfy during the reading process. Rhyming actives 

readers’ aesthetic consciousness, it helps the authors and readers’ aesthetic 

experiences close to each other” (Liu 2005: 105; my translation). By rewriting the ST 

in its English translation with rhyme schemes, translators are able to increase the 

beauty of sound, and allow TT readers to feel rhythm, which might in turn serve to 

increase their interest and help them to understand the TT more readily.  

To sum up, in Chinese verse forms, the harmony of tones and the 

consistency of the rhymes endows texts with a strong sense of rhythm as well as rich 

and various cadences, so that the sound can help to stimulate the range of affects that, 

in the Chinese context, as we have seen, sits at the core of textual response. The rules 

of tones and rhymes may well seem rigid and complicated, and are at times difficult 

to follow; however, they ensure the beauty of sound. The sense of rhyme is an 

integral part of Chinese regulated poetry; without rhyme there is no regulated poetry, 

and “[t]ranslators should find the sense of rhyme of ST and try to deliver it in TT, 

this is the undoubtedly aesthetic task of translation” (ibid.:103). But the problem in 

translating any literary work is that sound is only one aspect among many; the more 

important aspect must be always coherence of reader response – either through 

emotional or rational response or, in all likelihood, a combination of both. By 

analysing some key examples form Hong Lou Meng, the next section will discuss 

how our translators balance meaning and the beauty of sound when rewriting. 

2.3. Sound and meaning in translation 

Rewriting by using the metres and rhyme schemes available in English is, as we have 

discussed, a functional way to recreate the beauty of sound in the TT. However, how 

does a translator decide what to privilege when rewriting – meaning or sound? The 
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answer seems obvious since although conveying the beauty of sound contained in 

Chinese classical literature in English translation is important, ensuring that meaning 

is carried across the cultural and linguistic divide is arguably the primary task. If a 

translator’s rewriting changes the meaning to achieve the beauty of sound, it will lose 

what is ultimately more important. The following is an example of what happens 

when a translator sacrifices meaning to achieve rhythm and rhyme; the function of 

the text may disappear in the context of the TT. 

  
Poem of Chrysanthemums 

  
Xiao Xiang Concubine 

, 
(wú lài shī mó hūn xiǎo qīn, L O L L L O L) 
No ways the poetry desire comes night and day. 

 (rào lí yī shí zì chén yīn, O L L O O L L) 
Winging around fence and relying on stone, I’m thinking. 

, 
(háo duān yùn xiù lín shuāng xiě, L L O O L L O) 
Pen’s nib contains beauty, facing frost to write, 

 
(kǒu jiǎo qín xiāng duì yuè yín, O O L L O O L) 
Mouth has fragrance facing moon to sing. 

, 
(mǎn zhǐ zì lián tí sù yuan, O O O L L O O) 
All paper self-pity writes about sorrow, 

，  
(piàn yán shuí jiě sù qiū xīn, O L L O O L L) 
By some sentences who knows (my) description of autumn heart. 

,  
(yī cóng táo lìng píng zhāng hòu, O L L O L L O) 
after Tao Yuanming (wrote for chrysanthemum), 

 
(qiān gǔ gāo fēng shuō dào jīn, L O L L O O L) (Cao 1981:466) 
Thousand years high quality is talked until now (my literal 
translation). 
 
Celebrating the Chrysanthemums  
by River Queen 
Down garden walks, in search of inspiration, 
A restless demon drives me all the time 
Then brush blooms into praises, and the mouth 
Grows scud-sweet, hymning those scents sublime. 
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Yet easier ’twere a world of grief to tell 
Than to lock autumn’s secret in one rhyme. 
That miracle old Tao did once attain; 
Since when a thousand bards have tried in vain (Hawkes 1977: 
251). 
 
WRITING ABOUT THE CHRYSANTHEMUM 
Day and night the imp of poetry assails men; 
Skirting the fence, leaning on the rock, they start chanting 
With the tip of the brush, by the rime, they write fine lines, 
Or facing the moon croon their sweet melodies 
We may fill a page with sorrow and self-pity, 
But who can put into words what autumn means? 
Ever since Tao Yuanming of old passed judgement 
This flower’s worth has been sung through the centuries.  

The Queen of Bamboos (Yang 2015: 763) 
 

This poem is ostensibly written by Daiyu, one of the heroines of Hong Lou Meng, 

about the chrysanthemum.18 The poem uses the rhyme branch of  (qīn), the line 

style is BDABCDAB, with the exception of the fifth character of the first line and 

the first character of the sixth line which change tones (which is considered 

acceptable because they are not the end tone in one foot). The ST presents a 

customary musicality, but what makes this poem a particularly notable element in the 

story is its narrative function in terms of Daiyu’s character. The chrysanthemum is 

used as a metaphor to reflect Daiyu’s personality: a girl who is pure, confident and 

noble, and through this poem, Daiyu seeks to express her sadness, highlighting that 

she possesses the good qualities of the chrysanthemum. Because of this function, the 

meaning of this poem is vital and cannot be changed since, otherwise, it will lose its 

core intention, which is that of effectively presenting Daiyu to the reader. The 

aesthetic dimension, in this regard, is a means to an end, and it is the recreation of the 

ultimate functioning of that dimension that represents the principal task of the 

 
18 Chrysanthemum is a symbol in Chinese culture. It is one of the four gentlemen: plum blossom, orchid, bamboo 
and chrysanthemum (these four images appear very often in Hong Lou Meng as well). They stand for different 
features of gentlemen. Chrysanthemum blooms in autumn after frost, while the other flowers wither and fall. 
Therefore, it stands for unyielding feature. A famous poet ~J8(Tao Yuangming, 352 – 427, Jin dynasty) liked 
chrysanthemum very much, when he lived in seclusion, he planted chrysanthemum around his house and wrote 
poems about them. From his time, chrysanthemum usually connects with hermit.  
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translator. 

A comparison of the two translations under investigation here shows that 

Yang, accordingly, surrenders the evocation of sound to the coverage of meaning. His 

translation strictly follows the ST and delivers all its meanings literally, whereas 

Hawkes reproduces the rhyme scheme in the TT – we can see that “time” in the 

second line, “sublime” in the fourth line and “rhyme” itself in the sixth line rhyme. 

Additionally, he rewrites the final two lines so that “attain” and “vain” rhyme. 

However, the key lines in this poem are the last two lines. By declaring that the 

goodness of chrysanthemums always attracts praise, Daiyu is, by analogy, claiming 

this quality for herself – “  (“after Tao Yuanming wrote in praise of 

the chrysanthemum”; my literal translation)”. “ ” is Tao Yuanming, an acclaimed 

ancient Chinese poet who wrote frequently in praise of chrysanthemums, establishing 

the presence and reputation of the flower in Chinese literature today (a parallel would 

be with Shakespeare and the rose, in English literature) – which is indicated in the 

next line: “  (“the good quality of chrysanthemums are praised till 

now”, my literal translation)”. Yang’s translation, in this way, concentrates on the 

central narrative icon of the chrysanthemum, making its hidden meanings explicit for 

the TT readership. Hawkes, however, changes the meaning on account of 

maintaining the rhyme. His translation, in order to clinch the rhyme scheme, changes 

the narrative line from celebrating chrysanthemums to celebrating Tao Yuanming’s 

achievement – Hawkes’ translation suggests that because Tao Yuanming’s writing 

about chrysanthemums is outstanding, other poets fail to surpass him. And, as we 

have noted previously, the meaning of these two lines is crucial in that, underlying 

their latent meaning, they function as a metaphor for Daiyu’s intention of showing 

that she is no less noble than the chrysanthemum. If the translator changes the 
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meaning of these two lines, as Hawkes has done, then the function of the metaphor 

disappears too, with the effect that this poem, in terms of function and purpose, 

becomes superfluous in the TT. This example is useful, in that it highlights that 

conveying meaning must remain the primary focus when rewriting. A beautiful 

sound is a tool that helps to spark resonance, evoke reader interests and, in the final 

analysis, lead to deeper understanding of the text and closer engagement with it, but 

meaning gives the reader the knowledge upon which their cognitive processing of the 

novel is based. Even though the sound is beautiful, without meaning, the TT will lose 

it function – as in Hawkes’ translation in which the symbolic meaning of the poem is 

lost. As a consequence, faithfulness to meaning should always be the primary 

concern and only when meaning can be fully conveyed should the translator consider 

rebuilding the beauty of sound as well. Here is another example to show how 

Hawkes reproduces a TT through rewriting – this time achieving both an accurate 

coverage of meaning and a rich evocation of musicality. 

  
Crab poem 

,  
(guì ǎi tóng yīn zuò jǔ shāng, ) 
In osmanthus’ mist and Wu-tong’s shadow, siting and raising 
cups, 

  
(zháng ān xián kǒu pàn chóng yáng, ) 
Changan mouth-watering waits for Chong Yang. 

, 
(yǎn qián dào lù wú jīng wěi, ) 
Road before eyes has no warp and weft, 

，  
(pí lǐ chūn qiū kōng hēi huáng, ) 
Under skin spring and autumn are black and yellow. 

, 
(jiǔ wèi dí xīng hái yòng jú, ) 
Wine cannot wash out fishy so use chrysanthemum, 

 
(xìng fáng jī lěng dìng xū jiāng, ) 
Preventing the cold nature must use ginger. 
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(yú jīn luò fǔ chéng hé yì, ) 
Now falling into pot has no advantages. 

 
(yuè pǔ kōng yú hé shǔ xiāng, ) (Cao 1981: 469) 
Moonlit bank only left proso millet’s scent (my literal 
translation). 
 
With winecups in hand, as the autumn day ends, (a) 
And with watering mouths, we await our small friends. (a) 
A straightforward breed you are certainly not, (b) 
And the goodness inside you has all gone to pot– (b) 
For your cold humours, ginger; to cut out your smell (c) 
We’ve got wine and chrysanthemum petals as well. (c) 
As you hiss in your pot, crabs, d’ye look back with pain (d) 
On that calm moonlit cove and the fields of fat grain (d) (Hawkes 
1977: 257)? 
 
We sit, cups raised, in the shade of osmanthus and Wu-tong; 
Mouths watering, for the Double Ninth we pine; 
It crawls sidewise because the ways of the world are crooked, 
And, white and yellow, harbours a dark design. 
Wine won’t purge the smell without chrysanthemums, 
And ginger is needed dyspepsia to prevent; 
What can it do now, fallen into the cauldron? 
On the moonlit bank all that remains is the millet’s scent (Yang 
2015: 771). 
 

The rhyme scheme in the original poem is the rhyme branch of  (yáng); the tonal 

style is BDABCDAB. Hawkes’ translation, again, uses the couplet rhyme pattern: 

aabbccdd style. He is unable to rebuild the metre but his lines have similar syllables: 

each line contains twelve syllables, except the third, sixth and seventh line. Hawkes 

uses a metre and rhyme scheme from English rhymed poetry to rewrite the tones and 

rhyme scheme from Chinese poetry, so that TT readers can enjoy the musical sound 

when reading, whereas Yang’s translation does not build up rhyme and rhythm in his 

translation – his translation does not rhyme regularly, and the metres are not 

regulated. But in Hawkes’ rewriting the meaning is still communicated; in fact, the 

rewriting, in this case, helps to make the meaning explicit – in the first line, for 

example, Hawkes makes changes to ensure both reader comprehension and rhyme in 
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the TT, whereas in Yang’s choice to translate every word from the ST meaning 

becomes diffused – so that, for example, the first line is rendered as “in the shade of 

Osmanthus and Wu-tong ( )”. “ ” is Osmanthus, and “ ” is Wu-tong (also 

known as firmiana simplex or Chinese parasol tree). Osmanthus blooms in August, 

so this line indicates that it is the end of autumn. The ST  does not need to give this 

key information explicitly, but instead is able to concentrate on the natural 

environment, sure that it is creating an image with which ST readers are familiar 

(Osmanthus and Wu-tong are common trees in autumn in China), so that it readily 

conjures up images and feelings of autumn. However, this writing strategy will not 

work in Anglophone culture, because, of course, autumn settings vary enormously 

between China and English-speaking countries; in short, TT readers lack the 

information to render the hidden meanings Osmanthus and Wu-tong visible. In 

contrast, Hawkes translates the ST as “as the autumn ends”, allowing him in the 

process to find a rhyme between “ends” and the word “friends”. We can therefore see 

that Hawkes’ rewriting of the ST not only acknowledges the need for musicality in 

the TT, but also ensures the delivery of the ST meaning through the technique of 

explicitation. 

In the second line, we find the reference to a traditional Chinese festival 

19 (chóng yáng). Yang uses a literal translation here, giving “ ” as “Double 

Nine” since this festival is on the ninth of September – i.e. the date contains two 

nines. Hawkes changes this into “await our small friends”; the “friends” in his 

translation being synonymous with the crab. This is because the Double Nine festival 

 
19 z| is on the ninth of September (lunar calendar). Because in The Book of Changes (one of the oldest Chinese 
divination texts) treat six as a yin (}) number and nine as a yang (|) number, so the day ninth of September, 
which has two nine, is full of yang. People think this day is lucky, therefore, during the day, people will climb 
high to pray for happiness, health and long life; thank the elders, hold a fete and drink the chrysanthemums wine 
and wear the plant Zhu Yu (]`) to counteract evil force. 
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is the best time to eat crab; additionally, this poem is about the crab. Therefore, on 

the surface, the ST uses “  – looking forward to the Double Nine festival” to 

convey the desire for the day of Chong Yang to come soon; but, on a deeper level, it 

people’s love of the special treat that is crab. So once again, Hawkes’ translation 

extracts the deep meaning of the ST and delivers it directly in the TT. Since this 

Chinese festival does not exist in English culture, Hawkes’ translation is clever 

because it avoids the deadening language of simply glossing.  

In the fourth line, the main difficulty arises from how to translate the 

allusion “ ，”. The ST “ ， ”, on the surface, describes the 

colour of crab roe as yellow and black; however, hidden within this is a metaphor for 

an untrustworthy person – the word “ ，” was first used in the Jin dynasty 

(226 – 420) to describe Chu Pou ( ), notable for always hides all his opinions. 

“  (pí)” is skin, “  (pí lǐ)” meaning under the skin (in other words, the inner 

world). while “ ，(chūn qiū, spring and autumn)” is the name of a very short 

history book whose straightforward discourse is generally held to be biting in terms 

of its critical tone. Therefore, the overall word “ ，” brings to mind scheming 

and crafty people, so that the ST reference insinuates that the cooked crab becomes a 

multi-layered metaphor for the ultimate hope that, although bad people are 

resourceful, in the final analysis they will be punished. The two translators provide 

notably different translations, but both, in this case, avoid falling into the trap of a 

reductive literalism. Yang omits the allusion “ ，”, but instead uses “a dark 

design” to make it clear that the ST talks about a bad person and not a crab. Hawkes 

uses the word “goodness” which, on one level, stands for the crab roe, but 

simultaneously refers to the quality of goodness. Hawkes makes an attempt to 
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recreate the metaphor by using the word “goodness”; both manage to communicate, 

in this way, that there is a latent meaning lurking here. In the same example, we can 

see that Yang makes minor changes, so that what he provides remains an almost 

literal translation of the ST. The meaning is accurate, but, once again, the beauty of 

sound is lost. However, through rewriting, Hawkes manages to achieve both; 

additionally, by omitting some items whose range of meaning is constrained by their 

tight specificity – such as the Festival of Chong Yang – the text is clarified by the TT 

reader. In short, the example shows that, through rewriting, although difficult, there 

are opportunities for translators to deliver meaning faithfully and to reproduce the 

beauty of sound. In general terms, however, let is recall that this remains a huge 

challenge, not always achieved, and not all of Hawkes’ rewriting is able to convey 

both of these two aspects simultaneously. But, again by way of provisional 

conclusion, let us recall that when there is no chance of achieving what we might 

think of as a win-win result, translators must make sure that meaning is privileged 

over aesthetic function. 

Following on from this observation, in many case the translator’s struggle 

to communicate the literariness of Chinese texts is in vain (where we consider 

literariness to be marked by the union of form and content): “Chinese prosody is 

largely concerned with the number of characters per line and the arrangement of 

tones – both of which are untranslatable. But translators tend to rush in where wise 

men never tread, and often may be seen attempting to nurture Chinese rhyme 

patterns in the hostile environment of a western language” (Weinberger 2016: 5). 

Only in the first example discussed here can we see that Hawkes rebuilds the ST into 

a rhymed iambic meter successfully; for the other examples, however, Hawkes is 

solely able to reproduce part of the rhythm and rhyme. Therefore, instead of being 
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trapped by the strict requirements of sound and form of Chinese poetry, translating 

Chinese poems into free verse has become a more popular way (see, for example, 

translations by Ezra Pound, Arthur Waley and Kenneth Rexroth). Even Yang, in an 

interview, notes in this regard: “Lately I gave up using English metre and rhyme to 

translate Chinese poetry and instead elected to use free verse. Using foreign prosody 

to translate Chinese poetry is a difficult an ultimately fruitless task” (Yang 2015: 56; 

my translation). 

However, Chinese poetry, especially regulated verse, is geared to impact 

upon readers not solely through sound, but also, as we have just seen, richly 

imagistic writing. It is certainly to that just as a song needs music to be completed, if 

a poem can only be a poem when it achieves beauty of sound: 

[A]s much attention should be given to the way the Chinese 
poem triggers sound as to how it triggers sight, and that 
translators should use the whole poetic arsenal–syllabics, sprung 
rhythm, off-rhyme, half-rhyme, internal rhyme, assonance, 
consonance, and so forth – to try to give the English version of 
the poem a deeply resonant life. Too often translators have given 
Chinese poets the resolution powers of an electron microscope, 
but have cut off their ears. By being cognizant of the poem’s 
song, we are less likely to be deaf to the poem behind the poem, 
and less likely to be satisfied with clumsy rhythms and a lack of 
aural pleasure (Barnstone 1999: 75). 

The translator, therefore, needs to attempt to recreate the beauty of sound to TT 

readers, “the translators must keep faith with the deeper need that poetry fulfils in our 

lives” (ibid.: 75). And the only way to let people understand something new is to 

introduce it through what they already know. “Translators bring their linguistic 

patterns, cultural predispositions, and aesthetic biases to the creative act, not merely 

holding up a mirror to something old, but giving the original text new life in a 

strange environment” (ibid.: 66). Although the method that creates sound harmony in 

the TT is not based on the four-tone system and Chinese rhyme schemes, the TT 
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should be able to indicate that the ST is beautiful in sound to give TT readers the 

perception that Chinese classical literature emphasises the beauty of sound; this is 

ultimately also the purpose of rewriting.  

This section has shown that meaning is the most important guideline in 

terms of rewriting English translations of Chinese classical literature. However, 

beyond this, we have also seen that translators should aim to deliver the beauty of 

sound if they want to ensure that the target reader will appreciate the beauty the 

source text contains. I have suggested that by rewriting, a translator can reproduce 

the rhythm according to the meters and rhymes of the target culture, so that the 

beauty of sound will reappear in a new form – the surface changes, but the spirit 

remains intact. We have also seen that even rewriting is, of course, a strategy that 

aims at rather than always achieving the literary ideal; loss (in terms of the 

complexities of the original) is frequently unavoidable, but this may be compensated 

for allowing something of the ST to impact upon the receiving language, so that the 

translation still occupies a new cultural space. Barnstone notes of the possibilities of 

cultural translation in that regard that “we will never create a truly Chinese poem in 

English, but in this way we can extend the possibilities of the translation” (Barnstone 

1999: 75). In translation, a text may have the opportunity of engaging through a 

newness that exists in creative dialectic with its accessibility to new readerships; new 

things enter the receiving culture, and perhaps developments and revolutions begin. 

But if translators fear to lose, to change, to recreate, then the world will keep silent, 

and beauty will die in this silence. 

2.4. Homophone 

Let us further deepen the complexity. As well as tone and rhyme, homophones are an 

important rhetorical element commonly used in Chinese classical literature. 
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“Homophone takes advantage of the same or similar pronunciations of different 

characters to bestow hidden meaning to sentences. The hidden meaning is essential 

than the literal meaning” (Tang and Huang 1990: 489; my translation). Homophones 

create another dimension of harmony between sound and meaning – in one way, 

therefore, following on from our working definition of literariness, we can say that 

they are a prime literary device. “The homophone uses sound to create meaning. The 

sound and meaning interdependent. Once the sound changes, the meaning will 

disappear as well” (Ding 2001: 112; my translation). The understanding of 

homophones relies on readers’ imagination. “Homophone arouses readers’ 

imaginations through the same pronunciations of words; it delivers meaning 

implicitly” (Zheng 2013: 18; my translation). Because a homophone does not give 

the reader direct information, it “brings about the beauty of implicitness, creates a 

sense of humour and heightens emotions” (He 2005: 58; my translation). In Chinese 

classical literature, a homophone works as a pun or a puzzle; it integrates sound with 

meaning to make the writing vivid and lively. 

Homophones in Chinese classical literature benefit from the Chinese 

writing system (this writing system will be explained further in Chapter Three). Most 

Chinese characters are monosyllables. According to Kangxi Dictionary (

) and Chinese Great Dictionary ( ? ), “the total number of 

Chinese characters are more than 47000, but there only have around 400 

pronunciations” (ibid.: 57). The discrepancy between the number of characters and 

pronunciation means that a “homophone is indeed a main feature of Chinese: 

sometimes up to 20 different words [different meanings] are associated with a given 

syllable” (Frost 2013: 8). The homophone in Chinese is in fact “10% of the total” 

lexicon (He 2005: 57; my translation), and it is this variety of characters with the 
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same pronunciation that makes the homophone such an important rhetorical element 

in Chinese classical literature. 

 In Hong Lou Meng, homophones tend to appear in two principal contexts: 

the names of people and locations, where Cao uses numerous homophones to 

indicate the characters’ personalities or their destiny. We also find homophones in 

conversations, where they help to make dialogues more vivid and interesting, which 

in turn helps to make the characters’ personalities more explicit. Homophones 

combine harmonious sound and meaning in Hong Lou Meng, delivering multiple 

meanings and creating the resonant beauty of the implicit. So the question to be 

discussed here is how we might translate the specific homophones that mark the 

Hong Lou Meng.  

Just like Chinese, the English language, of course, also has homophones. 

But in order to translate homophones from Chinese into English we cannot simply 

give TT readers a pair of words with the same sound. Homophones create meanings, 

and such meanings have specific functions within a specific context. If the meaning 

does not deliver to TT readers, then the sound becomes an echo of nothingness. In 

other words, what translators should pay attention to in the translation of 

homophones, first and foremost, is, once again, meaning. To convey hidden 

meanings to TT readers is the basis of translation. Making sure that they are able to 

convey the meaning of the text primarily, translators should then try to rebuild the 

functions of homophones in the ST, such as creating the beauty of implicitness, 

conveying a sense of humour and strengthening the characters’ personalities. Yet it is 

rarely possible to render the hidden meanings in the ST without change, so that only 

through rewriting translators can explain the ST to TT readers. But to what degree 

rewriting can reproduce the connections between the sound and meaning remains 
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unanswered. The example below will list some homophones as present in the names 

of characters in Hong Lou Meng, and their two translations. This will give us an idea 

if rewriting can rebuild the relationship between sound and hidden meanings in the 

translation of homophones, or if it can solely ensure that the TT is understood.  

Table 3: Homophones of Names 

Original 

word 
Pronunciation 

Implied 

word 
Pronounce 

Literal 

Translation 

Yang’s 

Trans. 

Hawkes’ 

Trans. 

“  zhēn shì yǐn  
zhēn shì 

yǐn 

True facts 

concealed 

Zhen 

Shiying 
Zhen Shi-ying 

 jiǎ yǔ cūn  jiǎ yǔ cún 

Fiction in 

rustic 

language 

Jia 

Yucun 
Jia Yu-cun 

 jiǎ huà  jiǎ huà False talk Jia Hua Jia Hua 

 huò qǐ  huò qǐ 
beginning 

of disaster 
Huo Qi Calamity 

 jiāo xìng  jiǎo xìng lucky Jiaoxing Lucky 

 féng yuān  féng yuān 
injustice 

fate 

Feng 

Yuan 
Feng Yuan 

 qín zhōng  
qíng 

zhǒng 

root of 

love 

Qin 

Zhong 
Qin Zhong 

 bǔshì rén  bú shì rén 
not a 

human 

Bu 

Shiren 
Bu Shi-ren 
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being 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

yuán 

yíng 

tàn 

xī 

 

 

 

 

yuán 

yīng 

tàn 

xī 

sigh for 

their 

destiny 

  

 
qīng gěng 

fēng 
 

qíng gēn 

fēng 

Roots of 

love Peak 

Blue 

Ridge 

Peak 

Greensickness 

Peak 

 

This table shows that when Cao creates the names of his characters and places, he 

hides their explicit meanings through homophones – for example,  “ “ ” and “

”, where the name “ “  (zhēn shì yǐn)” has the same pronunciation as “

 (zhēn shì yǐn)”, which means the truth is hidden – “ ” means the truth, 

realities, while “ ” is hidden. As for the name “  (jiǎ yǔ cūn)”, it sounds like 

“  (jiǎ yǔ cún)”, meaning to tell lies. “ ” is false, fake, and “ ” means 

language so “ ” is lies and “ ” is existing. Importantly, this technique of 

distancing through the use of homophone helps us to understand Redology’s 

assertion that Hong Lou Meng is an autobiographical novel, a view echoed by Xia 

who notes that it is “the first Chinese novel which widely used [the] author’s 

personal experiences” (Xia 1988: 279; my translation). However, Cao does not use 

real names of people and locations in his novel but makes them up to avoid “political 
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risk” (ibid.: 287). The effect, therefore, of using these two names, is an indication 

that the story of Hong Lou Meng is based on real life, while identifiable information 

about real persons and events is distanced through making up names and locations 

whose authentic origins are open to elucidation through the echoing effect of the 

homophone. Hawkes and Yang both choose to confront this device through pinyin, 

but omit their double extenders. Therefore, the function of the sound contained in 

these two names disappears. Although this does not influence the content, TT readers 

lose access to the fascinating connection between novel and its real context. In other 

words, if translators only use pinyin to translate the names that contain hidden 

meanings, then the TT will be less beautiful than the ST. It will be a loss for TT 

readers. A footnote to further explain the function of the homophones may help TT 

readers to understand the purposes of these names.  

Yang and Hawkes use different methods in this context to avoid losing the 

beauty of the ST. In the translation of names, Yang always resorts to pinyin, but adds 

endnotes to explain details. This method maintains both sound and meaning, but it 

breaks the reading rhythm. In some instances, Hawkes rewrites names to deliver their 

hidden meanings. The pattern in Hawkes’ rewriting is clear: he uses pinyin for the 

masters’ and ladies’ names, such as Baoyu, Daiyu, and Baochai, and rewrites the 

names of servants that contain double meanings. For example, the fourth name in 

table three “  (huò qǐ)”, Hawkes translates as “Calamity” because it is 

pronounced the same as “  (huò qǐ)”, which implies “the beginning of disaster”. 

Huo Qi ( ) is a servant in Zhen Shiyin’s ( “ ) family; during the Lantern 

Festival, he takes Zhen’s daughter Yinlian out to see the fireworks. However, he loses 

his young master Yinlian. For fear of being punished, Huo Qi runs away. He ruins the 

family, and this is the beginning of Yinlian’s tragedy; furthermore, this is the opening 
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scene of the story of Hong Lou Meng – so, in this oblique way, his name is Huo Qi 

because he is the harbinger of tragedy. Yang’s translation uses pinyin to translate this 

name so that the implied meaning of Huo Qi is missing, whereas Hawkes rewrites 

Huo Qi as “Calamity”. Although the word is neither a commonly used English name 

(indeed it has vaguely comical overtones in the way it echoes Calamity Jane), nor 

does it keep the form of a Chinese name, but at least it delivers the hidden meaning 

which the homophonic pun seeks to deliver to its readers. Because it is hard to create 

a new homophonic pun in the TT, Hawkes eliminates the sound but transfers 

meaning directly. Although the TT cannot reproduce the sound game, TT readers can 

at least catch something of the real meaning of the name. In other words, when the 

ST uses homophonic puns to deliver profound meanings, rewriting is the only way to 

make this explicit in the TT. 

 This example illustrates that the hidden meaning of a homophone is an 

essential part of understanding, where all the homophones work as indications of the 

author’s purpose of designing those names. But if readers do not understand the 

created meanings, it will not influence the comprehension of sentences, paragraphs 

and passages. However, when homophones are used in conversations between 

protagonists as part of the narrative, their functions are more complex. First of all, a 

homophone will, of course, create hidden meanings which will affect the 

understanding of sentences. Additionally, the sound effects and hidden meanings 

contribute to the vivid descriptions and characters’ personalities. In this case, if 

translators fail to deliver the hidden meanings, then the readability of the TT will be 

influenced. At the same time, if the sound connection cannot be reproduced, the 

vividness of the TT will decrease, and the personalities of the protagonists will not be 

expressed as explicitly. Homophones in conversations are more complex and 
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important. The example below demonstrates the extent to which translators might 

deliver the hidden meanings and rebuild the functions of homophones: 

 “ , , ,
‘ ’ ,

” 
 “ ‘ ’ ‘ ’ ,

(Cao 1981: 551)” 
 
Tanchun smiles and says: “we start a poetry club, the first club 
(meeting) is not fully (attend), our face is soft, so break the rules. 
I think must you to be a “regulatory club officer”, iron face 
without selfishness.” 
Feng sister smiles and says: “I cannot do anything ‘wet’ and 
‘dry’, call me to eat things I can. (my literal translation)” 
 
“We start a poetry club recently,” said Tan-chun, “and the very 
first time we had a regular meeting, somebody didn’t turn up. As 
the rest of us are too soft to apply the rules ourselves, we want to 
invite you, as someone we could trust to apply them for us with 
iron impartiality, to be our Disciplinary Officer.” 
“I know nothing about poetry,” said Xi-feng. “I couldn’t 
compose a poem to save my life. I could come along to eat and 
drink with you if you like. (Hawkes 1977: 384)” 
 
“We’ve started a poetry club,” Tanchun explained, “but not even 
the first meeting was fully attended – all because we’re too soft 
to keep order. So it occurred to me that we must rope you in to as 
our supervisor – we need someone strict and impartial.” 
“I’m no hand at versifying,” Xifeng answered. “All I can do is 
come and join in the eating. (Yang 2015: 900)” 
 

In this example, there are two groups of connection to be noticed. The first one is the 

homophone “  (shī, poetry)” and “  (shī, wet)”, so that when Tanchun invites 

Xifeng to be the director of their poetry club, Xifeng answers that she is happy to do 

this, although she knows nothing about poetry. The homophone she uses shows her 

humour. The words “ ” and “ ” have the same pronunciation, although their 

meanings have no connection. The word “ ” with the words “ ” and “ ” 

form the second group of connection. The meanings of “ ” and “ ” show the unity 

of opposition; it reflects the traditional Chinese philosophical thought of harmony. At 
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the same time, “the words wet, dry and eating are in the same semantic cognitive 

domain” (Zhang 2011: 53; my translation), so that “ ” and “ ” can connect to “

” naturally. But this two-stage relationship which includes both sound and 

meaning makes the translation difficult. Both Hawkes and Yang present a strategy of 

rewriting in their translations. Unfortunately, none of this can rebuild the homophone 

but, at least, serves to deliver the hidden meaning. Hawkes rewrites the ST into “I 

know nothing about poetry” which is direct and clear. At the same time, Yang 

rewrites the ST into “I’m no hand at versifying”. Yang’s translation is a little 

confused because what Tanchun asks Xifeng to do is to be the “supervisor”, or 

director of the poetry club, but not to write poems. Additionally, Yang omits the wet 

and dry but translates the “joining in the eating” directly, while Hawkes uses “eat and 

drink” rather than only “eating” (corresponding to the dry and wet in the ST). Both 

translators, accordingly, concentrate on the meaning, and less so on reproducing 

beauty, so that in both translations the homophone is lost, thereby diminishing the 

harmony between sound and meaning. Additionally, the unity of the opposites (which 

we have already described as a key component of the evocation of harmony) “ ” 

and “ ” disappears. Without the homophone and the connection in meaning 

between wet, dry and eating, the TT cannot show Xifeng’s humour. In other words, 

the TT does not reproduce the stylistic beauty of the ST, and also diminishes Xifeng’s 

character to some extent. From this example, we can see that rewriting is a good way 

both to expose the covert meaning to TT readers and to make the TT comprehensible. 

But rewriting cannot ensure the recreation of the beauty of the ST in the TT, because 

once again, the combination of meaning and beauty remains an elusive desideratum 

of translation. So, as has been suggested throughout this thesis, rewriting should first 

and foremost ensure that the meaning is delivered accurately to TT readers – not only 
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the literal meanings but also the, arguably more important, hidden meanings. 

Meaning is the basis of understanding; only when meaning is embedded in sound 

does the sound make sense to readers. 

But this does not mean that rewriting should only concentrate on delivering 

the hidden meanings. Beauty is also part of meaning, and the loss of beauty will hurt 

the reading experience. The covert meaning is only one part of a homophone. The 

functions of homophones in the text, such as supporting descriptions, creating a 

sense of humour or strengthening the characters’ personalities, are important as well. 

No matter which part disappears in translation, it will affect the TT. Translators 

should therefore try to reproduce beauty in the TT after ensuring that the meaning is 

conveyed. The following example will illustrate the advantages of reproducing the 

functions, even only part thereof, of homophones in the TT to show how rewriting 

can improve the reading experience: 

, ,  “ , ,
… , , ”  “

, ‘ ’ ,  ‘ ’  ‘ ’
, ‘ ’  (Cao 1981: 238)” 

 
Two people are talking, Xiangyun comes, smiles and says: “love 
brother, Lin sister, you play together every day, I not usually 
come, (you) do not talk to me.” Daiyu smiles and says: “The 
lisper likes talking, (you) cannot say second brother, only ‘love’ 
brother, ‘love’ brother. When catch Go, again you will say one 
‘love’ three. (my literal translation)” 
 
Just then Xiang-yun burst in on them and reproved them smiling 
for abandoning her: 
“Couthin Bao, Couthin Lin: you can thee each other every day. 
It’th not often I get a chanthe to come here; yet now I have come, 
you both ignore me!” 
Dai-yu burst out laughing: 
“Lisping doesn’t seem to make you any less talkative! Listen to 
you: ‘Couthin!’ ‘Couthin!’ Presently, when you’re playing 
Racing Go, you’ll be all ‘thicktheth’ and ‘theventh’. (Hawkes 
1973: 412)” 
 
They were interrupted by Xiangyun’s arrival. 
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“Why, Ai Brother and Sister Lin!” she cried cheerfully. “You can 
be together every day, but it’s rarely I have a chance to visit you’ 
yet you pay no attention to poor little me.” 
“The lisper loves to rattle away,” said Daiyu with a laugh. 
“Fancy saying ai instead of er like that. I suppose, when we start 
dicing, you’ll be shouting one, love, three four, five….” (Yang 
2015: 401) 
 

In this example, the key point is that the pronunciations of “  (èr)” and “  (ài)” are 

similar but “  (èr)” means two/second, while “  (ài)” is love. The only difference 

between these two pronunciations is that “  (èr)” is a retroflex but “  (ài)” is not. 

In the ST, because the first speaker, Xiangyun, is a lisp who cannot pronounce the 

retroflex so that when she says “  (èr)”, it sounds the same as “  (ài)”. This 

homophone has two functions here: firstly, by playing the game of sound, the 

homophone makes the conversation lively and vivid. Secondly, the homophone helps 

to build up Daiyu’s personality, who is a clever but jealous and her words are, 

sometimes, mean. In this example, Daiyu uses the homophone cruelly to make fun of 

Xiangyun’s lisp. This is because Xiangyun enjoys a good relationship with Baoyu, 

which makes Daiyu feel jealous (Daiyu actually does not like any girl who is close to 

Baoyu). Additionally, the character “ ” she chooses to be a pair with “ ” helps to 

show her real intentions as well. Xiangyun calls Baoyu “ ”, meaning literally 

the second brother. What Daiyu says is “  – love brother”, so her sentence 

should be “the lisp like talking, she cannot say ‘the second brother’ but says ‘love’ 

brother, ‘love’ brother.” By saying this, Daiyu probes the relationship between 

Xiangyun and Baoyu, seeking to ascertain whether Xiangyun really loves Baoyu. 

The functions of this homophone then become clear, it makes this conversation 

interesting and strengthens Daiyu’s characteristic. To show the feature of lisp, 

Hawkes recreate a sound connection in the TT, whereby he omits the “ ” and “ ” 
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in the ST, but chooses some new words and changes the sound /s/ into /θ/: 

Cousin – couthin 
It’s – It’th 
Chance – chanthe 
Sixth – thicktheth 
Seventh – theventh 
 

With this rewriting, Hawkes rebuilds the image of a lisp, which makes the 

conversation in the TT lively and funny. However, since his rewriting omits the “ ” 

and “ ”, the relationship between “the second brother” and “love brother” 

disappears, so that Hawkes’ rewriting recreates only half of the functions of the ST 

homophony, providing the TT reader with less information to establish Daiyu’s 

character traits. At the same time, Yang uses a different strategy to translate the 

homophone. To show the connection between the pronunciations of “ ” and “ ”, 

he does not translate their literal meanings but uses their Pinyin. This strategy shows 

the pronunciations of “ ” and “ ”. However, for TT readers who may not be 

familiar with the Chinese Pinyin system, the difference and similarity between these 

two sounds will almost certainly not be clear enough to allow them to move to the 

created meaning. Additionally, Yang’s translation cannot deliver the meanings to TT 

readers; for example, the meaning of “Ai Brother” is fuzzy because “Ai” is only a 

symbol of sound which contains no meanings. The same problem exists in the 

sentence “fancy saying ai instead of er like that” as well. The sound symbols “ai” 

and “er” do not give the sentence meaning. TT readers will be unable to know the 

meanings and connection between the two symbols. But in the last sentence of 

Yang’s translation, he suddenly translates “ ” into its literal meaning “love” rather 

than using the sound symbol “ai” again. This change will in all likelihood be 

confusing because the referent “love” has not previously appeared in this 

conversation, but it abruptly emerges where the word “two” should be used. To solve 
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this problem, Yang adds an endnote to explain the meanings of “ ” and “ ”: 

Er means “two” or “second” and ai “love” (Yang 2015: 649). 
 

Yang uses this endnote to give TT readers more information about why he uses 

“love” to replace “two”. But this information is separate from the main text and thus 

requires TT readers to significantly re-process. When they read the main text, they 

need to move to the end of the book to check the meanings of the two sound symbols 

“er” and “ai”, then come back to think about what the connection between the sound 

symbols and meanings is. This process increases the difficulty of understanding. 

Comparing the two translations, we can find that Hawkes’ translation and rewriting is 

easier to understand than Yang’s translation. The sound connection in Hawkes’ 

translation is stronger so that his description is more vivid, recreating the image in 

functional guise to his TT readers. Accordingly, in this example, rewriting shows its 

effectiveness in the translations of homophones. Rewriting ensures the readability of 

the TT and reproduces the beauty of homophones. When the functions of a 

homophone are recreated in the TT, it is more beautiful than the translation which 

only delivers hidden meanings, as it displays the beauty of sound and meaning to TT 

readers. Thus, translators aim for the ideal of reproducing the functions of 

homophone by rewriting, resulting in more vivid and lively descriptions, and 

recreating the images to TT readers in terms of both sound and image. 

In conclusion, rewriting is a functional strategy that seeks to guarantee that 

the TT is understandable, readable and pleasurable. However, in the three examples 

discussed here, we have seen that even when translators rewrite, the most important 

part remains the meaning since only when meaning is delivered to TT readers, the 

sound will make sense too. Ideally, translators should try to reproduce the beauty of 

sound as well as the harmony of sound and meaning in homophones, since the beauty 
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of sound is also part of the meaning which contributes to the quality of the text and 

the reading experience. By losing the beauty of sound there will inevitably be a 

decrease in the complexity of the characters and the scenes described so that, without 

the beauty of sound, TT readers only receive some parts of the original. To sum up, 

in translation, the translator should first ensure the meaning is delivered faithfully so 

that the TT will be understandable. Then translators should try to rebuild the beauty 

in the TT as well so to show TT readers a complete world full of images, musical 

sound and strong emotions. 
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Chapter Three  

Beauty of Form 

3.1. Form and Meaning 

The form of Chinese literature, from the visual effects of characters to various genres, 

is an integral part of literary aesthetics. Chinese characters, as an imitation of nature, 

show the harmony between form and meaning: that is, the form delivers meaning. 

For example, with the use of phonetics, for which half of the form indicates the 

sound and the other half expresses the meaning, the form, sound and meaning come 

together and achieve harmony in constituting a character (see section 3.2). “The 

structures of Chinese characters show the beauty of harmony; this harmony is 

reflected via the unity of form and meaning” (Huang 2009: 88; my translation).  

The beauty of harmony also exists in the extensive use of parallelism in 

Chinese classical literature. From couplets, regulated poetry, lyrics to prose, 

parallelism plays an important role, bringing the balanced form and rhythm to 

literary works (see section 3.4). The structured rhythm of the organisation of sounds 

is an essential basis for realising the beauty of harmony in most genres of Chinese 

literature. The beauty of form can delight readers; at the same time, the beauty of 

form heightens the beauty of meaning. 

The form is a carrier of meaning; a well-designed form strengthens the 

sense of beauty. Classical Chinese literature, “if […] lost their appropriate 

companions [form], would be isolated without friends; and feeling and ideas, when 

set down out of order, would float around forever with no place to rest” (Liu, trans. 

Shih 2015: 246). The form, in other words, is how we make meaning clear. “We put 

sentences together to form beautiful patterns for the purpose of making our ideas 
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clear” (ibid.: 233). The form, in this regard, is expected to stay harmonious with 

meaning, which means that the form serves the meaning (as it will do also in the act 

of translation, as we have seen). A beautiful form shines and strengthens meaning, 

delivering emotions and ideas. “When the thought in the mind is well formed, it 

blooms forth in glory” (ibid.: 233). In Hong Lou Meng, there is a discussion about 

the relationship between form and meaning in poetry that supports the opinion that 

form works for meaning:  

If you’ve got a really good, original line, it doesn’t matter all that 
much even if the tone-contrast and parallelism are wrong…As a 
matter of fact even the language isn’t of primary importance, the 
really important things are the ideas that lies behind it. If the 
ideas behind it are genuine, there's no need to embellish the 
language for the poem to be a good one. That's what they mean 
when they talk about ‘not letting the words harm the meaning’ 
(Hawkes 1977: 457). 

This discussion clearly illustrates this opinion. If writers concentrate too much on the 

beauty of form, that is, “if the patterns become too florid and the rhetoric too 

eccentric, our ideas will be rendered vaguer than ever” (Liu, trans. Shih 2015: 233). 

However, without beauty of form, the meaning becomes dull and drab as well 

because, as we have seen throughout this thesis, a literary work conveys not only the 

literal meaning but also the hidden meanings. 

Meaning ( , yì), in Chinese classical literature, is a broad concept which 

embraces the literal meaning, emotions, feelings, and the author’s purposes and 

ideals. It is interesting that, for the source text of the translation quoted above, 

another translator, Yang, has a different translation for the underlined sentences. In 

Chinese, the first underlined sentence is “ ： ”. 

Yang translates it as the following: “For if there is a feeling, a poem is good even if 

the lines are unpolished” (2015: 973). The second sentence is “ ”, and his 
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translation is “not letting the words interfere with the sense” (ibid.: 973). The 

meaning of the word “： ” is very broad, suggesting both the theme of as well as 

the author’s motivation and purposes for writing an article. Hawkes chooses two 

words “idea” and “meaning” to render “： ” in a more concrete way so that it may 

be easier to understand than “the sense”. However, compared to the ST, Hawkes’ 

translation seems to concentrate more on the literal meaning of poems, rather than a 

combination of the literal meaning, emotions and writing purposes. As for Yang’s 

translation, the words – “feeling” and “sense” – are far more abstract and difficult to 

understand. The two terms describe how the Chinese try to deliver their works – to 

create images (see Chapter Four) and invoke reader feelings and empathy. For those 

readers who have a fundamental understanding of Chinese philosophy, it may be 

easy to follow this translation; however, if TT readers know little about Chinese 

culture, the word “sense” is harder to understand because this word refers more to the 

perceptions of stimuli. Nonetheless, Yang’s translation serves to remind us that the 

concept of meaning in Chinese classical literature not only includes the literal 

meaning but also encompasses emotions, hidden meaning created by metaphors and 

allusions, and the senses and feelings delivered by images. A beautiful form is 

created, in other words, to convey the literal meaning, and at the same time invoke 

emotions and please readers. 

The beauty of Hong Lou Meng partly stems from a notably harmonious 

form, which underpins, in turn, the beauty of meaning. For example, Cao uses 

numerous parallel four-character words and phrases, so that the sentences carry with 

them a strong sense of rhythm when read aloud; moreover, they look organized and 

neat; as for the meaning, the organised form and the strong rhythm strengthen the 

feeling of liveliness and make the description vivid. The paragraph below is a typical 
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example:  

……
……  

(Cao 1981: 315)  
 
Suddenly see the front is a pair of butterflies, big as round fan, 
one up one down, facing wind fly lightly, very funny…only see 
that pair of butterflies, suddenly up suddenly down, come and go, 
will go through the river…keeping follow (them) to the riverside, 
in the Drop Green pavilion, fragrant sweat dripping, delicate 
breath slightly (my literal translation). 
 
To and fro fluttered the pair of butterflies, sometimes slighting 
for a moment, but always flying off again before she could reach 
them. Once they seemed on the point of flying across the little 
river that flowed through the midst of the garden and Bao-chai 
had to stalk them with bated breath… (Hawkes 1977: 26). 
 

The three groups of four-character phrases (underlined in the quotations) create a 

balanced structure for, and bestow rhythm on the paragraph. First of all, thanks to the 

fact that all Chinese characters are monosyllabic, the piling up of four-character 

phrases creates a marked rhythm. At the same time, the same grammatical structure 

is shared by all four-character structures here, creating the beauty of balance and 

symmetry. If we look at the first group of four-character phrases, while “  

(one up one down)” is a parallel structure, the other three are all endocentric 

structures; “ ” and “ ” in the second group of four-character 

phrases are both parallel structures; The last two phrases, that is, “ ” and 

“ ” are both subject-predicate structures. These parallel four-character 

phrases give the ST a driving rhythm and organised visual effect, helping to bring the 

description to life, and provide to readers with a taste of the loveliness and childlike 

nature of Baochai. We can say, in this regard, that the relationship between form and 

meaning combine to instantiate a sense of harmony.  

However, in his English translation, Hawkes has to abandon the form of 
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four-character phrases and add subjects and conjunctions to ensure the 

grammaticality of the sentences. Although the meaning is delivered in Hawkes’ 

translation, we notice that the organised and balanced form in ST totally disappears. 

In other words, in Hawkes’ translation, the beauty of form is lost and its positive 

effects in terms of conveying the meaning disappears as well. On the other hand, 

Yang provides a different translation base around an attempt to maintain the structure 

of the ST:  

When a pair of jade-coloured butterflies the size of a circular fan 
appeared before her (Baochai). They fluttered up and down most 
bewitchingly in the breeze. What fun it would be to catch 
them…Flitting now high now low, this way and that…By the 
time she neared Dripping Emerald Pavilion, painting and 
perspiring form all her exertions… (Yang 2015: 527). 

While Yang does not maintain the adjectives of the four-character phrases he does 

observe the verb structures by changing them into phrasal structures. Although this 

cannot replicate the beauty of the ST, Yang recreates the rhythm in his translation and 

therefore still moves positively towards capturing something of the beauty of form. 

Following on from this, we can now see that the beauty of form is one of 

the essential aspects of Chinese classical literature. The organized and balanced 

sentence structures are a pleasure to the eye, and the strong rhythm brings pleasure to 

the ear. Furthermore, as we have argued throughout, a beautiful form elevates the 

beauty of meaning. Organised and rhythmic structures make the description more 

lively and vivid, serving to make the content more memorable. However, different 

grammatical structures and language usage make the beauty of form significantly 

difficult to deliver in English translation. The main challenge is, at base, that Chinese 

and English belong to two different writing systems. Chinese characters are 

logograms, whereas English words are phonograms, while Chinese grammar is 

implicit, and English grammar explicit (see Chapter One). Therefore, there is no 
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choice but to resort to rewriting. As Luo notes, “Translators are required to 

acknowledge the meaning of the ST and then use proper language to strive for the 

reemergence of the form and content of the ST” (Luo 1984: 511; my translation).  

This chapter will, accordingly, try to set out the challenges of rebuilding 

the beauty of form in Chinese classical literature in its English translation. The 

following sections will concentrate on three aspects: the form of Chinese characters, 

four-character structures, and parallelism. The discussion will revolve around how 

the form of Chinese characters reflects the beauty of harmony, how form and 

meaning become interdependent, and whether it is possible to take both the meaning 

and the features of ST forms into account in the act of translation. The section that 

follows will begin by looking at the Chinese writing system – the lexigraphy of 

Chinese characters and their connection with the principles of harmony, and how 

Chinese people use the form of characters to deliver meaning and beauty. This 

section also asks how far translation can reasonably be expected to go in terms of 

recreating the feature of ST forms. In a sense every act of translation works towards 

some sense of equivalence, but the key here is to clarify exactly what that sense of 

equivalence is. What is clear from the general analysis of this thesis is that both 

translators are working towards different ideas of equivalence, one more reflective of 

the original, the other more concerned to recreate affective and aesthetic equivalence 

in terms of the potentials of the target language. 

3.2. The Chinese writing system 

Chinese characters are the building blocks of literature and, in particular, the vectors 

of the Chinese literary aesthetic. Bodde also claims: “For us [westerners] the essence 

of civilization is urbanization; for the Chinese it is the art of writing” (Bodde 1981: 
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39). The Chinese writing system, as a logographic system, reflects the thought of 

harmony (of form, sound and meaning), which makes a great contribution to the 

beauty of literary works. Therefore, knowledge of Chinese characters is the first step 

towards the understanding of the beauty of form of Chinese literature. From there, 

the various combinations of characters build towards the constitution of words, 

sentences and, finally, passages. 

Chinese characters are the surface structure of language, they 
contain the physical features which work on the visual aspect. 
Therefore, Chinese characters are the prime compositions in the 
aesthetic of materializing and preceptive language. Comparing 
with English words, Chinese characters are more graphical and 
ideographical, so that Chinese characters have a better condition 
of carrying aesthetic information (Liu 2005: 117 – 118; my 
translation).  
 

As logograms, Chinese characters can be seen as small paintings, which are 

observations and expressions of nature; furthermore, they are dynamic in terms of the 

meanings they embody. “How Chinese characters are formed is one of the reasons 

why the Chinese language can easily evoke feelings” (Liu 2005: iii; my translation). 

Accordingly, if people want to talk about how Chinese characters reflect the beauty 

of harmony, they need to trace back to the lexigraphy of Chinese characters. “The 

‘six methods of forming the Chinese characters’, namely are pictographic ( , 

xiàng xíng), self-explanatory ( , zhǐ shì), ideographic ( , huì yì), phonetic (

”, xíng shēng), derivative ( , zhuǎn zhù), and loan ( , jiè dài)” (Chan 2016: 

531). Among them, pictographic and self-explanatory characters are single characters; 

ideographic and phonetic are compound characters that are formed by combining 

single characters. Derivative and loanwords are special because they are about 

“character use” (Li 2009: 75), which means they are not ways to create new 

characters but are about inflecting and/or referencing how some existing Chinese 
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characters are used. The definition of derivative here is “not clear and applies to only 

a minute number of characters” (Taylor and Taylor 1983: 39). So, to avoid 

misunderstanding, we will start from the loanwords – which are “existing characters 

to represent additional new meanings” (Li 2009: 78). For example, “  (huā)” 

originally means flowers, but people also use it to describe the action of spending 

money, and therefore “ ” currently has two meanings. 

Pictographic ( ) is a basic element in Chinese character-creation; 

people create them by observing and imitating nature. “Many early written signs in 

Chinese originated from sketches of objects. Thus, they bore a physical resemblance 

to the objects they represented, like pictures, which is why they are called 

pictographs” (ibid.: 75). Here are some examples:  

Sun:

Moon:  –

Horse:

The pictographic shows the feature as an icon20. “An icon is defined as a sign which 

represents an object mainly by its similarity to that object” (Hiraga 2005: 30). As the 

examples above show, pictographic representation imitates the shape of the object so 

that the likeness between the shapes of characters and their referent is the most 

 
20 The semiotic analysis of this section, and in particular its references to icons, indices and symbols, is drawn in 
the first instance from the pioneering work of Charles Sanders Peirce. This is “the simplest of his [Pierce’s] many 
classifications of signs, and is, moreover, the most important of them all, for it contains the essence of even the 
most complicated of them without sharing their repetitive and unwieldy character” (Burks 1949: 673). This 
classification is based on the relationship between signs and object. The icon imitates the intrinsic characteristics 
of objects, “anything whatever, be it quality, existent individual, or law, is an Icon of anything, in so far as it is 
like that thing and used as a sign of it” (cited in Hiraga 2005: 30). Signs like photographs are icons in that the 
shapes of objects re-appear within them. Index “represents its object by its existential relation to the object” (ibid.: 
30) – for example, the weather vane is an index of wind. It does not show the shape of wind, but rather shows its 
direction. The final category, symbol, works under the limitations of general ideas, rules and regulations – so that, 
traffic lights are symbols of moving, stopping and waiting according to traffic rules. Signs can take various forms 
– photographs, weather vane and traffic lights, for example. In this section we consider the form of Chinese 
characters as a kind of sign, and as we observe their varied relationships with their objects, we find that they 
reflect the classifications of icon, index and symbol as well. 
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important feature of the pictographic. In this sense, the pictographic offers a marked 

degree of interpretive openness where “signification is achieved by its intrinsic 

characteristics” (ibid.: 30). The pictographic sparks readers’ imagination when they 

work to identify the association between the characters and the objects, so that in this 

way it is a medium which profoundly realizes the unity between form and meaning. 

On the other hand, self-explanatory characters are “characters made by 

adding strokes to another symbol in order to indicate the new character’s meaning” 

(ibid.: 77). Self-explanatory characters describe abstract concepts that have no shapes 

or forms, but are rather an extension of pictographs since some objects and events 

cannot be described or evoked in a picture. We might consider ‘above’ ( , shàng) 

and ‘under’ ( , xià) as illustrative examples  

Above: 

Under:

An ideographic is “constructed by combining two or more components that 

collectively contribute to the meaning of the new character” (Li 2009: 77). Therefore, 

the meaning of a compound ideographic is a combination of its components. For 

example, the character “  (míng, bright)” is a combination of “ (sun)” and “

(moon)” – reflecting a belief that if the sun and moon rise together, it must be the 

brightest time. Another example is the character “  (jiě, separate)”, which contains 

three parts: “  (jiǎo, animal’s horn)”, “  (dāo, knife)” and “  (niú, cow)” – using 

a knife to dissect the horn from a cow allows the meaning “separate” to develop.  

The self-explanatory and ideographic are the representations of index. “An 

index is a sign which refers to the Object that it denotes by virtue of being really 

affected by that object” (Hiraga 2005: 30). The structuring of the self-explanatory 
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and ideographic derives from pictography; but unlike pictography, their meanings 

will only be clarified through response to the relationship among graphemes. These 

work in similar fashion to the index, which “represents its object by its existential 

relation to the object” (ibid.: 30). Any modification of representation will lead to 

change in the relationship between index and objects, which means in turn that a 

change of meaning is also effected. 

This is also the reason why the form of Chinese characters plays a vital 

role in literary creation. The meaning produced by the self-explanatory and the 

ideographic relies on the combination forms of different parts, each component of a 

character contributing to the accumulation of meaning. Those components together 

try to build up a dynamic process by which readers can identify the meaning of a 

character as they see the form. “The great number of these ideographic roots carry in 

them a verbal idea of action […] examination shows that a large number of the 

primitive Chinese characters, even so-called radicals, are shorthand pictures of 

actions or processes” (Fenollosa and Pound 2010: 45 – 46). Consider the following 

example: 

(rén): person (or people) 

(cóng): follow 

(zhòng): multitude 

It is obvious that the three Chinese characters are different combinations of the 

pictograph “ ”. As one simple character, this means a person or people – this 

character looks like a human, both legs akimbo. When there are two “ ”, it looks 

like one person following another, so that the character indeed means “to follow”. 

Finally, when there are three “ ”, it means a group of people – in Chinese, the 

number three can be an abstract indication of “numerousness”. These three 
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characters sufficiently show the dynamic nature of meaning construction in Chinese. 

When there is only one person ( ), it is a still frame, but after other people ( ) 

gather around, the still picture comes alive. Fenollosa also argues, “The Chinese 

words are alive and plastic, because thing and action are not formally separated” 

(Fenollosa and Pound 2010: 50). Readers can easily see the dynamic process at work 

when the form changes from “ ” to “ ”, so the form and meaning of ideographs 

actually work closely, to the extent that the form becomes an integral part of the 

meaning. Examples like “ ,  and ” are many, such as a tree ( , mù) first 

becomes a grove ( , lín), and then becomes a forest ( , sēn). “The evocation of 

dynamic force is what distinguishes the etymological evolution of the Chinese 

character from those of other ancient pictorial languages like the Egyptian 

hieroglyphic” (Cai 1993: 173). However, when translating Chinese into English, the 

form of Chinese characters obviously disappears. The phonograms cannot replicate 

the relationship between form and meaning so that connections and actions indicated 

via components of characters vanish. The only thing that remains in English 

translation is the semantic level of meaning, with the harmonious relationship 

between the form and meaning of characters lost. 

The fourth type of Chinese character is the phonetic character ( ”). 

Phonetic characters “are a hybrid category constructed by combining a meaning 

element and a sound element” (Li 2009: 78). The constituent that conveys meaning is 

radical ( , xíng pang) – for example, “ ” is a radical which simplifies the 

character “  (rén, people)” (every character that presents this component has a close 

connection to people). However, the pronunciation of phonograms is decided by their 

sound element – or phonetics (” , shēng páng). The phonetic character can be 
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considered a symbol because “a symbol is a sign which refers to the object that it 

denotes by virtue of a law, usually an association of general ideas, which operates to 

cause the symbol to be interpreted as referring to that object” (Hiraga 2005: 30). The 

phonetic character does not appear naturally, but is a product of artificial selection in 

order to either refresh or to go beyond of characters that are used on a daily basis and 

are, therefore, in that sense aesthetically diminished. 

Let us turn to the character “  (huǒ)”, which means a group of people, as 

an example. Its radical is “ ”. “  (huǒ, fire)” is the phonetic element of “ ”, and 

hence gives rise to the identical pronunciation of the two characters. Another 

example is “  (bàn)”, which is pronounced the same as its phonetic element “  

(bàn, half)”. “ ” means companion – the relationship between people. Phonograms 

are by far “the most numerous and important category. About 80 – 90% of the 

characters are estimated to fall into this category” (Taylor and Taylor 1983: 40). The 

absolute number of phonograms in Chinese characters can be seen as the 

omnipresence of the thought of harmony. In phonograms, the unity of radicals and 

phonetics make a character complete.  

In Chinese literature, an important rhetorical device is that of splitting 

characters ( , xī zì). Splitting characters is “to delete or split components of a 

character, change its form to create new meaning” (Tang and Huang 1990: 440; my 

translation). Because Chinese characters are images constituted by components, it 

becomes easy to split and reorganise them to deliver more nuanced or more complex 

meaning.  

The beauty of the forms of Chinese characters has the feature of 
visualized. Because Chinese characters are graphical and 
ideographical, Chinese literature can split the forms of characters 
to create the beauty of form in poetry and couplets (Liu 2005: 
118; my translation).  
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Splitting characters is, in some ways, like a riddle. In splitting characters, the forms 

and meanings are closely connected with each other – the split form offers clues to 

the hidden meaning. If readers are unable to ascertain the split components of 

characters and recombine them, then they may only get the literal meanings of the 

text and miss the hidden information created by the splitting of the characters21. For 

example, if someone says: “ ”, literally this sentence means “he is a 

horse flat” which makes no sense to readers. However, if we combine the characters 

“  (horse)” and “  (flat)” then they become a new character “  (cheat)”. So the 

hidden meaning of this sentence is “he is a cheater”. In short, the form decides the 

meaning when using this rhetorical device, and the relationship between form and 

meaning in splitting characters are inseparable – if the form disappears, the meaning 

is lost, and the harmonious impact vanishes. Therefore, to rebuild the relationship 

between form and meaning in splitting characters is important in translation. 

Otherwise, the TT may face a loss of the beauty of the harmony between form and 

meaning, or even fail to understand the implied meaning. Splitting characters is an 

effective method used in Hong Lou Meng, another device for deliver meaning to 

readers within the parameters of the aesthetic of implicature. For example, the poem 

below uses the combination of two characters to convey meaning at a deeper level: 

?  (Cao 1981: 58)  
 
He is middle mountain wolf, success makes (him) arrogant (my 
literal translation). 
 

This poem is written for Jia Yinchun, one of the main characters in Hong Lou Meng. 

Yinchun is a member of the Jia family, who marries a man called “  (Sun 

Shaozu)”. This man bullies Yinchun, leading finally to her death. The first line of this 

 
21 English can, of course, combine different semantic elements into one lexical unit to create word pictures and 
complex semantic combinations. Such as the word “rainbow”, which is a combination of “rain” and “bow”, 
“sleepwalk” is a combination of “sleep” and “walk”. Chinese can split these component elements. 
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example is the key, which can be literally translated into “He is a Zhong Shan wolf”. 

The two characters “ ” here means “he is”. At the same time, when we put “ ” 

and “ ” together, it becomes the character “ ” (  in the Simplified Chinese), 

which is the surname of Yinchun’s husband . Here, when “ ” and “ ” are 

separated into two characters, they ensure that the line length is five characters and 

runs parallel with the next line. When “ ” and “ ” separate, readers access the 

literal meaning of “he is Zhong Shan wolf”. However, it is only when “ ” and “ ” 

are combined that readers know the “he” in the first sentence is Yinchun’s husband 

Sun Shaozu22. Bringing together both the literal meaning and the hidden information, 

the meaning of the ST is completed. In addition to the splitting of the character, there 

is another allusion in the first line, “? ”, which increases the difficulty of 

translation. The term “? ” (Zhong Shan wolf; Zhong Shan is a location) appears 

in the drama The Zhong Shan Wolf in the Fable, written during the Ming dynasty 

(1368 – 1644). This story happens in Zhong Shan, and there is a man called Dong 

Guo who shelters a wolf in his bag for the wolf to escape a hunter. However, after the 

hunter leaves, the wolf wants to eat Dong Guo – the allusion “? ” thus 

describing an ungrateful person and echoing the European fable of the scorpion and 

the frog. In Hong Lou Meng, the Jia family helps Sun’s family when they are poor 

and let Yinchun marry Sun Shaozu. However, when the Jia family becomes poor and 

loses their social status, Sun Shaozu forgets that he has been helped by Jia family. 

Because Yinchun’s father owes him five thousand taels, Sun Shaozu treats Yinchun 

as a slave. He is violent to his wife, and becomes addicted to gambling, drinking and 
 

22 The reason why the author Cao used the splitting characters in these two sentences rather than saying Sun 
Shaozu directly is because he used this poem as a presage. In Chapter Five of the novel, Cao wrote a series of 
poems and songs for the main characters in Hong Lou Meng to hint at their future. However, Cao did not tell 
whom each poem is referring. Instead, he used numerous splitting characters in this series of poems to turn them 
into riddles. Only when readers read on will they find the answer to each riddle. For example, when readers see 
that Yinchun marries Sun Shaozu, they will have a clue about which poem is for Yinchun. 
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womanising, abuse that leads Yinchun to die after only one year of marriage. 

Accordingly, Sun Shaozu is described as a Zhong Shan wolf in Hong Lou Meng, 

hinting at Yinchun’s tragic destiny. Let us examine the two translations to ascertain 

whether they try to rebuild the form of the ST, and how they render the allusion: 

Paired with a brute like the wolf in the old fable, 
Who on his saviour turned when he was able (Hawkes 1973: 
134)? 
 
For husband she will have a mountain wolf, 
His object gained he ruthlessly berates her (Yang 2015: 95). 
 

From the two translations we can find that, although the translators rewrite the lines, 

both struggle to recreate the effect of the combination of “ ” and “ ”. However, 

the hidden information about Sun Shaozu’s surname is important because he is the 

root of Yinchun’s tragedy. Therefore, both translators choose to make the message 

directly explicit for TT readers. Hawkes changes the ST into “paired with a brute”, 

and Yang rewrites as “for husband she will have” without mentioning Sun Shaozu, so 

that at least both translations show clearly that Yinchun’s husband is the Zhong Shan 

wolf. In terms of the allusion, Hawkes translates “? ” into “wolf in the old 

fable” and uses the word “brute” to indicate the man’s character. Additionally, he 

explains “the old fable” and the relation between “ ” and “ ” in an appendix: 

The ‘old fable’ refers to the well-known tale of Master Dong-guo 
and the wolf of Zhong-shan. The story appeared in many 
versions and was even made into an opera by the sixteenth 
century playwright Kang Hai. It tells of a simple-minded Mohist 
scholar who saves a wolf from the huntsmen, only to be 
informed, when the huntsmen have gone, that the wolf is feeling 
hungry and intends to eat him for its dinner. The ‘wolf of Zhong-
shan’ is therefore a symbol not only for ferocity but also of 
ingratitude (Hawkes 1973: 532). 

This detailed explanation introduces the history of this fable, its content and the 

allusion. Hawkes also provides information about the relation between Sun and the 
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Jia family to help readers understand why Sun is a “wolf of Zhong-shan”. At the 

same time, he introduces the meticulous arrangement of the two Chinese characters 

in the ST: 

The Chinese words of the first line contain a play on the surname 
Sun which cannot, unfortunately, be reproduced in English. 
Literally it says ‘Thou art a Zhong-shan wolf’; but the characters 
for ‘thou’ and ‘art’ combine together to make up the character for 
‘Sun’ (ibid.: 532). 

It seems a pity that this explanation does not include the Chinese characters to which 

he refers in order to give the readers a more visual experience of how “ ” and “ ” 

can be put together to form the new character “ ”. This appendix shows that 

Hawkes’ intention is, as he asserts in the introduction, to deliver the ST as fully as 

possible within the experience of the new readership. Yang, on the other hand, omits 

the allusion “? ” but rather uses the “mountain wolf” to describe the “husband”. 

Via this kind of rewriting, Yang avoids further explanation for the allusion, but still 

ensures that the meaning is kept for TT readers.  

The example – again necessarily brief – demonstrates that the form of 

Chinese characters is an important element in literary creation. The formation of 

characters and the possibility to split or attach characters can help to convey meaning 

and aesthetic qualities. However, English words much more rarely resort to the “use 

of material images to suggest immaterial relations” (Fenollosa and Pound 2010: 54), 

so that the formal qualities of Chinese characters will inevitably be lost in Chinese-

English translation. Even with rewriting, English translations can hardly recreate the 

association between different characters and show the new meanings that emerge. 

The only thing rewriting can achieve is, in this regard, to bring the hidden meaning to 

the surface for TT readers to ensure that they will not miss important information. In 

this case, once again, the meaning is kept but the form disappears, which means that 
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the central beauty created by the harmony between form and meaning in the ST is 

inevitably dissipated in the TT.  

3.3. Four-character structures 

Harmony between character, or word, and thought is a key element of Chinese 

writing, where visual form, semantic charge and implied meanings are brought into a 

single domain. In this regard, Chinese displays a distinct preference for two-character 

and four-character structures� or expressions. According to A Dictionary of Current 

Chinese (2nd edition), among all types of words, there are “sixty-two percent of two-

character words and eight percent of four-character structures” (Su 2001: 42; my 

translation). The number of two-character and four-character structures is twice more 

than the other types of words combined. Two-character words are the most 

frequently used words in the Chinese language and, at the same time, are the basis of 

four-character structures. “The four-character structures reflect the rhythm features of 

the Chinese language. They are combinations of two-character structures, which the 

oblique and level tones matched so that the sound of four-character structures are 

harmony and fair sound, brief and bright” (Yuan 2017: 8 – 9; my translation). 

Accordingly, we shall see that the constitution of four-character structures are 

intrinsically bound up with the harmony of sound and balanced form. “The four-

character structures in Chinese stem from the pursuing of double syllables and 

balance” (ibid.: 9). The use of four-character structures has a long history in Chinese. 

Take the Book of Songs as an example. “Four-character sentences occupy 92% in the 

whole book” (Xiang 1987: 260; my translation). The four-character structures are 

“close-knit but unhurried units” (Liu, trans. Shih 2015: 247) so that they make the 

sentences organised in form and musical in sound, once again bringing to them the 

key quality of memorability.  
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Using parallel four-character structures to describe settings is one of the 

most important features of Hong Lou Meng – these structures bring both strong 

rhythm and organised form to Hong Lou Meng and increase the beauty of its 

language. In Hong Lou Meng, Chapter Seventeen is a chapter which contains many 

descriptions of the surroundings of the Grand View Garden/Prospect Garden ( , 

dà guān yuán) to highlight its magnificence. The parallel four-character structures 

can be seen everywhere in this chapter, making the descriptions poetic and fluent. 

Here is an example to explain how Cao uses parallel structures to build dynamic and 

beautiful image sequences: 

…

 
！

 (Cao 1981: 189)  
 
With speaking, coming into stone cave, only seeing great trees 
verdant, rare flowers brilliant, one clear stream, from the depth of 
flowers and trees pour under the cleft of the rock. Further go 
several paces, gradually to the north side, flat and wide, two 
sides the flying building stick into the sky, carved roofs 
embroidery balustrades, all hiding in valley and trees. Looking 
downwards, only see green stream pours jade, stone steps 
through clouds, white stone balustrades, surrounded by pool, the 
stone bridge has three ports, beasts’ faces gaping and spitting 
(my literal translation). 
 
As he spoke, they passed through a tunnel of rock in the 
mountain’s shoulder into an artificial ravine ablaze with the vari-
coloured flowers and foliage of many varieties of tree and shrub 
which grew there in great profusion. Down below, where the 
trees were thickest, a clear stream gushed between the rocks. 
After they had advanced a few paces in a somewhat northerly 
direction, the ravine broadened into a little flat-bottomed valley 
and the stream widened out to form a pool. Gaily painted and 
carved pavilions rose from the slopes on either side, their lower 
halves concealed amidst the trees, their tops reaching into the 
blue. In the midst of the prospect below them was a handsome 
bridge: 
In a green ravine 
A jade stream sped. 
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A stair of stone 
Plunged to the brink. 
Where the water widened 
To a placid pool, 
A marble bridge crossed it 
With trip span, 
And a marble lion’s maw 
Crowned each of the arches (Hawkes 1973: 328 – 329). 
 
They walked on through a tunnel into a ravine green with 
magnificent trees and ablaze with rare flowers. A clear stream 
welling up where the trees were thickest wound its way through 
clefts in the rocks. 
Some paces further north, on both sides of a level clearing, rose 
towering pavilions whose carved rafters and splendid balustrades 
were half hidden by the trees on the slopes. Looking downwards, 
they saw a crystal stream cascading as white as snow and stone 
steps going down through the mist to a pool. This was enclosed 
by marble balustrades and spanned by a stone bridge ornamented 
with the heads of beasts with gaping jaws (Yang 2015: 312). 
 

This paragraph in the ST uses a group of parallel four-character structures. These 

parallel four-characters words make the form concise and organised, imparting a 

strong rhythm and creating a series of vivid and beautiful images. It is reasonable to 

speculate that Hawkes must have noticed that the ST contains numerous parallel 

structures, which make an important contribution to the beauty of form and increase 

the aesthetic value of the ST. Therefore, he rewrites the form of part of the ST 

sentences into a group of parallel phrases and arranges them in rows, so that the 

phrases themselves create an organised and rhythmic visual effect. We have seen him 

use this typographic technique before – in Chapter One of Hong Lou Meng he 

already starts using this method to translate a group of parallel sentences (see 

Chapter Two, concerning the example of “ ”). By changing the layout 

of the TT, Hawkes tries to rebuild the visual image of parallelism. There is no doubt 

that Hawkes’ rearrangement of the layout will heighten the visual effects and attract 

TT readers’ attention, but the problem occurs in that, when the ST contains extensive 

parallel structures such as this example, it is impossible for translators to turn all the 
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parallel sentences into a row of words or phrases – if translators chop all the parallel 

sentences up into words or phrases and arrange them in different rows to the fullest 

extent, the TT will look like a list rather than a passage – English tends to need, let us 

remember, more grammatical linkage. Consequently, the image the TT displays to its 

readers will seem more like a static picture exhibition, while the associations 

between sentences become fuzzy. On the other hand, what the ST parallelism 

presents to ST readers is a coherent and dynamic interaction of meanings and images, 

which function not as a list but a series of clues to help to reconstruct a real-world in 

the ST reader’s mind.  

In the above example, there are several more parallel lines in the ST that 

Hawkes chooses to translate into a normal passage before starting to arrange the 

layout in parallel sentences vertically – once again seeking to balance between 

communication of meaning and preservation of a form that in English may lead to 

fragmentation. Although his translation is not a poem, it has the same aesthetic effect 

as pictographic poetry, which “brings about novelty in visual effects, but it limits on 

semantic aesthetic information” (Liu 2005: 119; my translation). In other words, 

although changing the form of parallelism in the ST into parallel words/phrases and 

arranging them in rows can, somehow, reproduce an organised and rhythmic visual 

effect in the TT, translators must also pay attention to the connections between 

different images, which, we should not forget, are closely linked. Unlike Hawkes, in 

that regard, Yang’s translation tends to ignore the visual effect and the matching of 

grammatical structures, and indeed he does not attempt to pair his lines in parallel 

forms. Therefore, his translation presents no difference between parallel structures 

and freestanding sentences, which, without doubt, diminishes the beauty of harmony 

between form and sound. In terms of this example, we can say that the rewriting 
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strategy adopted by Hawkes is more successful because he rebuilds the organised and 

rhythmic form in the TT and, at the same time, communicates the meaning in his 

translation. However, we see the limitations as well, in that when a passage is 

flooded with parallel four-character structures, it might be inappropriate to rewrite all 

of them into a row of words or phrases, which could possibly infuse the passage with 

incomplete lines, leading to disconnects in the mind of the new reader. 

Within the context of the translation of four-character structures in Chinese 

classical literature, Chengyu is an obligatory topic. Chengyu ( ) is an important 

category among all the four-character structures – “conventionally, the term Chengyu 

is translated into English as ‘idiom, ‘set phrase’, or ‘four-character expression’” 

(Chan 2016: 64). Chengyu is a key rhetorical device in that “more than 90% of 

Chinese idioms consist of four characters, which can be parsed into groups of two 

when recited at normal speed, regardless of the internal grammatical structure” (ibid.: 

64 – 68). For example, “  (shǒu zhū dài tù, sit beside a tree to wait for a hare, 

meaning aiming to reap the rewards without putting in much effort)” can be 

separated into “  (sit beside a tree)” and “  (wait for a hare)”.  

The fact that four-character idioms can be parsed into groups of two helps 

to contribute to a balanced form and harmonious rhythm and sound effects – indeed, 

“more than half of all idioms are either symmetric in semantics or harmonic in 

sound” (ibid.: 80). Additionally, this stability is reflected in the unchangeable nature 

of the components of each idiom. “Generally, the compositional characters of an 

idiom cannot be changed to other characters” (ibid.: 68). We can easily replace a 

word in other types of four-character structures with another. However, we cannot 

change any character of any Chinees idiom. For example, we cannot turn “

” into “  ( , hú, fox)”. The reason is that most of the Chinese idioms 
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originate from “allusions, quotations and folk sayings” (ibid.: 69). They are closely 

connected with ancient literary works, historical events, etc, which make their 

components and meanings fixed – “idioms have the features of primitive simplicity 

and elegance, i.e. classicality, and the characteristic of idioms was acquired in 

history” (Ma 1962: 15). The form of Chinese idioms is stable; once a character 

changes, the meaning changes radically or even disappears.  

Four-character Chinese idioms are important in Chinese literature. They 

make “writing or speech more concise and more vivid, conveying a sharper 

impression to readers and listeners” (Chan 2016: 64). In addition to this more 

condensed form, Chinese idioms usually bear cultural connotations, so TT readers 

will in all likelihood not be able to understand the content without further 

explanation. “An idiom’s actual meaning is different from the sum of the literal 

meanings of each individual character; that is to say, an idiom has overtones or 

hidden meaning between lines” (ibid.: 68). However, translators must try to deliver 

these idioms appropriately, unless the Chinese idioms are omitted in translation 

entirely. “An idiom may be used in the source text in both its literal and idiomatic 

senses at the same time. Unless the target-language idiom corresponds to the source-

language idiom both in form and in meaning, the play on idiom cannot be 

successfully reproduced in the target text” (Baker 2011: 72). As mentioned 

previously, the form of four-character structures shows the harmony between form 

and sound. For four-character Chinese idioms, it is not just the harmony between 

form and sound, but also the harmonious relationship between form and meaning. 

The condensed form of Chinese idioms bestows an organised form, rhythmic sounds 

and profound meaning, so that English translation inevitably struggles to rebuild the 

harmony of form, sound and meaning.  
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Let us try to understand this challenge further: firstly, all Chinese 

characters are monosyllabic, so it is easy to create an organised form with a rhythmic 

melody. However, English words do not work in the same way as Chinese characters, 

which means it is hard to rebuild the four-character structure in English translations. 

Secondly, the four-character Chinese idioms are, sometimes, loose in terms of 

grammatical structures, whereas English has a different syntax with which phrases 

and sentences need to comply in order to generate sense. Complementary 

information thus seems unavoidable in the English translation of Chinese idioms. 

And finally, Chinese idioms usually contain hidden meanings, so English translations 

may need further explanations to make TT readers understand the idioms, which 

inevitably needs to sacrifice the condensed form. All those challenges coincide in the 

translation process, requiring a consolidated and uniform solution if the translation is 

to fully recreate the original. Below we will use two examples to examine whether 

the harmony between form, sound and meaning may be reproduced in TT through 

rewriting – here is the first example: 

 (Cao 1981: 563)  
 
Daiyu said: “falling the light valuable? Falling the man valuable? 
You wear not use to wooden pattens. That lantern asks them in 
front to light; this one is light, handy and bright, originally in rain 
yourself hold it, your hand take this, is that good? Tomorrow 
send “it” here. – even lose hand is limited, why suddenly change 
this ‘cut stomach hide pearl’ temper (my literal translation). 
 

The underlined idiom “  (pōu fù cáng zhū)” is a Chengyu; its literal 

meaning is to “cut open your stomach to hide a pearl”. However, when we trace the 

origin of this idiom, we may find that “ ” comes from a story in 
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Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government ( ), one of the most 

comprehensive reference works in Chinese historiography. According to this story, 

one day, the Emperor Taizong of Tang ( , 598 – 649) tells his ministers a story 

about a merchant who has a valuable pearl from the Western Regions23. To protect 

this pearl from being stolen, he cut his stomach open and hid it inside; of course, he 

died as a result. After Emperor Taizong finishes his story, he points out that some 

ministers die because of corruption, and some regimes collapse because their 

emperors devote themselves to the pursuit of pleasure; they are all as foolish as this 

merchant who dies for wealth. Over time, the idiom, “ ”, has become a 

fixed expression, meaning that a person hurts himself or herself for wealth. In terms 

of the grammatical structure, this idiom can be separated into “ ” and “ ” –

both consisting of a verb ( /cut; /hide) preceding a noun ( /stomach; / pearl), 

making the form of the idiom balanced. As for the semantic connection, the second 

part “ ” is the purpose of the first part “ ”. The tones of these two parts 

match each other, for the tones of “ ” are “pǒu fù” (O O) and “ ” are “cáng 

zhū” (L L), so the second tones are the opposite (see Chapter Two, where discussion 

shows how the second tones in the two feet must stay opposite while the first tones 

can be the same). This idiom shows the harmony between form, sound and meaning, 

and its aesthetic value will decrease if there is a change in even any minor detail. In 

the two translations we examine, Yang gives a literal translation of this example 

“Which is more valuable, lamp or man? You’re not used to 
wearing pattens, so get them to carry the horn lantern in front and 
take this one yourself, since it’s handy and bright and meant to 
be used in the rain. Wouldn’t that be better? You can send it back 
latter. And even if you drop it, it won’t matter. What’s come over 

 
23 The Western Regions (d") is a historical name specified in Chinese. The range of the Western Regions 
changes in different periods, but generally it includes central Asia and most of the Sinkiang area in China.  
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you suddenly that you want to ‘cut open your stomach to hide a 
pearl’? (Yang 2015: 917)” 

In this translation, only the literal meaning is left. Yet given the context, it is easy to 

establish the deeper meaning of this idiom – which is to “hurt oneself for something” 

– because according to what Daiyu says before, a man (Baoyu) is more important 

than a lamp, and it does not matter even if the lamp is broken, as long as the man is 

safe. So, TT readers can speculate that by saying this (in the TT, it is no longer 

idiomatic), Daiyu is asking why Baoyu cares more about a lamp than his own safety. 

Yang’s translation is a literal translation, and it makes sense within the context, but 

the expression is no longer the equivalent of a Chengyu. Since Chengyu is a compact 

form to express profound meaning and emotion, when translators expand it into a 

fuller sentence, the change sacrifices the aesthetic value of concision. It is 

unavoidable that when we explain or describe a Chengyu, we lose its form at best, 

and its meaning, in the worst-case scenario. Hawkes’ translation of this idiom, 

demonstrates the horns of this dilemma:  

“Which is worse,” said Dai-yu, “a broken lamp or a broken leg? 
You’re not used to wearing pattens, so it’s important to see where 
you’re going. The others can carry the horn lantern in front of 
you, and you can carry this glass lamp, which is handier and 
brighter and specially made for going out in the rain with, 
yourself. There. You can send it back to me tomorrow. And if you 
should break it – well, it won’t be the end of the world. What has 
made you of all people so parsimonious about things all of a 
sudden? You’re as bad as the Persian with his pearl! (1977: 403)” 

Hawkes rewrites the idiom as a phrase, his translation bearing no connection with the 

ST on the face of it. It is true that the form of his translation is more concise than 

Yang’s sentence, but the meaning of Hawkes’ translation is unclear. Hawkes’ 

translation omits the literal meaning and concentrates more on the origin of this 

idiom. He chooses the famous Persian in place of the merchant from the Western 

Regions; he also mentions the pearl in the original story. However, the problem is 
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that the association between the Persian and the pearl is not clear enough in his 

translation – in Hawkes’ translation, the Persian and the pearl do not exist in the 

same relationship as in the ST for TT readers. Hawkes does not provide any 

necessary background information in his translation, nor does he thicken with 

footnotes or endnotes to elucidate further. Therefore, as a result of this lack of 

information, part of the hidden meaning of this idiom – hurting oneself – remains 

“hidden”. When the meaning is hidden, the beauty of the form and sound does not 

suffice to offer useful information to TT readers for comprehension. Therefore, it 

becomes confusing in this example why Daiyu suddenly mentions the Persian. 

Accordingly, when rewriting Chinese idioms, although the beauty of harmony 

between form and sound is an important component in ST, it is of paramount 

importance to first ensure the successful delivery of meaning. The form and sound 

alone will certainly not help TT readers to understand the story. 

Compared with other four-character structures, the most important feature 

of Chengyu is that these idioms usually contain hidden meanings, which is the same 

as allusions. Therefore, if translators want to deliver the hidden meaning to TT 

readers in order to ensure that the TT is both readable and intelligible, they have no 

choice but to convey the deeper meaning directly or give literal translations with 

supplementary explanations. However, if translators can replace idioms in the ST 

with those that share similar meanings in the TT culture, there is an opportunity to 

rebuild a concise form and deliver the hidden meaning successfully. The following 

example can help to highlight the advantages of using idioms in English to rewrite 

the idioms in ST: 

: “  ‘ ’! ,  ‘
’,  ‘ ’  (Cao 1981: 363)” 

 
Baochai smiled and said: “Originally this called ‘carrying barbed 
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twigs to ask for forgiveness’! You two know now and learn past, 
so know ‘carrying barbed twigs to ask for forgiveness’, I don’t 
know what calls ‘carrying barbed twigs to ask for forgiveness’. 
(my literal translation)” 
 
 “The Abject Apology?” said Bao-chai. “Well, no doubt you 
clever people know all there is to know about abject apology. I’m 
afraid it’s something I wouldn’t know about. (Hawkes 1977: 99)” 
 
 “Abject Apologies, is it?” retorted Baochai. “You two are the 
ones well versed in ancient and modern literature, so of course 
you know all about ‘abject apologies’ – that’s something quite 
beyond me. (Yang 2015: 598)” 
 

The idiom 24  (fù jīng qǐng zuì) is a Chengyu which literally means 

“carrying barbed twigs on one’s back to ask for forgiveness”; it is used to express 

one’s sincerest apologies. The two constituents of this idiom are “ ” and “ ”. 

Both these two components consist of a verb ( , carry; , ask for) preceding an 

object ( , barbed twigs; , guilt). The tones of these two components are again a 

match ( : O L; : O O). Both translators rewrite the “ ” as “abject 

apology”, a fixed phrase in English. In terms of the form, “abject apology” is concise 

and alliterative, offering a reasonable alternative to the formal qualities of “

”. Additionally, the two translators italicise the first “abject apology” in their 

translations, thereby leaving a deeper impression on the TT readers, which in turn 

echoes the function of the Chengyu. In this example we see how Hawkes uses an 

 
24 r^mZ comes from the book Records of the Grand Historian (��g�). According to the record, in the 
Warring State Period (457 BC – 221 BC), the Kingdom of Qin once attacked the Kingdom of Zhao. The king of 
Qin sent an ambassador to tell the king of Zhao that he wanted to stop the war, and the two kings then met. 
During the meeting, some ministers of Qin asked for fifteen cities as a birthday gift to the king of Qin. Lin 
Xiangru (aT&), a minister of Zhao, then replied: “Please give Xianyang (the capital of the Kingdom of Qin) to 
our king as a gift (Han 2010: 5269; my translation).” Lin saved face for his king and stood for his country, so 
after the war, the king gave him a promotion, making him one rank higher than an old general, Lian Po (1�). 
This made Lian very unhappy because he thought he had won many more battles for his country, but Lin was 
only good at debating. Hence, he claimed that he would humiliate Lin if they met. After hearing this, Lin tended 
to fake his sickness so that he wouldn’t have a chance to run into Lian Po. Even when their carriages met on the 
street, he would change directions and take another path. Lin’s friends asked him why he was scared of Lian Po. 
Lin said: “The reason why the Kingdom of Qin does not fight us is because General Lian and me. If we don’t get 
along, our country will be in danger. I need to put the safety of our country first (Han 2010: 5272; my 
translation).” What Lin said was heard by Lian Po and his was ashamed of his immature behaviour, so he took off 
his top and carried barbed twigs on his back to go and apologise to Lin. 
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auditory effect – in this case, alliteration – alongside the highlighted visual effect in 

order to reinforce the beauty of form in his rewriting, offering a layered sense 

impression to his reader. It is precisely this kind of rewriting that succeeds in 

delivering underlying meaning in conjunction with rebuilt formal beauty – although, 

in this particular case, it should also be noted that rewriting entails some measure of 

formal loss in that Hawkes’s solution no longer offers not the four-character structure. 

Following on from this final observation, in the translations of all the 

examples above, we can see that, unfortunately, the forms of four-character structures 

mostly disappear in translation. Instead, what this method of translation succeeds in 

doing is to recreate the beauty of form using a range of different techniques, 

including reformatting the ST, the employment of italicization, and alliteration. In 

this way, rewriting allows translators to adopt a more holistic approach to the 

different elements offered by the original – achieving narrative readability, clarifying 

the implicit and, in transposing aesthetic effects, offering a rebuilt form that at least 

reflects the centrality of formal in Chinese classical literature.   

3.4. Parallelism 

Parallelism,  (duì ǒu), is, as we have noted, a widely employed device in many 

Chinese classical literary genres, such as poetry, Ci, Pianwen25, and Fu26, to name but 

a few. In Chinese literature, parallelism parallels two sentences or phrases, which 

usually have “the same, or similar number of characters” (Tang and Huang 1990: 229; 

my translation) – so that if the first sentence has five characters, the following 

sentence should have five characters as well. Additionally, these two 

 
25 Pianwen (�7) is a stylised prose in Chinese literature. Sentences in Pianwen must be parallel couplets; each 
line should consist of either four or six characters. 
26 Fu (t) is a kind of rhymed prose. Sentences in a Fu do not necessarily come in parallel structures – but if they 
do, then this Fu becomes a Pian Fu (�t). 
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sentences/phrases should have “the same, or similar grammatical structures” (ibid.: 

229), that is, if the grammatical structure of the first sentence or line is subject + verb 

+ object, the same structure should apply to the next. In addition to the grammatical 

structure, “the parts of speech of these two sentences/phrases should keep the same” 

(ibid.: 229). Again, using the subject + verb + object structure as an example, the 

subject in the first and the second sentence must occupy the same position 

respectively. Finally, the tones of the two sentences should be opposite (see Chapter 

Two). That is to say, a level tone in the first sentence must match an oblique tone 

occurring at the same place in the second sentence. Parallelism creates a balanced 

form by the same grammatical structures and opposite tones. As Zhang notes 

succinctly, “The feature of parallelism is balance and symmetry” (Zhang 1963: 143; 

my translation), and its common use is closely connected to the understanding of 

nature:  

Nature, creating living beings, endows them with limbs in pairs. 
The Devine reason operates in such a way that nothing stands 
alone. The mind creates literary language, and in doing this it 
organizes and shapes one hundred different thoughts, making 
what is high supplement what is low, and spontaneously 
producing linguistic parallelism (Liu, Trans. Shih 2015: 251). 

Chinese culture emphasises pairs – suggested by the theory of Yin and Yang. “There 

is a natural tendency in Chinese towards antithesis. For instance, instead of saying 

‘size’, one says ‘big-smallness’, and instead of ‘landscape’, one says ‘mountain-

water’” (Liu 1970: 146). Elements of nature embody the unity of opposites so that 

nature itself stays in harmony: 

The whole world recognizes the beautiful as the beautiful, yet 
this is only the ugly; the whole world recognizes the good as the 
good, yet this is only the bad. 
Thus Something and Nothing produce each other; 
The difficult and the easy complement each other; 
The long and the short offset each other; 
The high and the low incline towards each other; 
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Note and sound harmonize with each other; 
Before and after follow each other (Lao, trans. Lau 1963: 6). 
 

The concept of the unity of opposites plays a very significant role in the plasticity of 

Chinese fine arts, where this underlying concept generates a holistic sense of 

harmony. The emphasis on parallelism in literature can be seen as a reflection of this: 

Many critics in and out of China who have written on parallelism 
in literature trace its roots to the structure of the cosmos itself: 
parallelism is structurally activated by binaries of the physical 
and human world such as light and dark, male and female, or 
above and below (Mair 2010: 237-238). 

By uniting binaries, parallelism mimics the harmony of nature. It is for that reason 

that the device enjoys a high status in Chinese literary creation. “Parallelism is a 

general phenomenon of literary aesthetics by no means unique to the Chinese 

experience. Still, it remains true that the working of parallelism seems to go farther 

in Chinese usage than in most comparable cases” (Plaks 1988: 47). It helps to the 

build up of the beauty of form, bringing both visual and auditory pleasure to readers. 

In general, “parallelism contains three styles, the supplementary parallelism [ , 

zhèng duì], opposite parallelism [ , fǎn duì] and linked parallelism [ , chuàn 

duì]” (Tang and Huang 1990: 229; my translation), and their features are listed below. 

Supplementary parallelism: “the meaning of the second sentence is similar, 

or a complement to the meaning of first sentence” (ibid.: 231). See an example here 

from Hong Lou Meng:   

 (Cao 1981: 29)  
 
One pair of red phoenix triangular eyes, two curved willow 
leaves hanging ending eyebrows (my literal translation). 
 
(She had) the almond-shaped eyes of a phoenix, slanting 
eyebrows as long and drooping as willow leaves (Yang 2015: 50). 
 

This parallelism consists of two endocentric phrases. “  (yi shuāng, a pair)” and 
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“  (liǎng wāng, two lines)” are quantifiers; “  (dān fèng, phoenix)” and “

 (liǔ yè, willow leaves)” are nouns; “  (sān jiǎo yǎn, triangular eyes)” and 

“  (diào shāo méi, slanting eyebrows)” are endocentric phrases. Their tones are 

“  (yī shuāng dān fèng sān jiǎo yǎn)”: O L L O L O O, “

 (liǎng wān liǔ yè diào shāo méi)”: O L O O O L L – the tones of the first four 

characters do not strictly obey the rules (see Chapter Two’s discussion of tones and 

metres). The first sentence is a description of eyes while the second one centres on 

the shape of eyebrows. Both are descriptions centring on the same topic – a person’s 

appearance – making it, therefore, a supplementary parallelism. 

Opposite parallelism: in this type of parallelism, “the meanings of two 

sentences are opposite” (Tang and Huang 1990: 231; my translation). Here is a 

characteristic example:  

…  
(Cao 1981: 992)  
 
Able to know these two places, one up one down, one bright one 
dark, one high one low, one mountain one water (my literal 
translation). 
 
And these two places – one above, one below; one bright, one 
dark; one hill; one water (Yang 2015: 1653). 
 

The underlined phrases, first of all, run parallel to one another, which are opposite 

parallelisms. Additionally, each phrase is composed of two opposite elements: “ 	

(shàng, up) and  (xià, down);  (míng, bright) and  (àn, dark);  (gāo, high) 

and  (ǎi, low);  (shān, mountain) and  (shuǐ, water, or river)”. While mountain 

and water seem at first glance to be violating the principle of opposition, in Chinese 

culture they are treated as two opposite concepts, so that they too form a unity of 

opposite parallelisms. Another point worthy of mention is that, excepting the fact that 
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“ ” and “ ” are both oblique tones, all pairs consist of one level tone and an 

oblique tone, bestowing a clear and strong two-beat rhythm to this sentence (as one 

would naturally have a pause between every two characters).  

Linked parallelism: “the meanings of two sentences in linked parallelism 

are related. Their relationships can be causal, conditional, hypothetical, progressive, 

etc.” (ibid.: 232). Here is a linked parallelism which contains a causal relationship: 

 (Cao 1981: 16)  
 
At back has remaining forget to retract hands, in front of eyes no 
road wants to turn back (my literal translation). 
 
Though plenty was left after death, he forgot to hold his hand 
back; 
Only at the end of the road does one think of turning on to the 
right track (Yang 2015: 29). 
 

The grammar of this parallelism is a typical topic-comment structure, with the topic 

( / ) followed by a comment expressed via a “verb ( / ) + object 

( / )” combination. As for the parts of speech, “  (shēn hòu; at back, or 

after one’s death)” and “  (yǎn qián; in front of eyes)” are nouns. “  (yǒu yú; 

have remaining)” and “  (wú lù; no road)” are adjectives. “  (wàng; forget)” 

and “  (xiǎng; think, or want)” are verbs, as well as “  (suō shǒu; shrink back)” 

and “  (huí tóu; turn back)”. The tones of the two sentences are “

 (shēn hòu yǒu yú wàng suō shǒu)”: L O O L L O O, “  (yǎn qián 

wú lù xiǎng huí tóu)”: O L L O O L L. Accordingly, this parallelism strictly obeys the 

rules of parallelism (see section 3.4) so that it is tightly organised both visually and 

rhythmically. In terms of meaning, this parallelism is a linked parallelism in that the 

first sentence describes a greedy person who never shies away from any opportunity 

of raking in more wealth although they are wealthy enough, and the second sentence 
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says that when they face retribution for their greed there is no way for them to turn 

back the clock. Accordingly, the meaning of the first and the second elements bear a 

causal relationship, making them a linked parallelism. 

Among these three types of parallelism, some influential scholars have a 

consensus that the opposite parallelism is more important than the other two types as 

“a couplet of contrast is superb, but one of agreement is comparatively poor” (Liu, 

Trans. Shih 2015: 253). However, although the opposite parallelism may have a 

higher aesthetic value than the supplementary and linked parallelism, the latter two 

still manage to show the beauty of harmony by creating an organised and balanced 

form, and a harmonious rhythm, and thus are able to bring visual and auditory 

enjoyment to readers. 

Parallelism in Chinese classical literature is, therefore, an important form 

which reflects the beauty of harmony. In Hong Lou Meng, this broadly used device 

contributes immensely to its beauty. “Hong Lou Meng used numerous different types 

of parallelism, which epitomized the advantages of parallelism, exploited the beauty 

of harmony on form and sound” (Lu and Gao 1985: 219; my translation). 

Parallelisms in Hong Lou Meng manifests themselves mainly in three ways. First of 

all, Hong Lou Meng has one hundred and twenty chapter titles and twenty-two 

couplets in the body of the text, all of which are parallelism. Secondly, parallel 

structures are commonly used in verse, especially regulated poetry. Verse and 

regulated poems are, as we have noted, an important element of the aesthetic of 

Hong Lou Meng, for there are “two hundred and seven verses and regulated poems in 

total” (Liu 1986: 4; my translation) – at least one poem or verse per chapter on 

average. Finally, even in terms of the prose parts, such as the description of settings, 

there are many parallel sentences and phrases. In other words, how translators deal 
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with parallelism is an unavoidable challenge. The following sections try to explain 

the challenges of translating parallelism in couplets, poetry, and prose. By comparing 

two translations of Hong Lou Meng, we try to tackle two questions here: to what 

extent can the beauty of form in the ST be recreated in the TT, and to what extent can 

rewriting provide an effective approach to translating parallelism? 

3.4.1. Couplet 

The couplet is an important Chinese classical literary form. The most important and 

obvious feature of a couplet is its parallel structure. Parallelism is the backbone of all 

couplets, which means, firstly, that the grammatical structures of the two sentences of 

a couplet should be the same, secondly that the parts of speech of words occupying 

the same positions in the two sentences should be identical, and last but not least the 

topic each sentence addresses should be either similar or antithetical. Once again, it 

is the unification of the above-mentioned features, the drawing of them together into 

a common purpose, that creates the beauty of harmony in couplets. In similar vein, 

couplets are bound by three rules in terms of sound effects. Firstly, “the oblique and 

level tones in one sentence should appear alternatively, i.e., the second, fourth and 

sixth tones should be opposite” (cited in Wang 2012: 11; my translation), secondly, 

“the second, fourth and sixth tones in two sentences should be opposite” (ibid.: 11) – 

in other words, if the second tone in the first sentence is a level tone, the second tone 

in the second sentence must be an oblique tone – and, finally, “the final tones of the 

two sentences must opposite” (ibid.: 11). By following these three cardinal rules, 

couplets are constructed in a way that is deemed harmonious and aesthetically 

pleasing.  

The importance of the couplet is, of course, not only reflected in Chinese 

classical literature, because English literature uses couplets as well, most commonly 
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the heroic couplet. “The heroic couplet, as is well known, consists of two 

decasyllabic lines, the structure of the heroic couplet lends itself to the dynamic play 

of parallelism and antithesis” (Liu 1988: 153). It would, of course, be inappropriate 

and overly simplistic to claim an equivalence between heroic couplets and Chinese 

couplets because the tonal and rhyme schemes are different in the English and 

Chinese languages (see Chapter Two), and very often the effects achieved vary 

significantly. Nonetheless, heroic couplets and Chinese couplets do show some 

similarities in their forms. For heroic couplets, “as with those Chinese poets, 

parallelism almost always works in conjunction with antithesis and paradox” (ibid.: 

159). The affinity between Chinese couplets and heroic couplets thus gives us a 

glimmer of hope that it might be possible to rebuild the beauty of form of the ST in 

the TT – one of the reasons being that the parallel couplets in English and Chinese, to 

some degree, share similar aesthetic features.  

Unfortunately, the extent to which translation might reproduce the beauty 

of form in the TT still depends on individual conditions, the contingency rooted in 

the specificity of meaning, available linguistic resources and, of course, translator 

agency. Therefore, this next section will discuss how well the two translators in our 

analysis have recreated the beauty of form in the English translation of different 

Chinese couplets. Here is the first example: 

–  (Cao 1981: 196)  
 
Speaking successfully cardamom poetry still gorgeous, sleeping 
enough rose dream also fragrance (my literal translation). 
 

The tones in the two sentences are “ – (yín chéng dòu kòu shī yóu 

yàn)”: L L O O L L O, “  (shuì zú tú mí mèng yì xiāng)”: O O L L O 

O L. In this couplet, “ (speaking successfully)” matches “ (sleeping 
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enough)”, these two words express actions; “ ” and “ ” are nouns which are 

both plants; “  (poetry)” matches “  (dream)” which are nouns; “ ” and “ ” are 

adverbs; “–” and “ ” are adjectives – the former means the colour is bright, and 

the latter indicates something is fragrant. This couplet obeys the strict rules of 

parallelism to the letter, the two elements displaying the same grammatical structures 

but opposite tones. Additionally, in this example, the word “  (dòu kòu)” is an 

allusion – as cardamom, it indicates young girls who are about thirteen years old 

when the term is used in Chinese literature. The reason is that this kind of flower 

blossoms at the beginning of February, and the age of thirteen is just like the early 

spring of life – so that the season roughly comes at the same time of the year. This 

metaphor can be traced back to the well-known poem “At Parting”27 , which is 

written by Du Mu in the Tang dynasty (618 – 907). Du Mu is the first poet to used 

the cardamom metaphor to refer to young girls, and in our example, this “ ” is an 

intertextual allusion to this poem. Hence, the meaning of the first sentence reads: 

“Only the poems like the one Du Mu wrote can be seen as a good work”. The second 

sentence has no hidden meaning so its literal meaning carries through: “Sleeping 

with the rose, and your dream will be sweet as well”. Let us turn to Hawkes’ 

translation of this couplet first. 

Composing amidst cardamoms, you shall make verses like 
flowers. 
Slumbering amidst the rose, you shall dream fragrant dreams 
(Hawkes 1973: 341). 
 

 
27 The poem that first used the word qb to describe young girls is listed below: 
v� 
''cc����qb@%�;�� 
9��y6+w���Q-4�&� 
At Parting 
Not yet fourteen, she’s fair and slender 
Like early budding flower tender. 
Though Yangzhou Road’s beyond compare, 
Pearly screen uprolled, none’s so fair (Xu 2006: 209). 
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Hawkes rewrites the form and turn the phrase into a non-finite clause (Composing 

amidst cardamoms vs. Slumbering amidst the rose) + finite clause (you shall make 

verses like flowers vs. you shall dream fragrant dreams). The non-finite clauses both 

use the present participle tense. Yet, the first finite clause has a modifier “like flower”, 

whereas the second finite clause is a “subject (you) + predicate (shall dream fragrant 

dreams)” structure with no attributive unit. On the other hand, Yang’s translation 

below adopts a different structure. 

Singing on cardamoms makes lovely poetry, 
Sleeping beneath rose induces sweet dreams (Yang 2015: 325). 
 

The two sentences both use “subject + predicate” structures. The subjects are two 

non-finite clauses led by the use of the present participle tense (singing on 

cardamoms vs. sleeping beneath rose), and the objects are both adjectives with nouns 

(lovely poetry vs. sweet dreams). If translators wish to preserve the form of ST to 

show its beauty of harmony to TT readers, the translators cannot give further 

explanations about the meaning of “ . Therefore, both of them choose to give a 

literal translation of this allusion. Still, the translations are both understandable, as 

they successfully rewrite the meaning of the first sentence into “creating poems or 

verses that are lovely, just like flowers (cardamoms)”. From this example we can see 

that the form of parallelism is, to a certain degree, able to be rebuilt in the TT. By 

using two sentences with the same syntactical structures, translators can reproduce 

the balance and harmony of form for TT readers and, although the two translations 

have no choice but to sacrifice the antithesis of tones, they have successfully rebuilt 

the parallel structure.  

Here is another example that can help to further illustrate this same view – 

namely, that the parallel structure is able to be rebuilt in English translation by using 

two sentences of the same, or similar, grammatical structures: 
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? 28 29 (Cao 1981: 8)  
 
Jade in casket asks for good price, pin in drawer waits for time to 
fly (my literal translation). 
 

The tones of the ST is “ ?  (yù zài dú zhōng qiú shàn jià )”: O O O L L 

O O, “  (chāi yú lián nèi dài shí fēi)”: L L L O O L, and the structure 

is a subject ( ?/ ) plus a predicate ( / ). As for the parts 

of speech, “  (jade)” and “  (pin)” are nouns. “  (in)” and “  (in)” are both 

prepositions. “ ? (in casket)” and “  (in drawer)” are nouns. “  (ask for)” and 

“  (wait for)” are verbs. “ (good)” is an adjective and “  (price)” is a noun. “  

(time)” is a noun and “  (fly)” is a verb. The tones, grammatical structures and parts 

of speech of the elements in the respective sentences are, therefore. matched in this 

couplet. At the same time, as a supplementary parallelism, the two sentences are both 

written around the express desire to succeed.  

The two translations of this couplet resort to different strategies. Hawkes’ 

translation is shown below: 

The jewel in the casket bides till one shall come to buy. 
The jade pin in the drawer hides, waiting its time to fly (Hawkes 
1973: 59). 
 

In this translation, each sentence consists of a main clause (The jewel in the casket 

bides vs. The jade pin in the drawer hides) followed by an adverbial clause (till one 

 
28 The first sentence stems from The Analects (�hl�): “Tzu-kung said, ‘if you had a piece of beautiful jade 
here, would you put it away safely in a box or would you try to sell it for a good price?’ The Master said, ‘Of 
course I would sell it. Of course, I would sell it. All I am waiting for is the right offer’” (Confucius, trans. Lau 
1979: 98). The jade is a metaphor for talented people. What Tzu-kung wants to ask is if you are a talented person, 
will you hide your talent, or you will do something for your country? Confucius answers by giving another 
metaphor. By saying he’s waiting for the right offer, Confucius means he will wait for a proper opportunity to 
make contributions to his country. In Hong Lou Meng, the author uses this allusion to express one’s desire for 
success.  
29 The second sentence is derived from an old tale in the second volume of Han Wu Dongmingji (�GEH�
g�). The tale narrated that the Emperor Wu of Han dynasty (GE., 30 July 157 BC – 29 March 87 BC) once 
met a fairy. This fairy gave him a pin as a gift. This pin was kept in the palace for many years until one day, when 
people took it out, it turned into a white swallow and flew away. By using this allusion, the author indicates that 
Jia Yucun (s�<) wishes he can achieve success one day, just like the pin that flew to the sky (for further 
reading, see Analysing of Verses in Hong Lou Meng, �YBAkif=�). 
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shall come to buy vs. waiting its time to fly). The only difference is that the adverbial 

clause in the second sentence is a non-finite clause, but it does not actually influence 

unduly the balance of the sentence structures. Additionally, in Hawkes’ translation, 

the first sentence and the main clause of the second sentence both use iambic meter – 

one unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable – the pentameter is the most 

commonly used metric arrangement in English in poetry blank verse and, 

additionally, a wide number of commonly used idioms (e.g. “what’s mine remains 

mine”) Furthermore, “bides” rhymes with “hides” in the middle of the sentences, as 

do “buy” and “fly” at the end. The rhythm and rhyme increase the harmony of sound, 

helping significantly to rebuild the beauty of form in the TT.  

Yang’s translation does not rhyme, on the other hand, as the following 

shows:  

The jade in the box hopes to fetch a good price, 
The pin in the casket longs to soar on high (Yang 2015: 17).  
 

The two lines in this translation both adopt the grammatical structure of a subject 

(The jade in the box vs. The pin in the casket) followed by a predicate (hopes to fetch 

a good price vs. longs to soar on high), with the object consisting of a to-infinitive in 

both cases. These two translations, in this way, succeed in recreating the beauty of 

form, thereby confirming our argument that, through rewriting, it is possible to 

rebuild the beauty of form in the TT to a certain extent. Although the TT does not 

adhere to the rules of parallelism and is not able to replicate the tonal patterns of the 

ST, translators can still present the beauty of harmony to TT readers with the rhythm 

and rhyme patterns inherent in the target language. 

Rewriting tends to be more effective in rebuilding the forms of couplets 

than simply attempting to reproduce the forms of individual characters and four-

character expressions. The similarities between Chinese couplets and heroic couplets 
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show that the two cultures, Chinese and English, have similar ideas about the beauty 

of parallel couplets – both attempting to create a balanced, symmetrical structure 

with rhythm, a similarity that indeed serves to lower the barriers to translation. The 

possibility of recreating the harmonious form of couplets shows it may be possible to 

also reproduce the beauty of other literary genres through rewriting. The next section 

will concentrate on the parallelism in poetry, to see if rewriting is still a useful 

method in rebuilding the beauty of form in this context. 

3.4.2. Parallelism in poetry 

Parallelism is an important feature of Chinese regulated poetry. For eight-line 

regulated poetry, “the middle four lines should parallel” (Wang 1983: 83; my 

translation); in terms of regulated poems which have more than eight lines, “except 

the first two lines and last two lines, all the other lines should parallel” (ibid.: 87). 

The use of parallelism “reflect the thought of harmony of odd and even” (Yang 2014: 

50; my translation). In regulated poetry, every line has five or seven characters, 

which are odd numbers. Then two lines become one couplet, every four couplets one 

passage – even numbers at a higher level. “One line is odd which shows the beauty 

of change” (ibid.: 50). However, when a line parallels another line, the tones match, 

and the number of characters is an even number, then the passage is “deemed 

organized and in balance” (ibid.: 50). In one line, the parallelism in regulated poetry 

unites odd and even and bestows the beauty of harmony on poems.  

In Hong Lou Meng, eight-line regulated poetry is the majority form; on top 

of that, there are two regulated poems that use more than eight lines. These regulated 

poems in Hong Lou Meng make a very significant contribution to its aesthetic value, 

and, as mentioned previously, the beauty of regulated poems derives in very great 

part from the mechanism of parallelism. This section will thus turn to some examples 
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from Hong Lou Meng to show how parallelism works in regulated poetry – this is the 

first example: 

 
 
 
 

 (Cao 1981: 211)  
 
Apricots Curtain in Watching 
Apricots curtain calls guest to drink, in watching has mountain 
manor. 
Caltrops geese water, mulberry elms swallows rafters. 
One furrow spring leek green, ten miles paddy flowers fragrance. 
Prosperous time has no famine, why need tillage and weaving 
busy (my literal translation). 
 

In this eight-line regulated poem, the second and third line each forms a couplet. As 

said above, the two middle couplets of regulated poems must parallel, and the two 

couplets here are the perfect example. Let us begin with the couplet in the second 

line: 

 (líng xìng é ér shuǐ, L O L L O)  
 (sāng yú yàn zǐ liáng, L L O O L)  

 
This is a supplementary parallelism, in which the first line describes geese swimming 

in the water and the second line writes about swallows at play in the trees. Both lines 

have as their common theme a lovely natural setting. In the ST, each of the two lines 

uses three nouns to create an image of the countryside. There is a characteristic 

elision of grammatical structure – if we are to judge from the perspective of English 

grammar. A single line in Chinese can omit the subject and verb and only use nouns 

in a highly imagistic delivery of meaning (see Chapter Four on images). The first 

noun in each of the two lines above match each other neatly: “  (líng xìng)” is a 

water plant, while “  (sāng yú)” is a land plant. Moving on to the second pair of 

nouns, “  (é ér)” is a goose that stays mostly on the ground, and “  (yàn zi)” 
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is a swallow flying in the sky. The final pair of nouns, “  (shuǐ, water)” and “  

(liáng, roof suppoter)”, reference the habitat of the animals mentioned in each line 

respectively. We can say the parts of speech and the meanings of these words all 

match perfectly, so that this couplet displays the requisite unity of the opposites of 

sky and earth.  

The two translations both try to imitate the original structures, as we may 

note below:  

Elms, mulberries, swallows on rafters, 
And geese on the caltrop pond (Yang 2015: 356). 
 

Yang’s translation even tries to mimic the fragmented grammatical structure: all 

nouns and nothing else, except the two prepositions that are absolutely required in 

each line. Yang tries to “do things the original way”, in his words, by resorting only 

to images to express meaning. However, the balance of the two translated lines is 

compromised because, in the first line, the parallel components (elms and mulberries) 

precede the “swallow”, whereas the “caltrop pound” follows the “geese” in the 

second line. The inverted positions of the key words (swallow and geese) are a minor 

imperfection with regards to the sequencing of the original but are necessary to meet 

the demands of English metre. Additionally, Yang reverses the sequence of the lines, 

so the second line in the ST now becomes the first line in Yang’s translation, while 

the second line in his version should be the first line in the ST.  

Through water-weeds the pond’s geese make their way; 
Midst elms and mulberry-trees the swallows play (Hawkes 1973: 
370). 
 

On the other hand, Hawkes locates the two prepositional phrases “through water-

weeds” and “midst elms and mulberry-trees” at the beginning of the main lines in 

order to ensure the balance of the sentence structure for both. At the same time, the 

“way” in the first line and “play” in the second line rhyme, which clinches the sense 
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of organised verse. Therefore, in this couplet, Hawkes recreates an organised form in 

TT through rewriting, although it is not the same as the form of the ST. Still, his lines 

deliver the sense of parallelism to some extent, which is stronger than Yang’s version. 

Another aspect worth mentioning is that Yang keeps the image – “rafters ( ) – while 

Hawkes replaces the noun with “play”, an active descriptor as opposed to Yang’s still 

life – in other words, Hawkes’ rewriting makes this picture become alive. He 

successfully interprets the implied meaning of “ ” and “ ” – the former being 

“playing in water” and the latter “playing in the trees”) – and makes it explicit for TT 

readers, rather than showing them a picture and making them guess at the 

relationship between its constituent elements. In terms of the first parallel couplet, 

rewriting seems to be able to bring about a better reading experience for TT readers 

both in terms of the beauty of form and of meaning.  

     Next, let us examine the translations of the second couplet to see how 

rewriting works here as a functional strategy for the translation of parallelism. 

 (yī qí chūn jiǔ lǜ, O L L O O), 
 (shí lǐ dào huā xiāng, O O O L L)  

 
In this supplementary parallelism, the word “ ” (yī qí) is a unit of area (around 

0.2 square kilometres); “ ” (shí lǐ) is a unit of distance (around five kilometres, 

slightly less than the old-fashioned English ‘league’). Therefore, this pair centres on 

space. “ ” (chūn jiǔ, spring chives) and “ ” (dào huā, paddy flowers), are 

both plants. Furthermore, this pair of words contains information about time as well. 

“ ” is spring, and “ ” is the flower of rice – which, although time is not 

explicitly mentioned here, suggests the awareness that rice blossoms at the end of 

summer – so in practice this plant pair implies two different seasons, those of spring 

and summer. Moving on to the last pair in the couplet, “ ” (lǜ, green) and “ ” 
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(xiāng, fragrant) refer to one’s sense of sight and smell respectively. What is more 

important about these two characters is they can either act as verbs or adjectives in 

this couplet – as verbs, the two lines would mean “the spring chives turn green” and 

“the paddy flowers make the air fragrant” (the underlined parts are the literal 

meaning of the two characters); on the other hand, if “ ” and “ ” are adjectives, 

then the two lines would mean that “the spring chives are green” and “the paddy 

flowers are fragrant”. But no matter how we interpret the parts of speech in this 

example, the meaning remains intact. The only thing that matters is that, according to 

one of the core rules of parallelism, the pair of characters must both be verbs or 

adjectives. Let us now turn to the two translations of the original poem: 

In the fields spring leeks are green; 
All round, the paddy flowers scent the breeze (Yang 2015: 356). 
 
The garden’s chives are ready to prepare; 
The scent of young rice perfumes all the air (Hawkes 1973: 370). 
 

In Yang’s translation, the same grammatical structure applies to both lines: 

prepositional phrase + subject + predicate. However, he breaks the rule that the two 

words holding the same positions in two lines should be the same part of speech. 

Yang translates “ ” into an adjective but “ ” into a verb. In the meantime, the 

beauty of sound disappears entirely because the lines do not rhyme. On the other 

hand, Hawkes’ translation changes the “green” in the ST into “ready to prepare”, so 

that the matching of “ ” and “ ” disappears in his translation. But his two-line 

structures are the same, and furthermore, the rhyming of “prepare” and “air” once 

more marks the writing as poetic.  

Hawkes’ and Yang’s translation of the above-mentioned two parallel 

couplets show that rewriting may prove to be a possible and plausible strategy when 

translating parallelism. Rewriting can help to rebuild a balanced form adhering to the 
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rules of the English linguistic system, although, of course, it cannot simply replicate 

the beauty of form of its Chinese version. Due to the fact that Chinese and English 

use different writing systems, it is futile to “faithfully copy” the beauty of form of 

Chinese parallelism when translating into English. As Liu has clearly pointed out, 

“The beauty of parallel form is unique in Chinese classical literature. It is impossible 

to reproduce this beauty of form in English, and we can only preserve the images of 

the ST” (Liu 2005: 136 – 137; my translation). Accordingly, what rewriting needs to 

do is to recreate the beauty of form with the features of the English linguistic system 

and deliver the beauty in the way which TT readers can easily feel and understand in 

order to remind them that the source text is beautiful both in terms of its form and 

meaning – beautiful, but perhaps ultimately elusive. 

When rewriting parallelisms, the most important thing is to reproduce the 

matched relationship between lines in the TT, such as the grammatical structures, or 

the relationship between meanings of different constituents (e.g. supplementary or 

opposite). If rewriting can rebuild these connections within the stylistic and linguistic 

contexts of the TT, as in Hawkes’ translation of the first couplet “

”, he imitates the parallel structures of the ST, so that he offers this typical 

sentence structure to his readers. In other words, this is a rewriting-imitating process 

which, firstly, ensures that the grammatical structures of the TT sentences are 

maintained, on the proviso that readability is also maintained – as is the case in this 

instance. But, importantly, by recreating the parallel structures Hawkes delivers the 

feeling of organisation, balance and, sometimes, rhythm, which are the key aesthetic 

functions of parallelism in the ST. However, if rewriting betrays the aforementioned 

relationships in the ST, as do both translations of the second couplet “

”, the beauty of the ST parallelism will inevitably fade into oblivion.  
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3.4.3. Parallelism in prose 

In addition to its omnipresence in poetry, parallelism frequently appears in the 

depictions of people’s appearances and of settings in Hong Lou Meng. Cao has 

demonstrable prowess in terms of   

1) using continuous parallelisms in a long paragraph, which 
make the form and sound become harmony; 2) letting some 
words in two sentences work in parallel so that the sentences are 
rhythmical and interesting; 3) in a long sentence, Cao usually 
parallels part of the sentences so that the sentence structure will 
have both the beauty of organization and dynamic meanings (Lu 
and Gao 1985: 221; my translation).  

We have already noted that parallelism ensures an organised form and harmonious 

tone. However, free-standing (also known as free) sentences (those with no 

restrictions on form or sound) have their advantages as well. Free sentences “have no 

limitations on their line lengths, so that they are more changeable on form, which 

make the free sentences be more natural and livelier [than parallelism]” (ibid.: 222). 

Since the two kinds of sentence structures have their own features and advantages, a 

mixed combination of parallelism and free sentences in Hong Lou Meng makes its 

language sparkle with a series of interweaving and brilliant styles. It is important to 

note, in this regard, that the harmony between parallelism and free sentences ensures 

that the language used in Hong Lou Meng is “full of change” (ibid.: 223), constantly 

geared towards both delighting and surprising the reader. 

Free from the strictures of the form of poetry, the use of parallelism in 

prose is more flexible, and free sentences interlaced with parallelism bring out the 

fine balance between change and organisation. Thanks to its greater flexibility, 

translators enjoy more choice when translating parallelism in prose, always bearing 

in mind that different ways of rewriting such parallelisms may produce various 

effects in the TT. Accordingly, this following section will concentrate on parallelism 
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in prose. 

The example below provides the description of Daiyu’s appearance in the 

form of Pianwen – for which all sentences may be divided into numerous parallel 

couplets. The paragraph is located at the point when Daiyu has her first meeting with 

the Jia family. These parallel sentences create a compact and organized form and 

strong rhythm from which the description of her appearance emerges: 

 
(Cao 1981: 37)  
 
Two curved like frown but not frown shrouded smoke eyebrows, 
one pair like happy but not happy contained emotions eyes. 
Charm comes from the sadness in two dimples, delicacy from the 
sickness. Tears shining, breath soft. Silent as flower reflected in 
the water, moving as willow swaying in the wind. Heart has one 
more chamber than Bi Gan, illness three time better than Xi Zi 
(my literal translation). 
 

This paragraph contains five pairs/couplets of supplementary parallelisms. The first 

pair is two endocentric phrases – “ ”. 

“ ” (liǎng, two) and “ ’’ (yī, one) are numerals; “ ” (sì cù fēi cù, like 

frowning but not really frowning) and “ ” (sì xǐ fēi xǐ, seems happy but not 

really happy) have the same structure but opposite meanings: “  (cù)” means 

frowning, which describes the sadness of Daiyu, whereas “  (xǐ)” means happiness. 

“ ” and “ ” are both attributive structures, and “  (méi, brows)” and 

“  (mù, eyes)” are both parts on the face.  

Her mist-wreathed brows at first seemed to frown, yet were not 
frowning; 
Her passionate eyes at first seemed to smile, yet were not merry 
(Hawkes 1973: 103). 
 

For the first couplet, without the constraint of line length (which is a defining feature 
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of poetry), Hawkes rewrites these two phrases into two sentences with the same 

grammatical structure: main clause + subordinate clause. Hawkes makes sure the 

number of words in the two sentences remain the same, thereby recreating an 

equivalence of the organised form for TT readers. In addition, he keeps the meaning 

of “ ” and “ ” to reflect the unity of the opposites in the ST. Like Hawkes’ 

translation, Yang’s translation also endeavours to use two similar sentence structures: 

Her dusky arched eyebrows were knitted and yet not frowning, 
her speaking eyes held both merriment and sorrow (Yang 2015: 
62). 

Yang turns “ ” (not happy) into “sorrow” directly, although the “merriment” and 

“sorrow” in the second sentence also conveys the spirit of the unity of the opposites. 

Still, taking the first sentence into consideration, we can find that the meaning, or the 

emotion permeating through “knitted/frowning” also shows sadness as well. That is 

to say, both sentences of this couplet in Yang’s translation convey an identical – 

instead of an opposite one like the ST does – emotion and consequently break the 

harmony of the opposites in the meaning of the two sentences. 

 (Cao 1981: 37)  

The grammatical structure of these two sentences is “subject ( / ) + predicate (

/ )”. The structure “is a commonly used rhetorical device in 

Pianwen” (Cai 2001: 28; my translation). The subject of each sentence is a noun; 

“ ”, and “ ” are verbs; the object part consists of two endocentric phrases. These 

two sentences, when read together, literally mean “her (Daiyu) charm comes from 

the sadness in her dimples, her delicacy from her sickness”. The two translations here 

are quite different.  

Habit had given a melancholy cast to her tender face; 
Nature had bestowed a sickly constitution on her delicate frame 
(Hawkes 1973: 103). 
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Hawkes continues to translate the ST into parallel sentences with the same 

grammatical structure and the same number of words.  

her very frailty had charm (Yang 2015: 62). 

To avoid making the meaning unclear, Yang omits the form of the ST and turns the 

two parallel sentences into one sentence, pointing out the implied meaning that “her 

frailty had charm”. Little beauty of form is left in Yang’s rewriting, but the meaning 

is at least delivered. 

The third couplet contains two subject-predicate phrases: 
 

 (Cao 1981: 37)  
 
Often the eyes swam with glistening tears;  
Often the breath came in gentle gasps (Hawkes 1973: 103). 
 
Her eyes sparkled with tears, her breath was soft and faint (Yang 
2015:62). 
 

These two sentences use simple grammatical structures and contain no hidden 

meaning, and both translators successfully rewrite them into parallel sentences in 

English. 

 (Cao 1981: 37)  

The sentence structure of the fourth parallelism is subject ( / ) + predicate 

( / ). In this couplet, “ ” usually describes a person who is 

keeping still and quiet; by contrast, “ ” stands for the act of moving. These two 

words describe two opposite conditions of being. “ ” and “ ” are 

part of the predicate in each of their sentences but are at the same time subject-

predicate phrases themselves. These two phrases use two images – “flower reflected 

in the water” and “willow swaying in the wind” – to describe Daiyu’s beauty and 

delicacy. The two translations use similar structures:  
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In stillness she made one think of a graceful flower reflected in 
the water; 
In motion she called to mind tender willow shoots caressed by 
the wind (Hawkes 1973: 103). 
 
In repose she was like a lovely flower mirrored in water; in 
motion, a pliant willow swaying in the wind (Yang 2015: 62). 
 

Yang, however, avoids repeating “she was like” in the second sentence, presumably 

to privilege flow over poetic emphasis. As for the meaning, both translators manage 

to keep the images of flower and willow. To embellish the sentences, Hawkes adds 

modifiers such as “graceful” and “tender” and Yang chooses “lovely” and “pliant” to 

tell fill out the meaning of these two elements for TT readers. 

The last couplet is the most difficult one of the five to translate because of 

its use of allusion:  

 (Cao 1981: 37)  

The syntax of these two sentences is a topic (  vs. ) plus comment 

structure, with a complement (  vs. ). The topic of each of the two sentences 

is a subject-predicate phrase itself (  vs. ). “ ” and “ ” are verbs 

meaning “more than, or better than”. “ ” and “ ” – in other words, quantifiers.  

In their respective translations of this couplet, the two translators use a comparative 

structure to imitate the structure of the ST, in an attempt to import the equivalent 

parallel and balanced form into the TT.  

On the other hand, each translator deals with the two allusions in the ST 

differently. The first allusion is “ ” (Bi Gan). In the fiction Investiture of the 

Gods, Bi Gan is believed to have a heart with seven chambers so that he can 
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communicate with all things in nature.30 Accordingly, the word “ ” (heart 

with seven chambers) is used to describe people who are smart and sensitive. In the 

ST, Cao says that Daiyu’s heart has one more chamber than Bi Gan’s, implying that 

Daiyu is a talented but extremely sensitive girl who always worries a lot and is prone 

to melancholy – which is why she is always crying, and dies at a young age. The 

second allusion is Xi Shi ( ), relating to the Four Beauties in Chinese history: Xi 

Shi ( ), Wang Zhaojun ( ), Diao Chan ( ) and Yang Yuhuan ( ) – 

the four ladies considered the most beautiful in Chinese history (or Chinese literary 

history because Xi Shi and Diao Chan are fictional characters). Among all the stories 

and tales about Xi Shi, there is a saying that she is weak because she has angina, and 

therefore she usually holds her chest and frowns (for further reading, see 

The Explanations of Zhang Zi); however, none of these defects make her less 

beautiful. Henceforth, the expression “ ” (which literally means “Xi Shi 

holds her chest”) has meant that a beauty looks charming even in sickness. In Hong 

Lou Meng, the figure and features of Daiyu and Xi Shi somewhat overlap – Daiyu is 

weak and sensitive so that she always frowns. Therefore, this metaphor, first of all, 

sets out to compare Daiyu to Xi Shi to show the beauty of the former; secondly, it 

uses the allusion of “ ” to echo Daiyu’s feebleness. Hawkes resorts to the 

strategy of literal translation to tackle these allusions.  

 
30 Investiture of the Gods ()VL�) is a fiction written in Ming dynasty (1368 – 1644). The story takes place 
during the end of Shang dynasty (1600 – 1046 BC) and the beginning of Zhou dynasty (1046 – 256BC). In this 
fiction, some characters are real persons, and some are faked mythological figures. Furthermore, many real 
persons, like Bi Gan in our example, are given mythical powers. Bi Gan (1110 – 1047BC) is a real person living 
in Shang dynasty. He is one of the royals and a government officer. He is a loyal man and puts forward useful 
suggestions about how to rule a country. However, he is killed by the king in the end because his suggestions do 
not please the emperor. Based on the real life of Bi Gan, the novel Investiture of the Gods makes up a story about 
him. In this story, the emperor captivates a beauty whose real identity is a fox (MNX). Bi Gan tries to kill this 
fox to stop her from manipulating the emperor but fails. The fox is angry, so she pretends she is sick and dying 
and spreads a rumour that she can only recover by eating a seven-chamber heart, which only Bi Gan has. 
Therefore, the emperor kills Bi Gan for his heart. Although Bi Gan is a real person in history, but the allusion of 
“�WOP3” (seven-chamber heart) stems from the literary work. 
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She had more chambers in her heart than the martyred Bi Gan; 
And suffered a tithe more pain in it than the beautiful Xi Shi 
(Hawkes 1973: 103). 
 

The problem with his translation is that it does not offer sufficient information for TT 

readers to fully understand the meaning encoded into the allusions. For instance, why 

is it vital to point out that Daiyu has one more chamber in her heart than Bi Gan’s? 

Lacking the background information, TT readers will have little guidance as to how 

to know that this sentence intends to note that Daiyu is smart and sensitive – there is 

no association in English between heart chambers and wisdom. The same problem 

occurs in the translation of the second sentence about Xi Shi as well. What is 

important is not that Daiyu suffers more pain than Xi Shi but that their sickness does 

not compromise their beauty. The connection between pain and beauty is missing in 

Hawkes’ translation, so it is practically impossible for TT readers to catch the idea 

that Daiyu is beautiful. Aware of the thorny challenge posed by the allusions, Yang 

chooses to omit some information,  

She looked more sensitive than Bi Gan, more delicate than Xi 
Shi (Yang 2015: 62). 

Information key to the original, such as the “more chambers of heart” in the first 

sentence and “suffering pain” in the second sentence, are omitted, but he delivers the 

key concepts: Daiyu is sensitive and delicate. On top of this strategic omission, Yang 

offers a characteristic brief footnote to provide supplementary information to TT 

readers: 

Bi Gan: a prince noted for his great intelligence at the end of 
Shang. 
Xi Shi: A famous beauty of the ancient Kingdom of Yue (Yang 
2015: 646). 
 

Yang, naturally enough, does not refer to the “heart chambers” and “suffering pain” 

in the footnote, as his own translation does not include the information in the first 
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place, with the result that in this footnote he only reveals that Bai Gan is famous for 

his intelligence and Xi Shi is a household name for her beauty, thereby contriving to 

maintain consistency between the text and relevant footnote.  

In conclusion, according to Hawkes’ and Yang’s translations of this 

Pianwen, it is clear that rewriting is unavoidable when it comes to translating 

parallelisms from Chinese into English. To begin with, the English translation needs 

to follow the syntactic rules of its own language when translating condensed phrases 

and words – such as “ ” and “ ” where the level and degree of 

concision outstrip the available resources of the target language. Secondly, when 

allusions, metaphors and quotations in the ST are used, translators need to rewrite 

them to make the hidden meaning explicit, which includes ensuring that the TT 

offers enough information to its readers to make the TT, at the very least, 

understandable. Meaning is the bottom line of translation, for, irrespective of form, it 

has long been held that, even within the sorts of divergence that arise form variable 

interpretations, “a translation is said ‘to have the same meaning’ as the original” 

(Catford 1965: 35). If the meaning is lost after rewriting, then the beautiful form 

alone will not assist TT readers to find their way through the complex narrative 

structure of the original. That is to say, the delivery of meaning – hidden or implied 

meaning or connotations instead of the literal meaning at times – is necessarily the 

prime objective of translators. With the meaning delivered in a way that is intelligible 

to the target readership, translators then, of course, try to rebuild something of the 

beauty of form as well. Comparing the two translations chosen for analysis, we can 

see that Hawkes’ translation in general is more successful than Yang’s. Hawkes 

rewrites but, at the same time, also tries to imitate the sentence structures of the ST 

by keeping an organised and balanced form to raise the reader’s awareness of the 
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rules and features of parallelism in Chinese.  

From all the examples set out in this chapter we can see that Yang’s 

translation mostly breaks free from the restrictions of the form of the ST. He tends to 

ensure that the meaning is conveyed as faithfully as possible, rather than insisting on 

recreating the features of the form. He tries to relay the beauty of form to his readers 

as well, but not to the extent of Hawkes’ version. By contrast, Hawkes strives to 

rebuild the beauty of form in the TT, which is obvious in both his rewriting of the 

descriptions of Daiyu’s appearance and this last example for which he tries to imitate 

the grammatical structures and visual effects of the ST. However, his translation 

occasionally fails to convey meaning as clearly as does Yang’s translation – “

”, “ ” and “ ” are all good examples.  

From Hawkes’ and Yang’s translations, we move to the conclusion that it is 

difficult to maintain the beauty of form and express the meaning clearly at the same 

time, for the fact that Chinese uses a logographic system, for which the harmony of 

form, sound and meaning is easily achievable, whereas the alphabetic system 

adopted by English has a different logic and relies on different ways to express 

beauty. The conclusion reached here is shared by Owen’s insightful comment below: 

There is no way to be perfectly consistent without making the 
chosen English forms appear artificial. I have preferred 
inconsistency to obstrusiveness of form. There is also no way to 
echo the forms of Chinese poetry and still produce translations 
that are accurate and readable. Our purpose is rather to call 
attention to groupings such as stanzas, couplets, and the rhyme 
units of song lyric, and to create a recognizable structure of 
differences (Owen 1996: xliv). 

It is hard to recreate the form of Chinese characters, four-character words and 

parallelism in English. However, we have also found through our analysis that it 

becomes much easier to both rebuild the form and deliver meaning through rewriting 

when the scope of discussion expands from the form of one character to that of a 
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complete sentence. A good example is that the translation of splitting characters and 

four-character idioms all fail to reproduce the form, but phrases and sentences can be 

successfully rendered into sentences with similar grammatical structures used by the 

ST. 

What rewriting can and should do in translation is, first and foremost, to 

ensure the delivery of meaning, and then try to rebuild the beauty of form. 

Rebuilding the beauty of form is not as easy as reproducing the beauty of sound 

because English has its own way to produce rhythm and rhyme (see Chapter Two) as 

well but cannot use logograms to present vivid pictures and show the harmony 

between sound and form, or to use form to express meaning. This is one of the 

reasons why the rewriting of the forms of characters and four-character expressions 

are not so successful as the rewriting of the forms of sentences. Translators may need 

to use a sentence, or even several sentences to explain the meaning of individual 

characters or four-character expressions, whose form is very tightly condensed, and 

thus will be forced to give up the form for meaning when it proves impossible, as it 

so often does, to observe the demands of both categories. Nonetheless, however, we 

have to bear in mind that the beauty of a harmonious form is a key element in 

Chinese classical literature. An organised form, in addition to clear and consistent 

rhythmical patterning, bring visual and auditory enjoyment; it is a way to create 

meaning (see, for example, the section about splitting characters) and, in the final 

analysis, contributes immensely to the aesthetic value of literary works. Therefore, as 

soon as the integrity of meaning is safeguarded, it is important for the translator to 

endeavour to recreate the beauty of form in the TT so that a new readership may 

appreciate and enjoy something of the aesthetic features of a radically different ST 

culture.  
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Chapter Four  

The Power of Meaning 

4.1. From high-context culture to low-context culture  

The Chinese language is implicit and perceptive, emphasizing subjective 

consciousness and spirit (see Chapter Three). This implied language style is much 

more prominent and effective in high-context cultures (HC), rather than low-context 

(LC) cultures31, where “a high-context communication or message is one in which 

most of the information is internalized in the person, while very little is in the coded, 

explicit, transmitted part of the message. A low-context communication is just the 

opposite” (Hall 1989: 91). Chinese classical texts excel in terms of narrative 

techniques, and the imagistic depiction of words, but are much less concerned with 

argument and explication, so that texts – and the events within and behind them – 

very often appear to be indirect; up in the air, so to speak. It is for that reason that we 

have been talking about the Chinese language’s preference for implicitness and its 

frequent use of elements of implicature. “The subjective consciousness of Chinese 

speakers weakens the grammatical function, making grammar become simplified and 

implied. There is no need to use complex sentence structures in Chinese language. 
 

31 High- and low-context culture is considered an important concept in cross-cultural research “as a doorway to 
enter the room of intercultural understanding” (cited in Kittler 2011: 66). We must note, however, that this 
characterization has had its detractors – “Hall’s idea has been subjected to criticisms like bipolarization, 
overgeneralization, or lack of a solid empirical foundation” (ibid.: 67). In terms of meta-analysis (see Kittler 2011; 
Cardon 2008), we have to note that Hall’s studies of different contexts are restricted to no more than four national 
cultures, further reducible to broad distinctions in the main between US and Asian cultural settings. We must 
recognize these limitations, and acknowledge that it is problematic to limit culture to national settings. Effectively, 
therefore. in spite of our view that high- and low-context distinction is valid in the context of intercultural studies, 
we recognize that Hall “analysed communication patterns within selected cultures rather than how these 
communication patterns are reflected in communication between these cultures” (Kittler 2011: 78). This 
analytical method raises the problem, as other critics noted, that while these concepts are “of value in interpreting 
the behaviour of individuals in static, monocultural contexts but are less so in dynamic, multilingual situations” 
(Henderson 2005: 74). In other words, “an in-depth comparative analysis of time could not sustain Hall’s binary 
logic due to its inability to take into account the transcultural hybridization processes” (Schilling and Kozin 2009: 
58). In other words, while there is agreement that Hall’s distinction continues to be valid in terms of our 
understanding of the translational processes involved in intercultural encounter – which is the principal objective 
of this thesis – we also need to recognize that his distinction is unnecessarily binary and constrained in terms of 
what it tells us about the dynamics and relationships at work within any one cultural setting.
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Generally, the coherence and cohesion of sentences rely on ideas which reflect the 

original status of thinking” (Liu 2005: ii – iii; my translation). It follows, therefore, 

that because the Chinese language tends so markedly towards the implicit, most 

information in communication or in a literary work must be decoded by the readers 

themselves. 

Certainly, in comparison to traditional English style, Chinese is much more 

implicit, so that the information is usually only indirectly visible. Returning to Hall, 

this is  

High-Context culture – simple message with deep meaning flow 
freely. Such cultures are likely to be overwhelmed by mechanical 
systems and lose their integrity. The low-context cultures, those 
highly individualized, somewhat alienated, fragmented cultures 
such as the Swiss and the German, in which there is relatively 
little involvement with people, can apparently absorb and use 
integrity. In these cultures, people become more and more like 
their machines (Hall 1989: 39).  

This difference, when reflected in linguistic terms, suggests that Chinese prefers 

parataxis while English concentrates more on hypotaxis. For that reason, broadly 

speaking, English emphasizes cohesion at the level of lexis, while Chinese stresses 

coherence at the level of experience. English writing, accordingly, cannot live – we 

might say – without conjunctions, but Chinese, in contradistinction, may well opt to 

have no conjunctions in a paragraph so that meaning is generated in complete 

conjunction with linguistic rather than thematic patterns. So as to ensure the beauty 

and rhythm of the sentence, Chinese may even choose to suppress subjects in a 

sentence, relationships between sentences, or across an entire paragraph. There is a 

traditional expression in Chinese that captures this profound correlation between 

content and style, translated literally as “a simple message with deep meaning flows 

freely”.  

Chinese culture, as a higher-context culture, places a requirement on 
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readers to infer through all the information they already have. Hall again: 

“information, context and meaning are bound together in a balanced, functional 

relationship. The more information that is shared, the higher the context” (Hall 1984: 

60). In that sense, spaces for the expression of individual emotion become more 

codified, while the spaces for receivers to develop messages into their own 

experience, and to find from that a common purpose and shared humanity, become 

commensurably important. What listeners really glean from information depends, of 

course, on how they understand it. In other words, “translation is translating 

meaning” (Waard and Nida 1986: 60), and in that regard it is true that Chinese relies 

more heavily on context than English, but that context is implicit, the fruit of a 

shared understanding that emerges from a shared space between message and 

interlocutor, text and reader.32  Therefore, in HC culture, the aesthetic value of a 

literary work can only be realized and completed not solely with the attendance of 

readership, but through the active participation of that readership in terms of 

generating meaning. Hall argues accordingly that “meaning, in this regard, consists 

of the communication set within the background and preprogramed responses of the 

recipient, and the situation itself” (ibid.: 100). The realization of meanings and 

aesthetic values, in that way, depend upon how readers respond to the ST. If the 

Chinese language is implicit and restrained, then meaning and emotion – positive and 

negative – are usually delivered in an indirect way. Therefore, it becomes the task of 

the translator to ensure TT readers will receive the implied meaning and emotion in a 

way that makes sense both of the original and of reader experience. If translators 

 
32 This can also be understood from the linguistic aspect. English is a language of hypostasis while Chinese 
depends on parataxis. In the former, the inner connection of a sentence and connections among sentences are 
mainly dependent on syntactic and lexical devices. Inflexion and rigorous grammar assure – or assure as far as 
possible – the univocity of meanings. Chinese does not have any inflexion and its grammar is much looser than 
that if English. Hence its connections are established syntactically, but not through conjunctions. What binds 
sentences is the understanding brought to it by the listener or reader, meanings, so that Chinese uses much shorter 
sentences than English. 
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want the TT to be more readable and comprehensive, they need to rewrite the ST to 

express the information behind the words. In short, translators must deliver the 

hidden information to readers. 

Examples of this in Chinese writing abound; here is one drawn from Hong 

Lou Meng, concerning the two heroines, Lin Daiyu and Xue Baochai. Daiyu lost her 

parents when she was around ten years old, when she went to live with her uncle in 

his home. Already a sensitive girl from the outset, in this uprooted environment she 

becomes more sensitised, suspicious and mindful of her own self-esteem, so that the 

contexts in which her life plays out are characterized by tones of sharpness, and, 

occasionally, emotional distress. Baochai, on the other hand, was born into a wealthy 

family and, although her father passed away, her mother and elder brother loved her 

and supported her, so that her behaviour is gentle, polite and generous. While the 

context in which the reader will come to Lin’s life is characterized by tension, her 

behaviours are peaceful and mature. At the beginning of Chapter Eight, the hero 

Baoyu, who possesses a piece of magic jade, discovers that Baochai has a gold 

necklace – jade and gold together are thought of as the sign of a perfect couple. 

Daiyu, however, loves Baoyu and is deeply unhappy about this. One day when 

Baochai is sick, she goes to visit Xue and finds Jia already there. Here is their 

dialogue: 

“ ” , 。。、、

, , “ ! ”
, “ ” “ ,

” “ ” “
: , ; , ,

, ? ,
? (Cao 1981: 98 – 99)” 

 
Suddenly hearing outside someone said: “Miss Lin comes.” The 
sentence did not finish, Daiyu already came in swinging, once 
(she) saw Baoyu, (she) smiled and said: “Ah! I come wrong 
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time!” Baoyu and others stood up to give sit (to Daiyu), Baochai 
smiled and said: “What does this say?” Daiyu said: “(if I) early 
know he comes; I will not come.” Baochai said: “What do you 
mean?” Daiyu said: “What (do I) mean: come then all come, 
don’t come then no one comes; today he comes, tomorrow I will 
come, take turns to come, then everyday will have people come. 
Nor too lonely neither too noisy. – What does sister not 
understand? (my literal translation)” 
 
“Just as that moment the servant outside announced ‘Miss Lin’ 
and almost simultaneously Dai-yu came flouncing into the room. 
Catching sight of Bao-yu she let out a wail of mock dismay. 
‘Oh dear! I have chosen a bad time to come!’ 
The others rose and invited her to be seated. 
‘Why did you say that?’ Bao-chai asked her. 
‘If I had known he was coming, I shouldn’t have come myself.’ 
‘What do you exactly mean by that?’ 
‘What do I mean by that?’ Said Dai-yu, ‘I mean that if I only 
came when he does, then when I don’t come you won’t have any 
visitors. Whereas If we space ourselves out so that he comes one 
day and I come the next, it will never get either too lonely or too 
noisy for you. I shouldn’t have thought that needed much 
explaining’. (Hawkes 1973: 191)” 
 
Just then a servant outside announced, “Miss Lin is here.” And in 
came Daiyu. 
“Ah!” She exclaimed at sight of Baoyu. “I’ve choosen a badtime 
to come.” 
Baoyu rose with a smile to offer her a seat while Baochai asked 
cheerfully, “What do you mean?” 
“If I’d know he was here, I wouldn’t have come.” 
“That’s more puzzling than ever,” said Baochai. 
“Either everybody comes at once or no one comes,” explained 
Daiyu mischievously. “If he came one day and I the next, spacing 
out our visits, you’d have callers every day and would find it 
neither too lonely nor too distracting. What’s so puzzling about 
that, cousin? (Yang 2015: 160)” 
 

In this example, all the words Daiyu speaks are reducible to one function, and that is 

to show how jealous and unhappy she is about Baoyu coming to visit Baochai. By 

saying “  (I’ve chosen a bad time to come)” she means she should not 

be there to disturb the encounter between Baoyu and Baochai, because they are 

supposed to be the perfect couple. However, there are no words in the ST that reveal 

Daiyu’s emotion directly; her emotions are hidden in a context which requires the 
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novel’s readers to decode. In the translations, accordingly, we notice that both 

translators add descriptive words to express Daiyu’s feeling explicitly. In Hawkes’ 

translation, the sentence underlined above does not appear. The ST simply says “she 

smiled”. However, in this novel, “smile” appears many times, with each utterance 

encoding different emotions implicitly. Here Hawkes’ translation uses the words 

“wail”, “mock” and “dismay” to show that Daiyu is upset when she finds Baoyu has 

come to visit Baochai. Additionally, Hawkes writes two words “have” and “he” in 

italics. The first italic word “have” emphasises that “I do come in a wrong time, I 

should not come to disturb you two”; while the second word in italics, “he”, shows 

that what Daiyu really wants to say is that she does not want Baoyu to come to visit 

Baochai. Hawkes’ translation effectively, therefore, exposes Daiyu’s emotions, 

making her purpose explicit to TT readers. Yang, on the other hand, makes fewer 

insertions, only adding the word “mischievously” in the last paragraph. In the ST, the 

last paragraph accounts for Daiyu’s explanation of why she says she chose the wrong 

time to come – but Daiyu simply fabricates this excuse to conceal her real intention – 

not wanting the others to see her jealous and upset, she makes an excuse to explain 

herself. Yang adds the word “mischievously” in this paragraph which helps to show 

that Daiyu aims to say those words before. One the one hand, Daiyu wants Baoyu to 

know that she is unhappy because Baoyu has a close relationship with Baochai; on 

the other hand, she does not want others to discover her jealousy. Yang’s translation 

is thus more recreative of Chinese implicitness than Hawkes’ version, since he avoids 

using emotional words directly. If Yang had not added the word “mischievously”, 

then, indeed there would be no place in his translation to convey Daiyu’s real 

emotion to TT readers. According to the information they receive from the text, TT 

readers might infer that Daiyu really thinks she has come at a wrong time – 
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remaining largely oblivious to her implied feelings of anger and jealousy. The 

example is indicative in that it shows how the Chinese language excels in covering 

its real meanings and emotions, leaving spaces for readers to experience and imagine 

rather than expressly articulate the real purpose or the surface meanings; otherwise, 

for the Chinese reader, the language will lose the beauty of implicitness and be too 

straightforward. However, as Hall’s work reminds us, when translating from HC 

cultures such as China to a LC cultures such as Anglophone cultures, it is important 

to make meaning explicit and to give information directly, because in these contexts 

logic and cohesion are more important for understanding than the beauty of 

implicitness. Therefore, being positioned at the junction between ST and TT culture, 

translators need to decode the hidden information in the ST, and then rewrite it into a 

more direct way to show the meanings and emotions to TT readers so that the TT 

will be more coherent and cohesive to TT readers, and be open to their particular 

patterns of reading and cognitive processes. 

Implicit language is a concentrated reflection of HC culture; at the same 

time, as this discussion is concerned to stress, it is one of the main challenges of 

Chinese to English classical literature translation. “The understanding of a context is 

harder to keep objective than in LC culture” (Hall 1989: 88). In HC culture, 

meanings are hidden, points of interpretation kept implicit, so that nuances inevitably 

lead to different understandings. In this regard, as Hall notes,  

HC culture, places greater emphasis on the relationship between 
insiders and outsiders than do low-context cultures – put 
succinctly, people attuned to high-context systems expect 
outsiders to do greater work to understand the life of the insider 
than do the participants in low-context systems (ibid.: 113). 

Put simply, there is given ground in LC systems from which to launch interpretative 

processes. Moreover, influenced by readers’ personal cultural background, 
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experience and variety of status in the social system, the understanding might 

function at different levels in the case of individual readers. Variety of interpretation 

is not deemed to be problematic, because the aesthetic experience offered by Chinese 

writing and its vaunting of the literature is geared towards beauty, not correctness of 

interpretation. How is the translator to cope with this ultimate goal without either 

allowing his or her translation to descend into fragments of disconnection or else – as 

in the case quoted above – be too pinned to one interpretative line? Once again Hall: 

“While Chinese aesthetics emphasises emotion and sense, European culture which 

dates back to Plato, Socrates, and Aristotle, has built into its culture assumptions that 

the only natural and effective way to present ideas is by means of Greek invention 

called ‘logic’” (ibid.: 63). In other words, how does the translator balance the 

demands of information with the possibilities of the implicit? Must most of the 

information be encoded in the transmitted message in order to “make up for what is 

missing in the context” (ibid.: 101)? Therefore, the following sections will use Hong 

Lou Meng as an example to further analyse the implicit beauty of Chinese classical 

literature through three aspects: the use of allusion, sexual descriptions and humour. 

By comparing the two translations of Hong Lou Meng in regard to these three aspects 

we will interrogate the extent to which rewriting can expose the hidden meanings 

that are implicit in the ST.  

4.1.1. Allusion 

Allusion is an important rhetorical device in both Chinese and English literature. 

“The literary allusion is a device for the simultaneous activation of two texts. The 

activation is achieved through the manipulation of a special signal: a sign [simple or 

complex] in a given text characterized by an additional larger ‘referent’” (Ben-Porat 

1976: 107). In Chinese literature, allusion employs “something mentioned in a pre-
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existing text” (Kao and Mei 1978: 326). Accordingly, the function of allusion can be 

defined as using existing information to indicate related meanings, emotions in a new 

text; as “an allusion is an indirect reference” (Irwin 2001: 287), it “does indeed call 

for us to make certain unstated associations” (ibid.: 288). The literal meanings of 

allusions are usually in a secondary position, with the result that the hidden meanings 

and emotional associations contained in allusions are concomitantly important. 

“Allusion are often covert; they may even be concealed” (ibid.: 287). Thanks to 

allusions, writers are able to maximise reader complicity in the creation of new 

worlds.  

However, for translators, allusion functions as a sort of intertext, which is 

notoriously difficult to translate in that an allusion that works in the ST culture might 

well have no intelligible frame of reference in the TT culture. “Allusion-words 

typically describe a reference that invokes one or more associations of appropriate 

cultural material and bring them to bear upon a present context” (Leddy 1992: 112). 

When situated in different cultural backgrounds, cultural materials change and with it 

the associations between allusions and readers change or disappear. Hence, 

translators must find methods to show the hidden meanings which are offered by the 

allusions in the ST to the TT readers. An effective method is – once again – that of 

rewriting.  

Through rewriting, translators can either use the allusion in the TT culture 

to replace the original one so that TT readers can understand it more easily, or they 

can choose to omit the allusion but provide the information contained in the allusions 

to TT readers directly – making a covert allusion overt. Here is an example from 

Hong Lou Meng that shows how translators display the association of the allusion in 

the ST to TT readers through the process of rewriting. When Baoyu visits the Ning 
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mansion (his cousin’s home) with his grandmother and mother, he feels drowsy after 

lunch, so that Qin-shi (the wife of his nephew Jia Rong) takes him to a guest room 

where he can take a nap: 

, , “
” , ?  (Cao 1981: 53)  

 
Baoyu looked up and saw a picture was hung on it, the (painted) 
people was good, the story was “burning pigweed picture”, (his) 
heart feels a little unpleasant (my literal translation). 
 

Here, “ ” refers to a story about the virtues of studying hard. In Hawkes’ 

version, he abandons the name, but tells the original story directly to clarify its 

meaning:  

Bao-yu glanced up and saw a painting hanging above them on 
the opposite wall. The figures in it were very finely executed. 
They represented Scholarly Diligence in the person of the Han 
philosopher Liu Xiang at his book, obligingly illuminated for 
him by a supernatural being holding a large flaming torch. Bao-
yu found the painting – or rather its subject – distasteful (Hawkes 
1973: 126). 

Unlike Hawkes, Yang chooses not to intervene directly in the content of the ST: 

Keqing led the party to an inner room, where Baoyu noticed a 
fine painting of “The Scholar Working by Torchlight.” Without 
even seeing who the artist was, he took a dislike to the picture 
(Yang 2015: 87). 

Notwithstanding, Yang adds a simple note at the end of the book to explain this 

quotation: “A Han Dynasty scholar, Liu Xiang, was said to have been studying late 

one night when a god came with a torch to teach him the classics” (ibid.: 647). Both 

rewriting and supplementation – or thickening – are appropriate ways to deal with 

this situation, since, regardless of delivering beauty, the information is fully 

conveyed. The only difference is that, through rewriting, Hawkes delivers 

information without forcing the reader to stop, avoiding them moving back and forth 

between the main text and endnotes. Therefore, rewriting is one tool that allows to 
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show the hidden information contained in allusions without resorting to an 

intermittent reader experience (how disturbing this is, in practice, will vary between 

individual readers). We have seen in the example that when Hawkes rewrites the 

name of the picture into its background story, he offers information to TT readers that 

allows them to understand why Baoyu experiences the picture as distasteful – a boy 

who dislikes studying has no desire to see such a picture in his bedroom. However, 

this method arguably diminishes the aesthetic value of the allusion, again because all 

the necessary information and emotion are made available and open to TT readers 

simply and directly. The example is illustrative because, once again, it helps us to 

understand how finely balanced the act of translation is between the need to clarify 

and the need to respond to the aesthetic imperative. 

There is the suggestion here, of course, of an ideal. If translators can 

reproduce an allusion with a similar allusion or image from the TT culture, then both 

the information and beauty will be kept. Here is an example in Hong Lou Meng 

which helps to illustrate that rewriting an allusion by replacing it with an allusion, or 

an image in the TT culture, helps to rebuild beauty in the TT. In the novel, when 

Baoyu and the girls plan to set up the poetry club, they decide to choose elegant pen 

names for everyone. Among them, Daiyu’s pen name is “  (xiāo xiāng fēi 

zǐ)”, which Yang translates as “The Queens of Bamboo”, while Hawkes offers “River 

Queens”. These two translations offer apparently very different variants – bamboo, 

river – but to understand the reason, we need to know the meaning of Daiyu’s pen 

name. In the ST, there are a number of sources to explain why Daiyu is “

”  

？ , ？ ？

, , ？ ？ ,
‘ ’  (Cao 1981: 445 – 446)  
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On that day, E Huang, Nv Ying shed tears on bamboo (and the 
tears) became speckles, so now the speckle bamboo also called 
Xiang Concubine Bamboo. Now she lives in Xiao Xiang House, 
she also loves crying, in future her bamboo will become speckles 
bamboo. In the future, (we) all call her “Xiao Xiang Concubine” 
is done (my literal translation). 
 
When the Emperor Shun died, his two queens are supposed to 
have gone along the banks of the river Xiang looking for him. 
According to the legend, the two queens turned into river 
goddesses and their tears became the spots you find on the 
bamboos that grow along the banks of the river. That’s why 
there’s a kind of bamboo called “Naiad’s Tears”. Well now, 
Cousin Dai lives in the Naiad’s House, and she cries so much 
that I shouldn’t be at all surprised if one of these days the 
bamboos in her courtyard all turned out to have spots on them; so 
I think the best pen-name for her would be “River Queen” 
(Hawkes 173: 217). 
 
The wives of King Shun shed so many tears on bamboos that 
thereafter their stems became speckled, and now the speckled 
bamboo is called by their name. Well, she lives in Bamboo 
Lodge and she's always crying. When one day she pines for a 
husband, I'm sure the bamboos there will grow speckled too. I 
propose we call her Queen of the Bamboos (Yang 2015: 728). 
 

The pen name “ ” (Xiao Xiang Concubine) is an allusion that stems from 

the legend of the Emperor Shun. After his death, his two queens – E Huang, Nv Ying 

– tried to look for him along the banks of the Xiang River, crying every day, so that 

their tears fell on bamboo that eventually grew along the river. Finally, their tears 

dyed the bamboo so that the surface of the bamboo grew speckled and they jumped 

into the Xiang River to commit suicide for love, becoming the river goddesses in the 

process. “ ” (Xiao Xiang Concubine) can easily be interpreted as a symbol 

of Daiyu – in Chapter One of Hong Lou Meng, we learn the background to the story 

which is the myth of the plant known as Crimson Pearl Flower, which Baoyu 

watered with sweet dew. The flower lived a long life before being transformed into a 

girl – Daiyu. The flower feels gratitude for Baoyu’s help and decides to repay him. 

But she does not have the sweet dew, so she says that “the only way in which I could 
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perhaps repay him [Baoyu] would be with the tears shed during the whole of a mortal 

lifetime” (Hawkes 1973: 53). This is why Tanchun says “she (Daiyu) cries so much” 

because it is Daiyu’s destiny to cry for Baoyu. So, Daiyu cries all her life for Baoyu,  

dying on Baoyu’s wedding day – immediately evoking E Huang ( ) and Nv Ying 

( ) who weep for their husband, the Emperor Shun. Additionally, the name of 

Daiyu’s house is Naiad’s House/the Bamboo Lodge and her favourite plant is 

bamboo, so that – in short – Cao uses “ ” as a symbol for Daiyu, because 

the name evokes the spirit of Daiyu’s tragic life. Therefore, when translating her pen 

name, it is essential to recreate the association between Daiyu and “ ”, her 

tragic life. Underpinning his translation of Daiyu’s pen name as “River Queen”, 

Hawkes offers a detailed explanation of the legend of the Emperor Shun and his two 

queens, the origin of the allusion “ ”, as we have seen. Furthermore, we 

notice that Hawkes rewrites “ ？” into “Naiad’s Tear”, and “ ” into 

“Naiad’s House”. Naiad is a female spirit in Greek mythology, connected to fresh 

water; who is destined to die when the water dries up. Furthermore, Naiad is known 

to be jealous, which is the same as Daiyu’s personality. Therefore, Hawkes’ 

translation of “  (River Queen)”, “  (Naiad’s House)” and “ ？ 

(Naiad’s tears)” are closely connected. First of all, since Naiad is the spirit who 

controls water, it becomes understandable why Daiyu’s pen name is River Queen – 

the controller of the river. Secondly, the mythological image of Naiad is a Western 

response to the opening myth of Hong Lou Meng. Finally, the characteristics of 

Naiad, to some degree, coincide with those of Daiyu, such as jealousy and 

melancholy. But, at the same time, this image leaves space for TT readers to imagine 

the image of Daiyu, so that although domesticating on a broad scale, the translation 
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offers sufficiently potent implicatures for the TT to function in a way that is not 

dissimilar to the ST. Yang, on the other hand, does not rewrite here – his translation 

of “ ” is “Queen of the Bamboo”, and the “ ” is “Bamboo Lodge”, 

emphasising the connection between Daiyu’s penname and the name of her house. 

However, these translations do not reproduce the association between the allusion 

“ ” and Daiyu’s personality or destiny, whereas, in this example, Hawkes’ 

translation shows us that when it comes to translating allusion, rewriting is an 

effective method to rebuild the implicit beauty of an allusion while simultaneously 

delivering requisite ST information to TT readers. By using allusions and images 

from the TT culture to replace the allusions in the ST, the TT builds up a familiar 

world for TT readers which enables them to make and draw upon associations with 

pre-existing experiences and knowledge, and thus opens up the space for a marked 

degree of imaginative complicity.  

It is clearly not always easy, however, to locate a suitable allusion or image 

in the TT culture which functions across its implicit and overt levels in a way that is 

similar to the allusion in the ST culture, especially when the two cultures in question 

have few intersections, few points of contact. Therefore, as suggested before, the 

overriding concern of translation as rewriting remains that of conveying meaning. In 

other words, as we have already suggested, allusion presents a multi-layered 

challenge to the translator. There is a particularly complex case in this regard in 

Hong Lou Meng in which an allusion contains another allusion, a double allusion that 

almost inevitably defies direct translation. 

“ ‘ ’ ‘
’ ‘ ’

––  (Cao 1981: 
610)” 
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Baoyu smiled and said: “in ‘Trouble Letter’ there is a sentence 
says the best, “since what time did Meng Guang accept Liang 
Hong’s tray?’ These five words only the existed allusion, the 
difficult is her ‘since what time’ these three virtual characters, the 
question is interesting. – Since what time accepted? You said to 
me to listen. (my literal translation)” 
 
“It comes in the section called “Ying-ying’s Reply”,’ said Bao-
yu:  

‘Since when did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray? 
The question seems rather an apposite one. Those two little 
words “since when” particularly intrigue me. Kindly expound 
them for me, will you? Since when did Meng Guang accept 
Liang Hong’s tray? (Hawkes 1977: 477)” 
 
‘In that scene ‘Trouble Over the Billet-doux’ there’ s an excellent 
line: 

Since when did Liang Hong and Meng Guang become so 
intimate? 

Isn’t that superb! The reference to Liang Hong and Meng Guang 
is just an ordinary classical allusion, but turned into a question 
it’s rather neat. So, since when? Can you explain? (Yang 2015: 
993)’ 
 

This is the most complex use of allusion in the novel, because one allusion is 

embedded in another. The primary allusion – “  (since what 

time did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)” – offers a second implied frame of 

reference allusion – “  (since what time did Meng Guang 

accept Liang Hong’s tray)” is from Ying-ying’s play ( ), taken from 

Western Chamber.33 However, in Ying-ying’s play, the allusion “

 (since what time did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)” already contains 

another level of allusion “ (jǔ àn qí méi, holding the tray the same height as 

brows, my literal translation)”. Let us analyse these two allusions one by one. 

The allusion “ ” literally means “holding the tray the same height 

as brows”; it is a set phrase which describes how a man and wife respect each other 

 
33 �d�g�, The Western Chamber is a famous dramatic work written by Wang Shifu in Yuan dynasty. It is a 
romantic story between Cui Yingying and Zhang junrui. This story is an important point in Hong Lou Meng, and 
several of its famous sentences are referenced.   
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and have a good relationship. In his translation, Yang offers a detailed explanation in 

an endnote: 

Liang Hong, a poor scholar of the Eastern Han Dynasty, married 
swarthy 3-year-old Meng Guang but paid her little attention for 
seven days on end though she decked herself out in her best 
finery. Then the bride changed into homespun clothes and busied 
herself with household chores, and Liang Hong praised her, 
saying: “This is how my wife should be” (Yang 2015: 1285). 

Ancient China was a patriarchal society, where females were subservient to males at 

all times, so that the set phrase “  (holding the tray the same height as 

brows)” recalls that every time Meng Guang (the wife) sent food to her husband 

Liang Hong, she held the food tray at the same height as her brows to show her 

respect to Liang Hong. In short, this set phrase is used to describe a harmonious 

relationship between husband and wife (especially in regard to acceptance of the 

supposed superior position of the male). This allusion is used in Western Chamber, 

where lady Cui Yingying engages secretly with the scholar Zhang, but lies to her 

maid Hong Niang, telling her that she wants to spurn him. Hong Niang tries hard to 

deliver love letters from scholar Zhang to Cui Yingying in the hope they can marry. 

Therefore, when Hong Niang finds out that Yingying is already involved with 

scholar Zhang but has been lying to her, she feels deceived, and decides to enjoy a 

joke at her mistress’s expense: “  (since what time did Meng 

Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)”. In ancient China, there was little probability that 

a husband would serve food for his wife, so this allusion contains the idea of surprise 

or shock about something untoward happening. Yang also introduces the allusion 

from Western Chamber: 

In the Western Chamber, the heroine Cui Yingying feigned 
annoyance when her maid Hongniang tried to bring her and the 
young scholar Zhang together, as they were secretly in love. 
Learning that Yingying had already arranged a meeting with 
Zhang, the maid taunted her mistress by using the classical 
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allusion about Meng Guang and Liang Hong (Yang 2015: 1285). 

Therefore, in Hong Lou Meng, the allusion “  (since what 

time did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)” is an embedded allusion which 

originates from the set phrase “  (holding the tray the same height as 

brows)”. There are two reasons why Baoyu uses “  (since 

what time did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)”. Firstly, Baoyu wants to 

know how long Daiyu and Baochai have been good friends, his feelings echoing 

those of Hong Naing. Daiyu, it appears, has always disliked Baochai, but now Baoyu 

discovers that they are suddenly very close. So, again echoing Hong Naing, Baoyu 

uses this allusion to ridicule Daiyu. Only now does the meaning of this complex 

double-allusion finally become clear.  

In rendering it, translators must overlay the two referents of the allusion 

“ (holding the tray the same height as brows)”, “  

(since what time did Meng Guang accept Liang Hong’s tray)” as well as accounting 

for the narrative elements of Hong Lou Meng in which the device is embedded. Since 

the ST itself is a long literary piece, it is not wise to give too much explanation or 

add too much information as it will break the rhythm of reading. However, in this 

circumstance, textual amplification, rather than thickened explanations such as 

footnotes or endnotes, is arguably the most direct way for readers to get clear 

information. This “is a way of translating that can promote in the target language 

culture a fuller understanding of and a deeper respect for the culture of the other” 

(Cheung 2006: 2). Yang’s endnote, however, gives readers, especially those who 

want to have a deeper understanding of Chinese culture, the opportunity to discover 

the full meaning of the embedded allusion and to glean a deeper insight into the 

connection between this allusion and the context. Yang rewrites the allusion directly 
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as “since when did Liang Hong and Meng Guang become so intimate”, this 

particular lexical choice well-suited to the function of the allusion. Additionally, 

Yang incorporates the note that “the reference is just an ordinary classical allusion 

but turned into a question it’s rather neat” (2015: 993) to remind readers that there is 

more to this than meets the eye, thereby hopefully piquing their interest; he then 

resorts to an endnote to explain the embedded allusion, which does not affect the 

fluency of the TT, unless the reader chooses to follow the reference. By combining 

rewriting and supplementary explanation, Yang, in this case, both decreases the 

difficulty of understanding for TT readers and helps them to understand the hidden 

information directly. As a result, he creates a positive reading experience for readers, 

while, at the same time, minimising the loss of information.  

Hawkes, uncharacteristically, leaves the content as it is in the original in 

this instance. At the same time, he effectively weakens the function of the allusion by 

changing the emphasis to “  (since when)” – firstly, he uses “those two little 

words ‘since when’ particularly intrigue me” to express Baoyu’s curiosity as to how 

long Daiyu and Baochai have been good friends. Hawkes then repeats “since when”, 

but this time presents these two words in italics as a thickening device to suggest 

emphasis, accordingly, drawing the reader’s attention specifically to the repetition. 

By repeating “since when” and using italics, Hawkes suggests to his readers the 

hidden significance of Baoyu’s words. We may question, however, how effective this 

procedure is, since the key point remains the allusion. If the translator does not 

explain the meaning of the allusion clearly, then TT readers will still be unable to 

access the information that is implied in “since when”. This means that TT readers 

will only know that Baoyu wants to know at a particular point in time, but they will 

remain oblivious to the context of that desire. The example is interesting, because it 
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shows that an allusion, as a reference linked to specific cultural material, needs to be 

rewritten in terms of intercultural communication, because without the cultural 

background, it is impossible for TT readers to understand the meaning and feel the 

subtle beauty of implicitness of an allusion. Therefore, it is not only the aesthetic 

value of the text that decreases, but also the comprehension of the TT will be 

influenced. As we have seen in this example, where Hawkes only delivers the literal 

meaning of the allusion, this allusion becomes void in the context since TT readers 

have no way to decode the meaning and emotion contained in it. However, with 

Yang’s rewriting and supplementary explanation, the meaning is conveyed to TT 

readers clearly. The provisional conclusion is clear; whatever strategy translators 

choose to employ; it is always rooted in the contingency of the specific moment of 

the text – and the concrete requirements of that moment. It is rare that a broad 

strategy can be applied across the full length of the text, and translators need always 

to remain live to the need to adjust their approach to deal more completely with the 

emergence of, as in this case, new stylistic devices. 

To sum up, allusions are cultural references that tend to function through 

the aesthetic of the implicit. Readers need to be able to connect such allusions with 

their own universe of knowledge so that they can understand implied meanings as 

well as the subtle emotions delivered by these allusions. The ability to decode an 

allusion relies heavily on the reader’s cultural knowledge so that, in translations of 

allusions, the most important criterion is to ensure their implied meanings can be 

conveyed to TT readers who do not have access to the cultural knowledge that is 

assumed of the ST readership. It is for that reason, of course, that only concentrating 

on the literal meanings of allusions might not work, since without background 

information, TT readers will be unable to rebuild the connection between the ST 
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allusion and their own cultural background. Hence, translators need to concentrate on 

what kind of associations the ST allusions create and what information they want to 

deliver. Then, through rewriting, translators will able to show the hidden information 

clearly to TT readers and ensure that the TT is readable and comprehensible; they 

might even be able to recreate the beauty of implicitness by finding a similar allusion 

or image in the TT culture. But that is a necessarily second-order concern. 

4.1.2. Sexual description 

Because of the importance of ethics and etiquette, it is not widely accepted to talk 

about sex in public or literary works, even in modern China. In ancient China, this 

was in fact deemed vulgar and was forbidden, “at least from the Songs on [Song 

dynasty, 960 – 1279], that bodily functions and sexual intercourse in particular are to 

be interpreted as impure and shameful” (Eberhard 1967: 64 – 65). Sex is close to a 

forbidden topic in Chinese classical literature, “as in most of the stories of ‘talent’ 

and ‘beauty’, the exaltation and idealization of the woman corresponds to silent 

concern lovers’ desire and sexuality” (Santangelo 2000: 488). Although Hong Lou 

Meng is arguably more liberal in this regard in that it uses some sexual descriptions 

(including descriptions related to homosexuality) to showcase all aspects of 

aristocratic life at that time and to deepen characterization. However, throughout the 

greater part of the novel, the language in Hong Lou Meng used to describe love and 

sex is implicit. “Since China had no rhetoric of love freed from all sexual 

implications, corresponding to that which was profoundly rooted in the West, the 

language reinvented by the author had to make use of a set of expedients, neologisms 

[such as that of the ‘lust of intention’]” (ibid.: 489). Chinese classical literature, 

accordingly, tends to use metaphors and symbols to avoid talking about sex directly. 

Their cultural knowledge permits ST readers to understand the meanings, feel the 
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beauty of implicit writing, and appreciate the masking tone of romance. However, as 

most TT readers would arguably not be aware of the way in which allusion to the 

sexual description is thus masked in Chinese literature, they may develop the 

perception that this is a world where sex does not matter. It is precisely to obviate 

this perception that rewriting necessary. 

In Hong Lou Meng, the word “ (fēng yuè)” which literally means 

“wind and moon” is frequently used as a symbol of love and sex. However, not every 

occurrence of “ ” in Hong Lou Meng implies sex. Therefore, it is important for 

translators to distinguish between the different usages of this word, to make sure that 

the TT is logical and comprehensible for TT readers. The table below shows some 

translations of the word “ ” as provided by Hawkes and Yang. What the table 

shows is that the word “ ” expresses different hidden meanings and emotions in 

different contexts – in broad terms, some indicating pure love, other much more 

rooted in the erotic. Yang’s literal translation, “breeze and moonlight”, offer little 

guidance to TT readers, whereas in Hawkes’ rewriting, the TT becomes more 

explicitly clear: 

Table 4: Translations of “��” 

1 

, , , , (Cao 
1981: 3)� 

Especially there is a wind and moon pen and ink, it is filthy and obscene, 
poisoning pen and ink, spoiling young people, (its harms) are unable to 
count (my literal translation). 

Y Even worse are those writers of the breeze-and-moonlight school, who 
corrupt the young with pornography and filth (Yang 2015: 5). 

H Still worse is the “erotic novel”, by whose filthy obscenities our young folk 
are all too easily corrupted (Hawkes 1973: 49). 

2 

(Cao 1981: 4)� 

East Lu Kong Meixi names it Wind and Moon Treasure Mirror (my literal 
translation). 
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Y Kong Meixi of eastern Lu suggested the title Precious Mirror of Love (Yang 
2015: 7). 

H Old Kong Mei-xi from the homeland of Confucius called the book A Mirror 
for the Romantic (Hawkes 1973: 51). 

3 

 (Cao 1981: 56)� 

Infatuation men and sorrow women, pity wind and moon debt hard to repay 
(my literal translation). 

Y 
Pity silly lads and plaintive maids hard put to  

it to requite debts of breeze and moonlight (Yang 2015: 91 – 92). 

H 
Star-crossed men and maids 

Groan that love's debts should be so hard to pay (Hawkes 1973:130). 

4 

“ ” (Cao 1981: 56)? 

But (I) don’t know what is the “ancient-modern emotion”? What is “wind 
and moon debt”? (my literal translation) 

Y I wonder what's meant by ‘passion from time immemorial’ and ‘debts of 
breeze and moonlight’ (Yang 2015: 92). 

H I wonder what the meaning of “passion that outlasts all time” can be. And 
what are “love's debts” (Hawkes 1973: 131)? 

5 
(Cao 1981: 61) 

All only for wind and moon emotion strong (my literal translation). 

Y From the strong passion of breeze and moonlight they came (Yang 2015: 
101). 

H The wind and moonlight first did love compose (Hawkes 1973: 139). 

6 

?

(Cao 1981: 64)� 

In dust world how many wealthy and noble families, those green window 
wind and moon, embroidery building smoke and cloud, all was stained by 
obscene, dirty, rich playboys and obscene women (my literal translation). 

Y 
In your dusty world, countless green-windowed chambers and embroidered 
boudoirs of rich and noble families are desecrated by amorous men and 
loose women (Yang 2015: 109). 

H 

In the rich and noble households of your mortal world, too many of those 
bowers and boudoirs where innocent tenderness and sweet girlish fantasy 
should reign are injuriously defiled by coarse young voluptuaries and loose, 
wanton girls (Hawkes 1973: 145). 

7 

(Cao 1981: 137) 

Wang Xifeng vicious designed a lovesick trap, Jia Tianxiang directly looked 
into wind and moon mirror (my literal translation) 
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Y Xifeng Sets a Vicious Trap for a Lover; Jia Rui Looks into the Wrong Side 
of the Precious Mirror of Love (Yang 2015: 219) 

H 
Wang Xi-feng sets a trap for her admirer; 

And Jia Rui looks into the wrong side of the mirror (Hawkes 1973: 243) 

8 

 (Cao 1981: 169 – 
170) 

Now she grew up, gradually know wind and moon, so she fancy Qinzhong 
who was handsome (my literal translation). 

Y and now that she was old enough to know the meaning of love she had taken 
a fancy to handsome young Qin Zhong (Yang 2015: 278). 

H 
however - now that she had reached adolescence - given way to a more 
mature emotion. She had fallen in love with Qin Zhong… (Hawkes 1973: 
296) 

9 

 (Cao 1981: 584) 

Inquiring about he liked acting in operas, and all were the Sheng (main male 
role) and Dan (female role) wind and moon operas, inevitably 
misunderstood, wrongly thought he was wind and moon people (my literal 
translation). 

Y 
for the report that Liu was fond of acting in romantic operas about young 
scholars and beauties had made him mistake him for a homosexual (Yang 
2015: 951). 

H 

The discovery that he was a keen amateur actor one, moreover, who 
specialized in romantic roles had led Xue Pan to jump to the wrong 
conclusion and assume that he must share the same ‘wind and moonlight' 
proclivities as himself (Hawkes 1977: 437). 

10 

(Cao 1981:995)� 

The next sentence slipped away, only using some wind and moon to deceive 
(my literal translation). 

Y but fell down again on the next. Why keep padding it out with the ‘breeze’ 
and the ‘moon’ all the time (Yang 2015: 1658)? 

H But then in your next line you wander off the track. Is that the best you can 
do, padding out with that stuff about moonlight (Hawkes 1980: 518)? 

 

With the exception of example ten, all the uses of “  (wind and moon)” make 

some reference to love and sex, no matter how oblique. However, they instantiate a 

range of emotional responses, from positive to negative, with the result that if 

translators do not rewrite to render the hidden meanings of “ ” at least relatively 
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more explicit, the range of referents and responses will be inevitably flattened out.  

Notable in that regard, for instance, the “ ” in the first example and the 

second “ ” of the ninth example contain meanings with what were considered at 

the time negative connotations. The first one refers to a pornographic novel; in the 

ninth sentence, it implies a reference to homosexuality (which would pose different 

issues of translation if the novel were being translated into English today). In the first, 

second, third, fourth, seventh, and eighth example, the word “ ” is neutral. The 

second and seventh imply the name of a magic love mirror, and the third and fourth 

refer to a lovers’ quarrel. The eighth “ (gradually know wind and moon)” 

describes a young girl who begins to find out about sex as she grows up; and the “

(wind and moon drama)” is a general name for operas about romance and 

love. The second, fifth and sixth example contain positive meanings according to 

their contexts. “ ” in the fifth sentence is used to describe a strong feeling of love; 

and the sixth sentence talks of the purest form of love between young people.  

The sheer variety of these referents and emotions constitutes a translational 

challenge of significant proportions. The examples in the table indicate that Yang 

uses literal translation much more than Hawkes. In all ten examples, half of Yang’s 

translations of this word is “breeze and moon”, while Hawkes only uses it three times. 

As has been suggested throughout this thesis, the purpose of Yang’s of translation is 

to deliver Chinese culture to a Western English-speaking audience, so that he keeps 

most of the Chinese cultural connotations in their literal meanings. This strategy has 

the advantage that TT readers will easily see the differences between Chinese and 

English culture. However, once again, readers who do not know Chinese culture, 

may not understand the translation entirely. In this example, since “breeze and 
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moon” does not have a specific analogy in English, TT readers may have no idea 

what the text is talking about. In short, this strategy may hurt the reading experience 

of TT readers. In comparison, to ensure the readability of the TT, Hawkes makes 

changes in most of his translations of “ ”. For example, in the first sentence, 

Hawkes translates “ (wind and moon pen and ink)” into “erotic novel” 

directly. His translation of the third “ (wind and moon debt)” is “love debt”, 

which is much easier to understand than the “debts of breeze and moonlight” which 

we find in Yang’s translation. Furthermore, although Hawkes makes such changes in 

his translations, he tries, nevertheless, to imitate the implied style of the ST. In the 

eighth sentence, for instance, Hawkes uses “a more mature emotion” instead of 

saying “love” directly, echoing a Chinese way of referring to sexual love. 

Although love and romance tend to be articulated in a metaphorical way in 

Chinese classical literature, any sexual description is deemed unethical and thus 

entirely forbidden. In Hong Lou Meng, there are not many descriptions of sex – in 

one-hundred and twenty chapters, sexual references only appear around twenty times 

(including descriptions about homosexuality). Most of them are written in an 

inconspicuous way, hidden behind other layers of language. The following is an 

example to show how rewriting works in terms of acknowledging both the depth of 

meaning and the expressive beauty of the original. It is the description of Baoyu’s 

first sexual encounter:  

…… ……
 (Cao 1981: 65 – 67)  

 
Baoyu dazed, according to Jinghuan’s instruction, no avoid doing 
son’s and daughter’s stuff, also hard to describe … so (Baoyu) 
forced Xiren together to try Jinghuan’s instruction…mincing for 
half day, no ways, only with Baoyu warm exist for once (my 
literal translation). 
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Dazed and confused, Bao-yu nevertheless proceeded to follow 
out the instructions that Disenchantment had given him, which 
led him by predictable stages to that act which boys and girls 
perform together – and which it is not my intention to give a full 
account of here…anxious to share with her the lesson he had 
learned from Disenchantment…after a certain amount of coy 
resistance, to have his way with her (Hawkes 1973: 147 – 150).  
 
Baoyu in a daze did all the goddess had told him. We can draw a 
veil over his first act of love…he urged her to carry out the 
instructions with him…So they tried it out secretly together 
(Yang 2015: 111 – 114).  
 

Although this paragraph is a description of sex, the ST makes no direct mention of 

love or sex. This is, in part, because Baoyu is notionally too young to even know 

what it is, so that when the author writes from Baoyu’s perspective, he avoids using 

any sort of knowing language. Hence, both Hawkes and Yang also seek to emulate 

this distance in their translations. In the ST, there are two sentences that relate to sex, 

the first one is “  (son’s and daughter’s stuff)”. Hawkes interprets this 

sentence as “boys and girls perform together”. It is questionable how effective this is 

in that, clearly, there are many things that boys and girls can perform together. As for 

Yang’s version, his language is more direct. Yang rewrites the ST into “first act of 

love” which unmistakably evokes the sexual act; however, it is worth noting that he 

uses the word “love” rather “sex” so that the TT delivers is as much of a sense of 

romance as an erotic encounter. The second sentence containing sexual description in 

the ST is “  (warm exist)”, once again eliding sex, but referring instead to 

comfort, gentleness and softness – qualities associated with intimacy. In this example, 

as the context suggests, this word is used to indicate the sexual relationship between 

Baoyu and his maid Xiren. In this sentence, Hawkes uses the English idiom “have 

one’s way” to indicate the sexual act, which has perhaps unfortunate overtones of 

sexual dominance. In this case, the problem is that rewriting, especially when it 
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resorts to an overtly domesticating strategy reliant on a ready-made phrase in English 

– as in this particular case – may tend to evoke a different set of associations to those 

that characterise the Chinese context. 

4.1.3. Humour 

Humour is an important component of literature and marks a clear intersection 

between style and function. “Humour brings happiness to readers, and as a figure of 

speech is the aesthetic object” (Liu 2005: 131; my translation). In Chinese, as we 

might expect from the overall discussion throughout, humour works best at the level 

of implicature – which is a prime reason why Chinese humour is often considered to 

be tenuous. “Humour was identified as the major imperfection in the history of 

Chinese literature. Chinese people had a sense of humour but had forgotten how to 

cultivate it, resulting in a stifling intellectual scene” (Rea 2015: 133). Influenced by 

Confucianism, humour in Chinese culture is a restrained behaviour – Confucianism 

has five basic requirements for people, , , , , · (benevolence, dutifulness, 

observance of the rites, wisdom and faith). The way to achieve benevolence is by 

overcoming one’s natural instincts and desires and to keep good manners.34 As a 

result, Chinese people value self-control in daily life, not expressing humour often. 

“Orthodox Chinese literature did not allow for humorous expression, so Chinese 

people did not understand the nature of humour and its function” (Chey and Davis 

2011:179) – the opinion expressed here is too sweeping and cut-and-dried to be fully 

acceptable, but it does work at a very broad level. And it is certainly true that, 

accordingly, humour in Chinese classical literature usually appears in an unobvious 

form. In this regard, Russell notes: 

 
34 �,#U
, to return to the observance of the rites through overcoming the self-constitutes benevolence 
(Confucius, Trans. Lau 1979: 112). 
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Their restraint and under-statement are evident when they are 
compared with Western mystics. Both characteristics belong to 
all Chinese literature and art, and to the conversation of 
cultivated Chinese in the present�day. All classes in China are 
fond of laughter, and never miss a chance�of a joke. In the 
educated classes, the humour is sly and delicate, so � that 
Europeans often fail to see it, which adds to the enjoyment of the 
Chinese. Their habit of under-statement is remarkable (1922: 
189). 

Humour in traditional Chinese culture and classical literature is, in short, implied and 

delicate. The usual term “  (yōu mò)” did not, in fact, suggest humour until the 

great translator Lin Yutang first used it and ascribed to it the meaning of humour in 

1924. The word, interestingly, originally means “quiet” ( ), the 

character “  (yōu)” containing the meaning of “to hide”, “to be quiet” and “to 

relax”, while “  (mò)” is “silence” or “not speaking”. In that regard, it is worth 

noting that the Chinese word for humour thus indicates implicitly what Chinese 

humour is. Notwithstanding all of this, however, it is certainly unfair to say that 

Chinese culture ever really lacked a sense of humour, for “westerners are seriously 

humorous, the Chinese are humorously serious” (cited in Kao 1974: xviii). And 

although much humour does not take place on the surface of language, it is still an 

important technique of expression in Hong Lou Meng; the author uses humour to 

make his fiction vivid and dramatic. And since the humour is an important element of 

Hong Lou Meng, it follows that it is important that translators deliver it as effectively 

as possible.  

In Chinese literature, there is a figure of speech  (fēi bái) which 

“makes use of mistakes in the language [including the mistake of sound, form and 

meaning] to achieve humorous effects” (Tang and Huang 1990: 497; my translation). 

This means that writers use wrong pronunciations (homophones), wrong characters 

(homographs), and introduce obvious mistakes – reminiscent of malapropisms – in 
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regard to common sense or general knowledge to make the text funny. Therefore, 

when translating this kind of humour, the key point is how to take on the associations 

between mistakes and the sense of humour. The following is an example of humour 

conveyed by introducing mistakes in terms of content. Our question is, once again, 

whether it is possible to rebuild the sense of humour – in terms of content and 

function – through the act of rewriting. 

In one key scene of Hong Lou Meng, Baoyu prepares to go to private 

school with his new friend Qin Zhong. Before they go, Baoyu’s father Jia Zheng (a 

strict and serious father) warns Baoyu’s servants not to let him skip classes. The lead 

servant, Li Gui, is nervous and says:  

,  ‘《《 ’, 
 (Cao 1981: 108)  

 
Brother already read the third volume of the Book of Songs, 
something like “yu-yu the deer crying, lotus leaves duckweeds”. 
Little me don’t dare to lie (my literal translation). 
 

Here, Li Gui makes a mistake that an educated person would not make: the correct 

sentence should read “  (yōu yōu lù míng, yu-yu the deer crying),  

(shíyě zhī píng, eating wild grass, my literal translation)”. However, Li Gui is a 

servant, and although he has a higher position than the other servants, he never went 

to school or studied poetry. Therefore, he only remembers one sentence of the poem, 

but makes up another sentence based on his memory of the sound (as the 

pronunciation of “ ” and “ ” are the same). In this part of the narrative, the people 

present (except Li Gui) are well educated and have a high social status, which makes 

the mistake even more comical. To recreate this humour, the two translators follow 

different approaches. Characteristically, Hawkes introduces deliberately contrived 

amendments: 
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Master Bao has read the first three books of the Poetry Classic, 
sir, up to the part that goes  

Hear the happy bleeding deer 
Grousing in the vagrant meads… 

That’s the truth, sir. I wouldn’t tell a lie (Hawkes 1973: 204). 
 

While Yang translates it as: 

“I wouldn’t tell a lie, sir,” he exclaimed. “The young master has 
studied three volumes of the Book of Songs, down to ‘yu-yu cry 
the deer, louts leaves and duckweed’” (2015: 176). 

As for the original poem, the first sentence “《《 ” means “how gaily call the 

deer” (Xu 2009: 172), the second sentence “ ” means “grazing in the shade” 

(ibid.: 172). The key point is the second sentence which Li Gui says as “ ”, 

which literally means “louts leaves and duckweed”. In our example, Yang’s version 

is almost a direct translation. The mimetic word “ /《《” is translated into “yu-

yu” which is similar to its sound. The translation of “ ” keeps its literal 

meaning as well. This is a semantically correct translation, but TT readers who do 

not know the original poem will not know that Li Gui makes a mistake and what the 

mistake is. Therefore, the sense of humour disappears. Hawkes, on the other hand, 

makes changes. As there is no equal connection in English culture to this poem, he 

creates one. He omits “ ” and substitutes it with “grousing in the vagrant 

meads”. It seems to have no specific usage here; however, the first part is also 

changed. “Happy bleeding” might seem an unusual translation. We might suggest 

that Hawkes uses “bleeding” and “happy” to remind readers that Li Gui makes 

mistakes here, and the match of bleeding and happy creates an awkward yet comical 

effect because a bleeding deer can hardly be happy. Hawkes’ translation shows, at 

least, that Li Gui says something strange. However, the sense of humour is weakened 

in the TT, because TT readers only find out that there is something wrong but lack 

the background information that fully contextualises the mistake and so generates the 
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humour. So, in order to highlight that there is something comical going on here, both 

translators resort to insertions: 

This novel version of the well-known lines provoked a roar of 
laughter from the literary gentlemen (Hawkes 1973: 204). 
 
This unintentional travesty of the original line set the whole 
room in a roar of laughter (Yang 2015: 176). 
 

Such rewriting tends to the merely explicative rather than the creatively comical. 

Although Hawkes tries to recreate humour through rewriting, in the final analysis he 

only reminds TT readers that Li Gui makes a mistake, but the humour itself remains 

frustratingly hidden from TT readers. In this case, this sort of humour, which is based 

on cultural accumulation and functions through intertextuality, is difficult to deal 

with in translation. Once separate from its source culture, there is no soil for it to 

blossom, it is left uprooted in the new reader’s imagination. For the ST reader, the 

referent poem is well known, an assumed staple of the readership’s universe of 

knowledge, taught at a very early age so that any mistakes people make in regard to 

it come across as immediately funny. Additionally, the two homophones of “  (píng, 

duckweed)” in the wrong recitation, and “  (píng, wormwood)” in the original 

sentence help to increase the sense of humour. In this way, we have to acknowledge 

that when the translators cannot reproduce the association both of meaning and 

sound, rewriting in this particular instance fails – reinforcing the point made earlier 

in this chapter that no single strategy can ever be expected to be uniformly effective 

across any text, let alone one as stylistically and rhetorically rich as this novel. As we 

see, the key point of translating humour, based here on the rhetoric of Fei Bai, is to 

show TT readers why the mistake is perceived as funny. The mistake in itself is, of 

course, not funny, but rather its distortion of the cultural background in which it sits 

makes it so. It is only when the translator is able to recreates the same sort of 
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connection between the mistake and the TT culture that the sense of humour will be 

most fully recreated.  

Here is another example of a mistake in sound in Hong Lou Meng which 

demonstrates that when the connection between mistake and TT culture is carefully 

rebuilt, then the TT readership may appreciate the humour. 

, , , 
, : “ : ! ! 

!” , , , 
,  “ ” ,  “ ” , : 

“ , ?” , : “
!” : “ ? 

, , ? (Cao 1981: 399)” 
 
When looked forward, only see an old nanny came out, Baoyu 
felt as getting a treasure, so (Baoyu) caught and seized on her, 
said: “quickly go in to tell: the master wants to beat me! Hurry 
go hurry go! (It) is urgent (it) is urgent!” Baoyu, firstly, was too 
terrified, (his) speaking was not clear; secondly, the old nanny 
was deaf, not hearing what (Baoyu) said, treating “is urgent” two 
characters listened as “jump well” two characters, so (she) 
smiled and said: “(If he wants to) jump well then let him jump, 
(what) second master worried about?” Baoyu find (she) was deaf, 
so hurry anxiously said: “You go out to call my servants come!” 
The granny said: “What is unfinished? In very early (time) is 
done, her mistress gave silver, why is unfinished? (my literal 
translation)” 
 
As he was looking round anxiously, an old nanny finally 
appeared. He seized on her as if she were a treasure. 
“Go in quick!” he cried. “Tell them the master’s going to beat me. 
Do hurry! This is urgent!” 
He was too terrified to speak distinctly and the old woman, being 
hard of hearing, mistook the word “urgent” for “drowning.” 
“She chose drowning herself,” she told him soothingly. “What 
does it matter to you?” 
Her deafness made Baoyu frantic. 
“Go and get my page to come,” he begged. 
“It’s over now. Over and done with. And the mistress has given 
them clothes and silver too. Don’t fret. (Yang 2015: 657)” 
 
Then suddenly, in answer to his prayers, an old woman appeared 
– a darling, precious treasure of an old woman (or so she seemed 
at that moment) – and he dashed forward and clung to her 
beseechingly. 
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‘Quickly!’ he said. ‘Go and tell them that Sir Zheng is going to 
beat me. Quickly! Quickly! Go and tell. GO AND TELL.” 
Partly because agitation had made him incoherent and partly 
because, as ill luck would have it, the old woman was deaf, 
almost everything he said has escape her – except for the ‘Go 
and tell’, which she misheard as ‘in the well’. She smiled at him 
reassuringly. 
‘Let her jump in the well then, young master. Don’t you worry 
your pretty head about it!” 
Realising that he had deafness, too, to contend with, he now 
became quite frantic. 
‘GO AND TELL MY PAGES.’ 
‘Her wages?' the old woman asked in some surprise. ‘Bless you, 
of course, they paid her wages! Her Ladyship gave a whole lot of 
money towards the funeral as well. And clothes. Paid her wages, 
indeed! (Hawkes 1977: 147)” 
 

This happens immediately before Baoyu’s father determines to beat Baoyu, who runs 

out to ask for help, but meets his deaf nanny. Baoyu tells her that he is in a hurry and 

wants the nanny to call Baoyu’s servants to help him. But, because the nanny cannot 

hear Baoyu’s words clearly, she keeps talking about other things which contributes to 

a sense of comic frustration in the boy. All of these effects depend on the 

misunderstanding of sound, so that if the translation fails to reproduce this phonetic 

game in its complexity, then the humour will disappear. Let us see how the ST 

utilises homophones to create humour and how the two translators deal with them. 

In the ST, there are two pairs of homophones. One is “  (yào jǐn, 

urgent)” and “  (tiào jǐng, jump in well)”; another pair is “  (xiǎo sī, pages)” 

and “ (bù lǎo shì, things do not finish)”. In the first pair of homophones, the 

word “  (yào jǐn)” is uttered by Baoyu who, when he runs out and bumps into the 

deaf nanny says “  (yào jǐn)” which means “urgent, hurry” to show his hurry. But 

the nanny mishears this as “  (tiào jǐng)” which means “jump into well”. So, the 

nanny comforts Baoyu by saying “Let her jump in the well then, young master. Don’t 

you worry your pretty head about it”, providing a degree of comic misinterpretation 
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that verges on the absurd. Yang's translation, which is a literal translation of the ST, 

translates “  (tiào jǐng)” as “drowning” (the result of jumping into the well is 

drowning). However, the pronunciations of “urgent” and “drowning” have no 

similarity, so we may suggest that Yang’s translation, although he explains that “(the 

old nanny) mistook the word ‘urgent’ for ‘drowning’”, the connection between these 

two words in the TT culture are too far removed to produce anything but a cognitive 

dissonance in the reader. Yang’s translation of the second group of words “  (xiǎo 

sī, pages)” and “  (bù lǎo shì, it’s over now)” is built around the same problem; 

in other words, the translation lacks natural connection with their sounds. Yang 

translates the meaning of the ST directly, and tells TT readers that because the nanny 

is deaf, she misheard those words. However, he deprives the audience of the humour 

contained in the ST, which leave the translation flat and, in terms of communicating 

humour to the reader, dysfunctional.  

Hawkes, on the other hand, rewrites this to rebuild the connections. He 

does so by omitting the literal meaning of the word “ ” but instead glosses it as 

“go and tell”, so that the translation of “ ” as “in the well”, achieves a close 

enough phonetic connection for the humour to be generated. Moreover “go and tell” 

works well within the context of Baoyu’s urgency; and indeed, Hawkes presents the 

second “go and tell” as capital letters, further emphasising Baoyu’s urgency through 

this typographical aspect. Regarding the second group of words “pages” and “wages”, 

Hawkes also makes a change to recreate the connection between sounds. In the ST, 

the word “  (bù lǎo shì)” means “things do not finish”. When the deaf nanny 

hears this word, she mistakenly thinks that Baoyu is asking why the funeral is not 

finished yet – because at that same time, the Jia family is holding the funeral of a 

maid of Baoyu’s mother, and Baoyu’s mother has given money to the maid’s family 
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as compensation. Accordingly, Hawkes uses “wages” instead of “  (things do 

not finish)”, so the TT suggests that the nanny thinks that Baoyu is asking her if the 

Jia family has given compensation to the maid’s family. We can thus see that Hawkes 

creates a new scenario in his translation, and that through rewriting, he is better able 

to rebuild the connection of sounds of the two pairs of words, making the 

misunderstanding of sounds function humorously in English. Therefore, when 

rewriting the figure of Fei Bai to reproduce the sense of humour, it is important to 

provide the context in which why the mistakes are funny, and to connect the mistakes 

with TT culture so that TT readers are able to see the funny side of the mistake.  

  As well as the figure of Fei Bai, the author uses other methods to create a 

sense of humour in Hong Lou Meng. Irrespective of the type of humour, the key 

point in translation is to rebuild the sense of humour by connecting the text and the 

TT culture. In other words, if the ST uses homophones to create humour, then a 

translator should try to recreate homophones in the TT culture. When TT readers 

recognise the associations between sounds, or forms and meanings, the sense of 

humour will be recreated in the TT. The idea is to allow TT readers to feel what ST 

readers feel, rather than merely explaining the joke – the translation has to function 

as literature not stand in a second-order way to it. I will discuss one more example to 

show how rewriting, as an effective method, can help to rebuild a sense of humour 

for TT readers. Among all the characters in Hong Lou Meng, Grannie Liu is an old 

country woman who never went to school but who is full of wisdom nonetheless. 

Compared to people in rich families, her language is vulgar but humorous. She visits 

the Jia family three times; the first time to borrow money and the second time 

because of gratitude; Cao gives a detailed description of her second visit to the Jia 

family. During her visit, lots of interesting things happen; for example, when Grannie 
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Liu eats with the girls and ladies of the Jia family, some of them decide to play with 

her:  

” ； ”

(liú) (liú) (niú)
”  (Cao 1981: 

489)  
 
Jia [grand]mother this side said “please”, Liu grannie stood up, 
high voice said: “old Liu, old Liu, food intake big as a cow, eat 
an old sow, don’t look up!” Speaking finished, but bellied (her) 
cheek, two eyes straight looked, without a word (my literal 
translation). 
 

This humour, again, is based on homophones. The character “ (liú)” is the surname 

of Grannie Liu, while “ (niú)” is cow; but their pronunciations are similar. 

Additionally, the cow is a metaphor of Grannie Liu and her status: a vulgar and 

uneducated old peasant woman like an old cow. It is therefore funny that such a 

person suddenly enters into a delicate and elegant world, so that when translating this 

type of humour, it is important to rebuild the homophones both to reflect the simple 

nature of Granny Liu and the strong contrastive style between her behaviour and that 

of the elegant ladies. Yang uses a series of same end rhymes to recreate the humorous 

effect in this scene: 

Old woman Liu, I vow, 
Eats more than any cow, 
And down she settles now,       
To gobble an enormous sow (2015: 800). 
 

In Yang’s translation, the four words “vow, cow, now and sow” not only rhyme, but 

they help to bring some element of form to the TT as well. In the first sentence, Yang 

adds “I vow” to constitute the end rhyme, and to keep the unity of rhyme, Yang 

deletes the final sentence “  (do not look up)” inserting instead the third 

sentence “and down she settles now”. Although this change does not interfere with 

the meaning, it ensures the harmony of sound. Finally, in the last sentence, Yang uses 
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the verb “gobble” to describe Granny Liu’s inappropriate manners, which strengthens 

the sense of humour of this short verse. In similar style, Hawkes makes small 

changes in his translation to achieve a better humorous effect as well: 

My name it is Liu, 
I’m a trencherman true; 
I can eat a whole sow, 
With her little pigs too (1973: 288). 
 

In Hawkes’ translation, the rhyme remains between “true” and “too” and. like Yang, 

he rewrites the last sentence, too. He changes the last sentence into “with her little 

pigs too”. In conjunction with the third sentence, these two sentences build up a vivid 

image of the “trencherman” which strengthens the comedic effect. However, since 

Hawkes rewrites “cow” in the second sentence into “trencherman”, the metaphor 

present in the ST disappears and the impact of the more abstruse word dissipates the 

humour. But what is clear from this brief example is that rewriting offers translator 

the opportunity to combine variously sound, form and meaning in the TT to rebuild 

the sense of humour. If translators only concentrate on the literal meaning of the ST, 

then it will become difficult to reproduce this funny reading experience for TT 

readers. Therefore, a feasible strategy to translate humour is to make use of 

homophones, homographs or even metaphors, allusion and images in the TT culture 

to rewrite the ST. That way, TT readers can experience humour in the TT that is, at 

least, analogous with that of the ST.  

By way of preliminary conclusion, the discussion of allusion, sexual 

descriptions and humour have suggested that Chinese classical literature emphasises 

the harmony of images and emotions (this will be expanded in the following section 

on artistic conception). Instead of delivering information directly, Chinese classical 

literature requires readers to be perceptive because most of the information is hidden 

in complex images. This is the reason why Chinese culture is a high-context culture; 
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most of the time, information is covert and hidden in implicit and indirect language. 

Therefore, in translation, if translators want to deliver the information to TT readers 

and make the TT more comprehensible, it is important that they rewrite the ST to 

expose the meanings and emotions contained in the ST. If translators only deliver the 

literal meanings of the ST, they will find that a lot of detail disappears because literal 

meanings are only one part of all of the information. These hidden meanings and 

emotions require translators to decode them first and then rewrite them to adhere to 

TT culture and traditions, so to show all information to TT readers. Only this way 

can the TT become readable and beautiful to TT readers. 

4.2. Artistic conception 

When studying Chinese arts, artistic conception ( —, yì jìng) is a key element, 

because it is the highest aesthetic scope in Chinese aesthetics; it is a reflection of 

Chinese aesthetic values and a guide to most Chinese art creations. But what exactly 

is artistic conception? “Artistic conception is a harmony status of images and 

authors’ thoughts and purposes in art creations. Artistic conception reflects authors’ 

aesthetic ideals” (Liu 2005: 160; my translation), the harmony between images and 

emotions – it uses images to deliver emotions and ideals, arousing the emotional 

echo between readers and art works. As early as the Wei and Jin dynasty (220 – 589), 

writers noticed the connection between writing and emotions:  

It is the sight of concrete objects which excites the emotions. 
Since the emotions have been excited by concrete objects, the 
ideas associated with the objects always clear; and since the 
objects are review with feeling, the language used to describe 
them is always beautiful (Liu, trans. Shih 2015: 62). 

In the Tang dynasty (618 – 907), the heyday of poetry, a series of poets began to 

think about and develop the theory of artistic conception. The term itself —, 
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artistic conception, was first suggested by the poet Wang Changling ( , famous 

for writing frontier fortress poems/war poetry), in his “Three Levels of Theory” 

(cited in Tang 2014: 187; my translation). The three levels in question are “ —

(physical conception), —(emotional conception), —(artistic conception)” (my 

translation). These three conceptions reflect three different levels of poetic idea and 

execution. Physical conception requires poets to describe settings vividly, emotional 

conception requires the strong but pure delivery of emotions, and artistic conception 

requires the poem to have a profound meaning and purpose. These three aspects 

merged gradually and finally formed the notion of artistic conception that has been 

guiding Chinese art creations for centuries, so that meaning, semantic and spiritual, is 

generated by the relationship achieved by the mapping of the emotive and affective 

onto vividly represented and evocative settings. Artistic conception becomes, in that 

way, a complex statement of aesthetic purpose, the highest requirement and pursuit 

of Chinese artistic creation, including literary creation. Wang Guowei notes: “A good 

Ci must have artistic conception. Where there is artistic conception, there is good 

writing” (2003: 4; my translation).  

Artistic conception is rooted in the vibrancy of the image ( ), which is 

why so much great Chinese art is seen as imagistic. “The inner beauty of Chinese 

literature is image” (Liu 2005: 287; my translation). Because Chinese artists tend to 

express by intuition rather than by reason, and by imaginative analogies rather than 

by formulated concepts, images are the carriers of the abstract intuition and sensation. 

“Chinese poetry and prose emphasise the harmony of images and emotion. Authors 

use images to express emotions and feelings” (ibid.: 154). Authors observe nature to 

simulate its image, and through imagery they express emotions and ideas.  

It has been noted that the most striking characteristics of Chinese 
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design are the preference for linear rhythms, the isolation of 
motifs, the suggested inter-relationship of concepts and ideas, the 
importance of voids and aesthetic implicate, and composition 
that mirrors them and seeks to embody flow of time (Rowley 
1974: 28).  

The preference for using imagistic writing to elicit an emotional response stems, 

most probably, from the close relation between literature and painting in Chinese fine 

art creations. Literature and painting interact, for “poems are formless paintings, 

paintings, poems in forms ( )” (Chan 2006: 100) – the 

only difference being that while a painting is intended to give audiences a detailed 

form, literature tries to create images through the evocative power of language. 

“Painting depicts the external shapes of things; it is essential that these shapes not be 

altered. Poetry conveys the meaning beyond the painted forms, it is imperative that it 

contains a picture’s air” (cited in Bush 2012: 32). In Chinese literature, images are 

the silhouettes of the real world which awaken people’s memory of their past 

experiences, then arouse people’s emotions and feelings. “Images means the 

emotions and thoughts of author closely combine with outside world; images are 

incarnation of emotions, feeling and thoughts of author” (Liu 2005: 159; my 

translation). In painting, therefore, in this sense, it is argued that observation of the 

material leads the artist to turn their sight from the real world to their inner world. 

The basic intention of art creation is, in this way, not to replicate the material world, 

but to recreate the feelings and emotions that the material elicits, and through those 

feelings to offer a point of intersection between the worlds of the spirit and of the 

material. Hence, the purpose of a painting is to create a microcosm rather than an 

aesthetic object.  

This is no less the intended function of literature. A literary work is an 

image which illustrates the author’s higher response to the material world. “[Image] 
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may be a sketch, a vignette, a criticism, an epigram or anything else you like. It may 

be impressionism; it may even be very good prose” (cited in Hakutani 1992: 47). As 

a consequence, in Chinese literature, images are carriers of emotions, ideals and 

values, a gate where the real world and the emotional world unite in the harmony of 

the spirit (the parallels with symbolist movements in poetry in Europe are clear). 

“The image is not an idea. It is a radiant node or cluster; it is what I can, and must 

perforce, call a Vortex, from which and through which, and into which, ideas are 

constantly rushing” (Pound 1970: 92). Images offer space for readers’ perceptions 

and imaginations. The well-known Qu (lyric) from Yuan dynasty (1271 – 1368) can 

show how images work in Chinese classical literature: 

  
，   

 
 (Si 2013: 79)  

 
Sky Clean Sand 
Autumn Missing 
Dry vines old trees dusk crows, little bridge running water 
people’s house, ancient road west wind skinny horse. Dusk sun 
west fall, broken intestine people at sky end (my literal 
translation). 
 
Tune: Sunny Sand  
Autumn Thoughts 
Over old trees wreathed with rotten vines fly evening crows; 
Under a small bridge near a cottage a stream flows; 
On ancient road in the west wind a lean horse goes. 
Westward declines the sun; 
Far, far from home is the heartbroken one (Xu 2009: 66). 
 

This short tune of Qu contains no verb, which seems impossible in English (we can 

see that the translation imposes a grammatical structure to make the poem seem 

complete). This Qu is formed through a series of what is known in Chinese is 

“parallel images” – it has ten images that allow it to describe a setting in which “the 

natural object is always the adequate symbol” (Pound 1968: 5). In the first sentence, 
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three images stem from the visual order low to high: “  (rotten vines),  (old 

trees) and  (evening crows)”. This group of images creates a sense of decay, for 

the vines are rotten and the tree is old; they are nearly dead. The crow in Chinese 

culture is a symbol of bad luck, which underlines the unhappy atmosphere in this 

scene. The second group of images appear according to the order of distance: “  

(small bridge),  (stream) and  (cottage)”. These three images describe a 

picture of cottages along a stream, which seems warm and tranquil. However, the 

images in the third sentence change into “  (ancient road),  (west wind, 

change from visual sense to tactile sense),  (lean horse, back to visual sense)”. 

The ancient road shows that the condition of the road is poor, while the west wind 

usually brings the feeling of cold. There, the lonely man only has a lean horse as 

company – not even a strong horse. Compared to the tranquil cottages, the feeling of 

solitude is heightened. The final image is the “  (Westward declines the 

sun)”; this image implies that night is coming. This is followed by the core line “far, 

far from home is the heartbroken one” – when the darkness comes, the lonely man is 

still on the old road with his horse, and without family. The feeling of loneliness and 

sadness is so strong and vivid through the description of these images. The reader 

sees this lonely man and even feels what he feels; some might even see themselves in 

this man. Somewhere in you, your emotion echoes with this picture, which in turn 

gives the literary work a sense of beauty – this is the nub of the artistic conception, 

the evocation of an unseen world where, nonetheless, as reader you can see, touch 

and feel.  

The reason why artistic conception works in Chinese art is because 

Chinese classical philosophy suggests that “people’s inner worlds are reflections of 
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outside world. Through perceiving the outside world people build up their inner 

worlds. The artistic conception is a reflection of this inner world” (Zhu 2006: 274; 

my translation). In this understanding, people form their values and life attitudes – 

the life of their inner words – based on their experiences of the material world. In 

turn, artistic creation reflects their authors’ inner worlds. “Art is committed to that 

perception of the world which alienates individuals from their functional existence 

and performance in society – it is committed to an emancipation of sensibility, 

imagination, and reason in all spheres of subjectivity and objectivity” (Marcuse 1979: 

9). As with authors, readers’ inner worlds are also based on their personal 

experiences. Readers’ personal experiences will influence their interests, preferences 

and tastes. The extent to which readers may feel the beauty of artistic conception in a 

piece of art relies on the degree to which the artwork resonates with its reader. 

Central to the Western experience of art is the understanding that may be gleaned 

from cognitive processing, but the Chinese transcental dimension of art cannot be 

understood through processes of cognition. At the heart of reader experience is the 

encouragement to and the creation of the conditions under which their emotions, 

ideals and values might travel through unseen scenes built up by words and sentences. 

“Noumenon and Phenomenon are not two separate sets of entities, nor are they two 

states of the same thing” (Murti 1955: 274). The images are the carriers of emotions, 

ideals and values while emotions, ideals and values are kernels of images. They are 

interdependent. “The poet has become, even before the act of composition, 

phenomenon itself and can allow the things in it to emerge as they are without being 

contaminated by intellectuality. The poet does not step in; he views things as things 

view themselves” (Yip 1972: vi). In that way, literature seeks, through the harmony 

of images and emotions, to turn two-dimensional reading behaviour into a three-
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dimensional experience (to echo Marcuse’s insistence on the value of the aesthetic 

dimension, as quoted above). In other words, what literature aspires to achieve is not 

to make readers feel that they are reading a story, but that they are experiencing – 

through their acts of co-creation – the life that animated the story and to which both 

the story and their lives were intimately connected. The words on the paper should 

echo in the reader’s inner worlds.  

The beauty of artistic conception is ineffable; it is rooted in the perception 

afforded by feelings. The beauty of artistic conception emphasises resonance, 

empathy and perception. The literary works are junctions of an author’s and the 

readers’ experiences, values and emotions. By creating literary works, authors 

display their inner worlds; by reading these works, readers engage with the emotions 

and ideals of the author, which are delivered through the literary work. In Chinese 

classical literature, the language is often brief, the grammar is not always precise, but 

it usually uses condensed images to deliver emotions.  

Like an artichoke, a Chinese poem has an inside and an outside, 
and while both tasted, the center is the best. The outside and 
inside of a Chinese poem, its peel and its pith, are two kinds of 
language: on the one hand, the language of abstractions, such as 
sorrow, truth and longing; and on the other hand, the language of 
sensory images, such as the touch of the wind, the taste of wine, 
the sound of the brook and the colour of mountains (Goldblatt 
and Brown 2005: 301).  

In Chinese classical literature, the literal meanings of images are less important than 

the emotions and ideals contained in images. In other words, in a literary work, what 

does not speak out is the most important part. Therefore, theoretically speaking, as 

we have seen throughout this thesis, translators should not only concentrate on the 

literal meanings, but also try to convey the emotions and feelings. “Images are not 

arguments, rarely even lead to proof, but the mind craves them” (Adams 1918: 489). 

The feature of the artistic conception is using the images to deliver ineffable 
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emotions, feeling and ideals. Qualitatively, in that sense, the image here is both the 

symbol and the working of “that non-existent in which the existent was” (Rowley 

1974: 72). The image is only a form, “form is emptiness, and the very emptiness is 

form, emptiness does not differ from form, form does not differ from emptiness; 

whatever is form, that is emptiness, whatever is emptiness, that is form” (Conze 1972: 

81). What the audience feels through the images is at the heart of a work. “The verbal 

image which most fully realizes its verbal capacities is that which is not merely a 

bright picture [in the usual modern meaning of the term image] but also an 

interpretation of reality in its metaphoric and symbolic dimensions” (Wimsatt 1958: 

x). Therefore, it is important that readers, or translators, are not limited by the literal 

meanings of the images but concentrate on their functions – what emotions, ideals 

and values the images want to deliver are the key points. However, the fact that 

images are only carriers of emotions and ideals bring about a huge challenge to 

translators. The main obstacle is that when perception is based on the individual 

experience, due to the different life experiences, each reader will give a different 

interpretation of the images. “Images are highly vague aesthetic information; they are 

the unity of implicit and dominance” (Liu 2005: 160; my translation). As ST readers, 

translators, of course, will also have their personal understandings of the images. 

When we discuss to what extent rewriting has a positive effect in translation, we 

must underline that because of the uncertainty in the interpretation of emotions and 

ideals contained in images, there will always be uncertainty in the rewriting too. Let 

us use another example from Hong Lou Meng to ask whether rewriting remains an 

effective strategy when translating images. Can rewriting help to deliver the 

emotions, ideals and feelings from the ST to TT readers without distortion? 

 (Cao 1981: 996 – 997)  
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Chilly pool cross stork’s shadow, cold moon burn poetry spirit 
(my literal translation). 
 
A stork’s dark shape crosses the cold, bright water – 
Where, moon-embalmed, a dead muse lies in state (Hawkes 1980: 
521 – 522). 
 
A stork’s shadow flit across the chilly pool, 
The poet’s spirit is buried in cold moonlight (Yang 2015: 1661 – 
1662). 
 

The first sentence of this couplet describes a single stork flying across a pool at night; 

the pale moonlight shines above the cold water, so that the water reflects the shadow 

of the stork. This is what the poet sees. The second line conveys the poet’s spirit, or 

soul, which dies in the cold moonlight. The first line is thus a real setting whereas the 

second derives from the deeper working of the underlying artistic conception. The 

two lines use a series of images including “chilly pool”, “stork’s shadow”, “cold 

moon” and “poetry spirit” to create a cold, lonely and sad atmosphere. The two 

translations of the first sentence are similar, although Hawkes adds the words “dark” 

and “bright” to intensify the feeling of loneliness. As for the second line, Yang uses a 

literal translation, maintaining the “ (poet’s spirit)” from the ST. This lacks the 

same cultural connection in English because this “spirit” is deeply rooted in a 

Chinese cultural conception; moreover, it is difficult to explain how a spirit can be 

buried. On the other hand, Hawkes rewrites “ ” as “muse” – in ancient Greek, the 

goddesses who inspired artwork, later becoming the symbol of a person, especially a 

woman, who inspires artistic creations. This change may give TT readers more 

detailed information about what the “poet’s spirit” is, and help them to understand 

the meaning of the sentence, but does not contribute any further to informing 

atmosphere of melancholy. At the same time, Hawkes rewrites the “  (cold 

moon)” as “moon-embalmed” – “  (cold)” has a strong connection with 
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unhappiness and loneliness, whereas the image “moon-embalmed” in Hawkes’ 

translation is more neutral. In his translation of the second line, only the word “dead” 

indicates a feeling of sadness. On the contrary, in Yang’s literal translation, “the 

poet’s spirit is buried in cold moonlight”, he keeps the “buried”, “cold” which 

reflects the emotions contained in the ST. Based on this example, we find that 

rewriting still works effectively in regard to making meaning explicit and making the 

TT comprehensible. However, rewriting is less functional in regard to delivering the 

emotions of the ST images. Hawkes’ rewriting of this example reveals that in a 

tightly orchestrated series of images, designed to heighten the emotions, even a small 

change will weaken or change the emotions in the TT. Sometimes, of course, because 

the ST is implicit, rewriting is necessary to make the TT readable; however, if there 

is no difficulty in understanding, translators must make a considered choice about 

whether to rewrite or not, because rewriting contributes more to comprehension of 

meaning than to delivering emotions. Given that it is difficult to determine what 

changes will be made through rewriting, translators need to be cautious when doing 

so. 

In this regard, the role of rewriting in translating images is still 

questionable. The function of rewriting in recreating the beauty of artistic conception 

at least is, as we have seen in the discussion in this chapter, not as effective as when 

exposing hidden meanings of the ST. The beauty of artistic conception is abstract; it 

connects with authors’ and readers’ emotional worlds which means it is more about 

personal feelings and explanations. Based on this, translators can “just have to find 

something approximate, but accurate, keeping your meaning as close as possible to 

the original […] you have to stick to the images of the original to the best of your 

ability without trying to exaggerate or to add anything to it” (Henderson 1980: 34). 
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However, the question remains as to how the translator of these great classical 

Chinese texts may evoke this emotional connectedness; how he or she might infuse 

the translation with the presence of the invisible, for not to do so will leave the 

translation rooted in the merely exotic and strange. Therefore, it is important for 

translators to bear in mind that images in the ST are not independent of each other. 

The author chooses a group of images that then strengthen and explain each other. 

The set of images together will establish the emotional tone of the ST. Therefore, 

even if translators are able to determine the emotion of some specific images, it is 

important that their rewriting does not break the emotional tone of the ST. If 

rewriting takes the risk of changing the emotions in the TT and makes images lose 

their functions, then it may be better to give literal translations – translators deliver 

all the literal meanings of the images in the ST to TT readers, and then let them 

imagine themselves. There is an example in the translations of Hong Lou Meng that 

shows this:  

 (Cao 
1981:335)  
 
Dropping no end missing blood tears throw red bean; blooming 
no end spring willow spring blooms full painted building; 
sleeping not good gauze window wind rain dusk after; cannot 
forget new sorrow and old sorrow. Cannot eat jade rice golden 
water choke full throat, reflecting no end in water chestnut 
flower mirror body and face thin; stretching no open brows; 
waiting no morning time hourglass; ya! Just like unable to cover 
green mountains vaguely, flowing no stop green water long (my 
literal translation). 
 
Still weeping tears of blood about our separation: 
Little red love-beans of my desolation. 
Still blooming flowers I see outside my window growing. 
Still awake in the dark I hear the wind a-blowing. 
Still oh still I can’t forget those old hopes and fears. 
Still can’t swallow food and drink, ’cos I’m choked with tears. 
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, tell me it’s not true: 
Do I look so thin and pale, do I look so blue? 
Mirror, mirror, this long night how shall I get through?  
Oh – oh – oh! 
Blue as the mist upon the distant mountains, 
Blue as the water in the ever-flowing fountains (Hawkes 1977: 
55). 
 

This is the well-known “Hong Dou Ci”, written by Baoyu. These lyrics describe a 

lonely young girl who is hurt by love, so that all the images converge on love and 

melancholy. By writing these lyrics, Baoyu shows his sympathy with those girls who 

were hurt by love. In Hawkes’ translation, we shall pay special attention to the three 

lines underlined, which he rewrites with a well-known sentence from Snow White 

and the Seven Dwarfs. The parts before and after the underlinings are almost literal 

translations of the ST, a description of a sad girl. However, as for the underlined 

element, both the reference and rhythm come from the moment the Evil Queen asks 

her magic mirror: “Mirror, mirror on the wall – who is the fairest one of all”. Using 

this well-known dialogue from a children’s fairy tale to present a tragic love story 

inevitably raises the question: what kind of connection will the TT readers make? 

Does this effectively communicate the shift into jealousy of a lonely heartbroken girl? 

In comparison, Yang’s translation (2015: 558) is more conventional: 

Like drops of blood fall endless tears of longing, 
By painted pavilion grow willows and flowers untold; 
Sleepless at night when wind and rain lash gauze windows, 
She cannot forget her sorrow new and old; 
Choking on rice like jade and wine like gold, 
She turns from her wan reflection in the glass; 
Nothing can smooth away her frown, 
It seems that the long night will never pass.  
Like the shadow of peak, her grief is never gone; 
Like the green stream it flows for ever on. 

Yang endeavours to maintain the images from the ST. He does not attempt to find 

cognate images in the TT culture, although he deletes the image “  (red bean)” – 

a symbol of love that does not exist in Western culture. On the contrary, Hawkes 
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keeps this image but glosses it into “red love-bean” to point out the relation between 

love and red bean directly. Yang, however, does not elect to work at this level of 

specificity, so that all the images left in his translation are, to some degree, general 

images, which may work in both ST and TT cultures, such as the “wind and rain lash 

gauze windows” and “long night”. Therefore, even without rewriting, Yang still 

manages to paint the impressionistic picture of a melancholic young lady for his 

readers. What this comparison of the translations shows, in this regard, is that 

translators must be very careful about how they represent the ST image in the new 

text if they are to maintain the emotional integrity of the original. In Hawkes’ 

translation, for example, when he uses an image from a fairy tale to rewrite the ST, it 

is hard to say what kind of reading experience TT readers will have. The change of 

one single image may bring about an entirely different reading experience, since the 

emotion and function of the TT may differ from the origin as well. Therefore, 

translators must make cautious choices based on the overall emotional tone of the ST 

when they try to rewrite the images. The emotion and feelings evoked by a specific 

image are, of course, hard to determine in any way beyond the subjective; but by 

offsetting image against context, translators should be able to work from an informed 

understanding of the overall emotion and purpose of a text.  

Images, in this way, offer key emotional information in a text – they are 

intended to spark specific emotional connections between readers and text. Images 

connect with pre-existing experiences and knowledge of readers so that when such 

images re-occur, they offer a sort of grammar of images throughout the whole novel. 

Maintaining the coherence of this imagistic language across the text becomes a key 

objective of the translator’s task. Among all types of images, some can be seen as 

general images that can lead to similar emotional reflections in different cultural 
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background, such as cold rain bringing about the feeling of coldness and loneliness; 

or sunrise being suggestive of hope and brightness. But some images are culture-

based and may therefore be difficult to understand in other cultural backgrounds. The 

example of the west wind which has different emotional connections in Chinese and 

Western culture has been mentioned previously. The image of white stands for purity 

and innocence in many Western cultures; but in ancient China, white is linked to 

funerals (but in modern China, with the influence of foreign cultures, the emotional 

connections of some images change as well). In this situation, how to translate this 

type of images is difficult. If examples like this are not rewritten, it may be hard to 

for TT readers to understand the meanings; however, is it impossible to ensure that 

the emotion conveyed in the translation will be similar to the original after rewriting. 

This is a problem that must be addressed in the English translations of Chinese 

classical literature. Hong Lou Meng is a literary work which has condensed images. 

Among them, culture-based images are commonly used. Let us use one of the most 

important poems, “Zang Hua Yin”, in Hong Lou Meng as an example – it is a 

reflection of Daiyu’s life and future. The background to this poem is the festival 

“Grain in Ear” which “has been the custom from time immemorial to make offerings 

to the flower fairies on this day. For Grain in Ear marks the beginning of summer; it 

is about this time that the blossom begins to fail; and tradition has it that the flower-

spirits, their work now completed, go away on this day and do not return until the 

following year. The offerings are therefore thought of as a sort of farewell party for 

the flowers” (Hawkes 1977: 24). Therefore, when the festival of Grain in Ear comes, 

it signifies that spring has come to an end. Although it is a time of farewell, the 

young ladies and maids in the Jia family are too young to feel sad. On the contrary, 

they are looking forward to the festival since it gives them the opportunity to play 
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together. However, Daiyu is different because she has lost her parents and has to live 

with another family (the Jia family). Baoyu is her only friend, but he never lacks 

companions – the contrast leaving Daiyu even more sensitive to and pessimistic 

about her life. So, at this festival, when all the others feel happy, Daiyu feels sad. She 

writes a poem to lament her destiny. This poem creates different images to reflect 

what Daiyu encounters and to convey her feelings of sadness, loneliness and 

helplessness (because the poem is too long, I will only select a stanza as an example): 

 
‘  (Cao 1981: 324)  

 
Cuckoo not sing at twilight, carrying hoe come back and close 
several doors. 
Green lamp lights wall the people prepares to sleep, cold rain 
knocks window and quilt not warm (my literal translation). 
 
At twilight, when the cuckoo sings no more,  
The Maiden with her rake goes in at door  
And lays her down between the lamplit walls,  
While a chill rain against the window falls (Hawkes 1977: 39). 
 
Dusk falls and the cuckoo is silent; 
Her hoe brought back, the lodge is locked and still; 
A green lamp lights the wall as steep enfolds her, 
Cold rain pelts the casement and her quilt is chill (Yang 2015: 540). 
 

These four lines use a group of images including “twilight ( )”, “locked doors 

( )”, “green lamp ( )”, “chill rain ( )” and “cold quilt ( )” to 

create the feeling of loneliness. The translations of the first line both maintain the 

images, the differences between the translations emerging in the following lines. 

Hawkes translates “ ” as “goes in at door” – this is a description of the girl’s 

action with no emotional information. However, Yang uses “locked and still” to 

describe “the lodge”, which conveys a picture of the girl coming back, finding her 

lodgings silent and no one waiting for her. Once again, we see how important it is 

that translators should maintain the emotional content of the language in the ST as 
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coherently much as possible. The following line contains the “ (green lamp)”. 

Hawkes translates “ ‘” into “lamplit walls”, while Yang gives the literal 

translation of “green lamp”. In Chinese culture, “ ” can be seen as a symbol of 

loneliness, poverty and a hard life. In ancient China, people used candle or oil lamps, 

with the result that the light was weak and easy to extinguish. The image “ ” 

intensifies the dominant feeling of loneliness by creating a dimly-light, gloomy scene. 

In this sentence, the image “green lamp” is the key point that delivers emotion. It is a 

culture-specific image, so in order to ensure that TT readers can understand it, 

Hawkes rewrites. However, the word “lamplit”, tends to be romantic rather than 

melancholy, so that once again the emotional note struck serves to dissipate rather 

than intensify the emotion of the setting. Yang’s translation, on the other hand, is 

“green lamp” for “ ” is green and “ ” is lamp. Without further explanation of what 

a “green lamp” is, this literal translation hides the emotional information as well. In 

this situation, it may be better to choose the literal translation with an added 

explanation about what a green lamp signifies in Chinese culture and then give TT 

readers the space for their imagination. As for the final sentence, we can see that 

Hawkes omits the image “cold quilt ( )” while Yang keeps both “cold rain” 

and “chill quilt”. In the ST, these two images help to reinforce each other’s resonance 

– the girl hears the sound of rain; she feels cold, and even though she is wrapped in a 

quilt, she still cannot keep warm. When Hawkes deletes one of the images, the 

interaction between the two images is also excised, so their emotional impact 

disappears as well. Hawkes’ rewriting weakens the emotions in these four lines to 

varying degrees. In other words, in translations of images, or in rebuilding the beauty 

of artistic conceptions, rewriting is arguably less effective than when it is used make 

hidden meanings explicit. This is because the understanding and explanation of 
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images are personal and uncertain. Therefore, to avoid the twin problems of over-

interpretation and emotional dissipation, the translator may sometimes choose to 

keep literal translations with necessary further explanations such as footnotes or 

endnotes to help TT readers understand the meaning of the images and leave space 

for the exercise of imagination within the text itself.  

In conclusion, the beauty of artistic conception in Chinese classical 

literature is the harmony of images and emotions. Images are the basis of artistic 

conceptions, the carriers of emotions that create spaces for readers’ perception and 

imagination, connect authors and readers’ emotional worlds, and ultimately create 

beauty. In translations of images, rewriting may be not as effective as when exposing 

the hidden meanings of the ST. This is because with different individual experiences, 

different readers, including translators who are themselves the readers of the ST, will 

have different understandings of the same images. In this situation, the result of 

rewriting is uncertain as well. In that regard, literal translation may be a better choice 

than rewriting when trying to recreate the beauty of artistic conception. However, we 

have also seen that rewriting is indeed a functioning strategy in English translations 

of Chinese classical literature, because when it comes to the delivering of covert 

meanings to TT readers, rewriting has undoubtedly a positive function in that it 

facilitates comprehension within the TT. However, if translators seek both to deliver 

the meanings and to recreate the beauty of the ST, both rewriting and literal 

translation offer themselves not as binary opposites, but as strategies that might be 

usefully combined at different junctures of the text.  
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Conclusion 

Chinese classical literature occupies a special place in Chinese literary history. Since 

the 1950s, there have been many projects concerned with the translation of Chinese 

classical literary works into foreign languages, especially English, all with the broad 

aim of introducing Chinese literature to the wider global canon, all of which met with 

varying degrees of success. The truth remains that, compared to the widespread 

presence of Western literature and culture in China, Chinese literature has only just 

made its first steps onto the global stage. The collections of Shakespeare’s works, for 

example, have been reprinted over and over again in China. According to the British 

Council, “the Foreign Language Teaching and Research press invited several famous 

translators such as Gu Zhengkun, Xu Yuangchong, etc. to retranslate the series for 

the four hundredth anniversary of Shakespeare’s death” (2016) between 2008 and 

2016. By contrast, similar efforts to translate renowned Chinese novels – which we 

might consider as being broadly cognate in terms of respective national reputations – 

are largely absent. The six great classical Chinese novels mentioned earlier in the 

introduction of this thesis have acquired the same status for Chinese people as 

Shakespeare’s works in the English-speaking world. However, there was no complete 

translation of Hong Lou Meng until the 1970s, for example. Equally significantly, is 

the fact that, after David Hawkes and Yang Xianyi, there has been no attempt to 

retranslate the work.  

The reasons why Chinese classical literature struggles to survive in foreign 

contexts are perhaps numerous. One of those reasons, with which this thesis is 

centrally concerned, is that the aesthetic dimension of Chinese literary works, which 

is of such intrinsic importance in terms of the overall pleasure of reading in Chinese, 
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is so difficult to recreate in a language whose literary and stylistic systems are as far 

removed as is that of the Anglophone world. That is not to say that the conception of 

translation that underpins this thesis is directly equivalent based, or that the task of 

the translator is conceived as that of replication, but as this thesis has also highlighted 

throughout, Chinese classical literature is a strongly aesthetic-based literature. And 

the fact remains that the precision of unity between form and expression, which is the 

prime literary achievement of Chinese writing, offers significant – indeed at times 

insurmountable – challenges to any translator. The emphasis on melody, tightly 

organised form and evocation of strong emotions all come together to immerse native 

Chinese readers within the beauty of harmony. Without this aesthetic dimension, 

translation often comes across as somehow lacking a key component – meaning, 

after all, only offers information; with it, a literary work ushers its reader into a three-

dimensional world where they can hear the musical sounds, visualise the settings 

constructed by words, and feel the emotions generated by both. A literary work 

becomes a miniature replica of the harmonies encased in the real world, arousing 

readers’ emotional responses on a miniature scale. In short, if the translation cannot 

deliver beauty to TT readers, Chinese classical literature loses what for its own 

readers is its abiding charm. 

Hong Lou Meng, as not only a representative but also one of the best 

known works of Chinese classical literature, offers complex aesthetic arrangements – 

a poetic novel, as Chapter One argues. It is written around a range of tightly 

organised metrical and phonetic patterns, employs numerous precise parallel 

structures and offers a wide range of rhythmic and rhyming devices (see especially 

Chapter Three). Its form is characteristically concise, which, in conjunction with its 

richly imagistic writing, its range of allusions, intertextual references and metaphors, 
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both derives from and contributes to an exceptional beauty of artistic conception, 

itself conceived around the beauty of implicitness (see Chapter Four). 

Amongst this rich combination of aesthetic components, the single most 

crucial factor that highlights the poetic feature of Hong Lou Meng is the beauty of 

harmony between its sound, form and meaning, and it is precisely the achievement of 

this beauty that is one of the reasons why translating this work into English 

constitutes such a challenge. We have noted a range of reasons why this difficulty 

cannot simply be reproduced – for example, the fact that Chinese and English use 

different writing systems, where Chinese characters are logograms whose form can 

convey infinite meanings, and which can be further used and arranged to achieve 

many different effects, whereas English only uses 26 letters to help the reader to 

retrieve the sounds of words for comprehension. Moreover, Chinese uses tones to 

build up rhythm, while English creates variable rhythms through stress on syllables. 

Beyond the effects encoded into language use, Chinese literature emphasises 

perception, imagination and feeling, so that it delivers emotions by building up 

images, using allusions and metaphors rather than making meanings explicit. English 

readers, on the other hand, often require more information in order to orient their 

imagination within writing because English is more explicit than Chinese and rests 

on stricter grammar rules and logic (once again, a literary factor rooted in language 

differences). Such differences are, at the very least, considerable, with the result that 

if translators aim for readability (which, presumably, they should) rewriting becomes 

unavoidable. That is the central argument of this thesis. 

By comparing Hawkes’ and Yang’s translations of Hong Lou Meng, we 

have found that Hawkes rewrites more to reproduce beauty in his translation, 

although both translators introduce a range of inevitable changes along the way. 
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Hawkes uses English metres and rhyme schemes to emulate as far as possible the 

soundscape of the ST. Additionally, he imitates the parallel structures in his 

translation to rebuild the organised form of the verses and the prose, and among the 

repertoire of his strategies is the use of idioms and images in English culture to 

replace their counterparts in the ST. Yang, on the other hand, keeps images, symbols 

and allusions from the ST to provide an original taste of Chinese culture, which at 

times makes his translation harder to understand for TT readers. The “faithful 

copying” strategy adopted by Yang is sometimes, in this regard, less than ideal 

because some Chinese cultural concepts simply do not exist in the English world – 

such as the example of the translation of “  (wind and moon)” in Chapter Four. 

That said, while Yang struggles in terms of clarity of meaning, he is also troubled 

throughout the novel in terms of rebuilding the beauty of sound and form in his 

translation, which is evidenced by the fact that most of his translation of verses in 

Hong Lou Meng do not rhyme. And while he aims to recreate parallel structures as 

closely as possible, he does not achieve this as consistently as Hawkes. From 

examples in Chapter Three, we see that Yang’s translations of Pianwen, for example, 

concentrate more on the literal meaning rather than form, while Hawkes attempts to 

show the concise form of four-character and parallel structures in his translation.  

In general, we can conclude that Hawkes’ translation is more effective in 

emulating the beauty of sound and form than Yang’s. Hawkes’ version is also more 

reader-friendly in that he explains Chinese cultural connotation so as to make the 

hidden meanings and emotions explicit for readers. Based on this conclusion, we can 

suggest that rewriting is an effective method to ensure the comprehension of the TT 

and to help reproduce beauty, at least to the extent that such reproduction is possible. 

The beauty of Chinese classical literature that we are referring to here 
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combines three key aspects: sound, form, and meaning, and, ultimately, the harmony 

between all these elements – a complex union of elements that means rewriting is the 

only viable strategy that a translator may use.  

Firstly, the beauty of sound in Chinese classical literature is a direct 

reflection of the beauty of harmony. The four-tone system is classified into the level 

tone and oblique tone. The only way to achieve the goal of euphony is to match level 

tones with oblique tones when composing phrases or sentences to maintain harmony 

– as we have seen in discussion of the relationship between Yin and Yang. Chinese 

regulated poetry, then, is an outstanding representation of the harmony of musical 

sounds, as we know from poems from ancient China which were designed to be sung. 

“Ordinary men and women express their feelings in local folk songs; these songs 

were gathered by official poetry collectors and set to music by music masters” (Liu, 

trans. Shih 2015: 51). Musical sounds help readers to enjoy the reading experience, 

to feel the emotion, and ultimately, as we have argued, to make the text itself more 

memorable. However, the English translation of Chinese classical literature often, 

inevitably, dissipates or loses this feature. There is no way to deliver the Chinese 

four-tone system and rhyme schemes to English readers, with the result that 

translators need to resort to English metres and rhyme schemes to rewrite the ST, if 

they want to recreate the beauty of sound in their English translation. Rhythm, of 

course, can be recreated with the help of English metres, and the harmony of oblique 

and level tones may be translated into the cooperation between stressed and 

unstressed syllables, but with this emphasis on form, the translator very often 

struggles to ensure consistency of meaning. 

Secondly, the beauty of form is an overriding concern in Chinese classical 

literature. As mentioned repeatedly, while English words serve to spell out sounds, 
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Chinese characters are logograms that are created by imitating the world around (e.g. 

pictographs, symbols and ideographs). By creating vivid images, the form of each 

logogram expresses meaning directly; consequently, meaning is inseparable from 

form. With the expanding needs of conversation and expression, phonograms have 

been developed to use a phonetic symbol (” ) to show the pronunciation and a 

radical ( ) to indicate the meaning of the character – which yet again epitomises 

the concept of harmony (within a character). As we have seen throughout this thesis, 

the sound, form and meaning of Chinese characters are intrinsically harmonious, 

whereas, in contrast, English words struggle to rebuild this connection between form 

and meaning. Central to this is the fact that all Chinese characters are monosyllabic, 

making parallel structures an easily achievable goal in Chinese, whereas we have 

seen that translating these structures into English constitutes a real challenge in 

translation. Parallelism in Chinese literature, as our discussion has shown, must 

consist of two sentences with the same number of characters (but opposite tones) and 

the same grammatical structures and parts of speech. Accordingly, parallel structures 

create the beauty of harmony with balanced and organised forms, neat and pleasing 

visual effects, and rhythmical sounds. This beauty of harmony, in turn, is geared 

towards heightened emotions and vivid descriptions. In English translation, the 

words themselves cannot and do not rebuild the beauty of the form of Chinese 

characters, but can only convey meaning, so that once again the translator is forced 

to try and find some sort of balance between form and content – a balance which we 

have described as one of the most difficult to achieve in literary translation and 

which, therefore, almost inevitably necessitates rewriting as a strategy for rebuilding 

the beauty of parallelism in English. Rewriting is also necessary because the Chinese 

language is freer and more flexible regarding grammar, meaning that its translation 
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in English must add supplementary pieces of information to ensure grammaticality 

for the minimum level of comprehension. That said, the translator can still use 

phrases and sentences with the same grammatical structures and parts of speech to 

mimic the form of the ST, especially when the unit of discussion expands to the level 

of a clause or a paragraph, and try to rebuild a balanced form in the TT. In this way, 

the delivery of the beautiful form becomes possible. Furthermore, if the sentences 

can achieve the effects of rhythm and rhyme, the TT will work in terms both of 

expression and of meaning. 

Following on from this, the final aspect in which rewriting can work is in 

the emulation of the beauty of meaning. Chinese classical literature, as discussion 

has been concerned to show, builds up the beauty of meaning through artistic 

conception – which, in turn, is the harmonious connection between images and 

emotions. Image is the basis of artistic conception because it is the medium through 

which abstract emotions and feelings are expressed to readers. Image is “a motivated 

sign, a synecdoche, in which the signifier is naturally connected to the signified” 

(Culler 1976: 263). Through images, the emotions, feelings, and ideas conveyed by 

the author resonate with the reader. The beauty of artistic conception and its 

appreciation largely rely on the reader’s perception and imagination, so Chinese 

classical literature emanates the feature of implicitly. In that regard, Chinese is a 

high-context culture which usually implies information in language use; English, on 

the other hand, is a low-context culture which is, generally speaking, more explicit in 

terms of semantic formulation than Chinese. Therefore, in Chinese classical literature, 

the literal meaning is only a part of the meaning, and the hidden meaning and 

emotions contained in images serve as an essential part. Only through rewriting can 

translators render the hidden meaning explicitly to TT readers, thereby making the 
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emotions available and the TT understandable. The principal difficulty here is how 

translators mediate this supplementary information without making their text overly 

heavy in terms of information. Thickening, as we have seen, becomes a possible 

method of maintaining textual flow, although there are issues involved in enforcing 

intermittency of reading. 

When translating Chinese classical literature into English, we have argued 

that rewriting should, first and foremost, ensure readability and comprehension of the 

TT. Having ensured that meaning is conveyed effectively, translators should then try 

to rebuild beauty. With the help of rhetorical devices – metres, rhyme schemes, and 

rhythmical patterns – available in English, we may rewrite in order to reconstruct the 

beauty of the ST, with the result that the beauty of the translation adheres and appeals 

more to the aesthetic traditions and the readers of the TT culture – but, of course, 

departs from the beauty of the ST. There is something of an issue here – in the worst-

case scenario, rewriting may mislead TT readers into imagining Chinese aesthetics as 

identical to those operative within English writing. Translation needs to protect and 

communicate something of the difference between cultures, and an example of where 

this fails occurs when Hawkes replaces the “poet spirit ( )” with “muse” (see 

Chapter Four), potentially leading TT readers to imagine that the concept of the muse 

exists in Chinese classical literature as well – which is not true.  

Notwithstanding these caveats, this thesis argues, in the final analysis, that 

rewriting is an effective strategy to ensure the readability of the TT and to bridge the 

gap between the cultural differences of the Chinese- and English-speaking worlds. 

Importantly, rewriting can help to introduce Chinese classical literature to those who 

otherwise have no access to Chinese culture. Such a technique, at this time of rapid 

globalisation, may hopefully facilitate a greater degree of cultural communication 
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between Chinese and English (or other languages). 

Rewriting has proven itself, in this regard, to be a useful strategy in terms 

of safeguarding comprehension and emulating the beauty of the ST within the 

different possibilities of the target language and literary system, as the analysis in this 

thesis has shown. Future research may well choose to examine the link between 

rewriting and the translator’s subjectivity, in that rewriting emerges from translator 

choice and interpretation – for example in regard to what might be omitted and what 

should be preserved and even expanded upon for readers of the translation. If we 

consider this idea of translator agency, four areas of new interest emerge: 1) the 

elements that affect the translator’s reception of the ST culture, such as their cultural 

background, political inclination, and religion; 2) the translator’s subjectivity in 

terms of its impact on the rewriting process – to see if translators with similar 

backgrounds will make similar choices in rewriting; 3) how rewriting affects the 

acceptability of the TT; and, lastly, 4) how different purposes or concepts of 

equivalence guide our rewriting approaches, and if we can manage to identify key 

indicators or factors that influence those choices.  

As Chinese writing establishes itself more and more in translation, 

inevitably, then, our attention will turn more and more to the central agency of 

translators themselves. 
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